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Preface 
Recent economic history suggests that a key element in 

economic growth and development for many countries has been an 
aggressive export policy and a complementary import policy. 
Such policies can be very effective provided that resources are 
used wisely to encourage esporís from industries that can be com-
petitive in the intemaiional arena. Also, import protection must be 
used carefully so thai it eacourages infant industries instead of 
providing rents to industries Hat are not competitive. 

Policy makers may use a variety of methods of analysis in 
plaiming trade policy. As computing power has grown in recent 
years increasing attention has teen give to economic models as 
one of the most powerful aids to policy making. These models 
am be used on the one hand to help in selecting export industries 
to encourage and infant industries to protect and on the other hand 
to chart the larger effects of trade policy on the entire economy. 

While many models have been developed in recent years there 
has not been any analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the 
various types of models. Therefore, this monograph provides a 
review and analysis of the models which can be used to analyze 
dynamic comparative advantage. 

The book is designed to be read at three diíTerent levels: con-
ceptual, mathematical, and computational. The conceptual jnaierial 
is contained in the body of the chapters and most of the mathemat-
ical and computational material is included in appendices to these 
chapters. Ilic conceptual material constitutes a short book of 
about 100 pages and provides an introduction to the use of models 
for analyzing comi^rative advantage. 

The reader who is interested in the mathematical level should 
read the chapters and the mathematical appendices which are pro-
vided to several of the chapters. These appendices include a de-
tailed specification of the models. 

The reader who wishes to progress beyond this level should 
also read the computer inputs which are provided in appendices. 
Most of the models in the book are in the Model Library which is 
distributed with the GAMS modeling system (Brooke, Kendrick, 
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and Meeraus (1988)). Therefore, ihe user can obtain access to 
these models and is encouraged to modify and solve them. 

It is my intention to make available a diskette which contains 
the GAMS input for many of the models which are mentioned in 
this book but which are not available in the current version of the 
the GAMS Model Library. Readers who are interested in 
obtaining such a diskette should write to me. 

I have used the computational level in courses which I have 
taught to senior undergraduates and to graduate students for some 
years. The opportunity to begin with an existing model of some 
complexity permits the student to quickly by-pass the simple 
models which are commonly presented in textbooks. My stu-
dents seem to enjoy the opportunity to eseirise their creativity by 
modifying an existing model and using the model to analyze a 
problem that interest them. 

This study was sponsored by the Latin American and 
Caribbean Institute for Economic and Social Planning (ILPES), an 
agency associated with the Economic Commission for Latin 
America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) of the United Nations. 
Funding was provided by the United Nations Development 
Program through the Project RLA/86/029, "Elaboration and 
Dissemination of New Techniques in Public Policy Planning and 
Programming". 

The author is grateful to Hollis Chenety, Eduardo Garciá and 
Graham Pyatt for comments on the first draft of the study. 
Eduardo Garcia in his capacity as Director of Economic 
Programming of ILPES, made useful suggestions at an initial 
stage of the work, 

David Kendrick 
Dei^itment of Economics 
The University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 78712 
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letroducíion 
The rapid growth in computational power in the last three 

decades has opened new opportunities for economists to develop 
disaggregated models to analyze dynamic comparative advantage. 
Thus while only simple rate of return calculations on an export 
project could be done thirty years ago, now it is possible to de-
velop models of a worldwide industry in order to analyze the in-
ternational competitiveness of a project. In the past one could 
study the eíTecís of tariff increases on a single industry. Now one 
can use multisectoral models to trace the effects of tariff reforms 
through input-output systems to prices, to income distribution, 
and ^ c k to aggregate demand ctonges. However, these models 
are new enough that we are still learning abcmt the breadth of their 
potential application and about their strengths and weaknesses. 
Therefore this book provides a review of dynamic cotoparative 
advantage models with an eye to the use of these mcxiels for policy 
analysis. 

There are two broad classes of these models: sectoral and 
economy-wide. As shown in Figure 1.1 the sectoral models 
may be for a single country, a region, or the whole world. The 
economy-wide models are either general equilibrium or growth 
models. 

The sectoral models analyze a single sector such as the steel 
industry or the chemical fertilizer industiy. They include multiple 
plants and markets and the transportation links between them. Tlie 
sectoral models reach inside the plants to model the capacity of 
individual productive units and to consider alternative processes 
for producing goods. They consider economies of scale in in-
vestment so ¿at there are tradeoffs between transportation costs 
and investment costs. Some of these models consider the plants 
and markets in a single country with exports to and imports from 
other countries, while other models consider a set of countries in a 
region with trade flows to other regions. Finally, some of the 
models are worldwide. 
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Sectoral 

Country ^ 

Rsgion ^ 

World ^ 

c Gansral Equilibrium 

Growtii 

Figure 1.1 Comparative Advantage Models 

These sectoral racdels enable one to axmlyze the dynamic com-
parative advantage of a domestic industry while considering the 
cost of raw materials, labor, and transportation as well as 
economies of scale in investment. However, these models study 
only a single industry at a time and fail to consider the larger econ-
omy* wide implications of trade policy. 

In contrast, the economy-wide models capture the larger pic-
ture but lose much of the disaggregated detail. These models can 
be usefully divided into two groups: general equilibrium and 
growth models. The general equilibrium models focus on the 
prices of goods and factors. Therefore these models are useful 
for Mialyzing the effects of tariff changes on prices throughout the 
economy as well on wages and returns to other factors. This 
means that the mc^els can be helpful in analyzing the income dis-
tribution eíTects of changes in trade policy. For example the 
ORANI model by Dixon, Pannenter, Sutton, and Vincent (1982) 
was used to study the effects of tariff reforms in Australia. 

Most 'general equilibrium' models include the assumption of 
perfect competition; however, there is now a group of models in 
this class that permit substantial price flexibility without the ne-
cessity to assume that all sectors are perfectly competitive. 
Examples of this type of model are those created with the 
HERCULES software, Drud and Kendrick (1988). This system 
decreases the time required to develop general equilibrium models 
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by providing automatic geoeration of the equations of the model 
once the sectors and the fonctioa sj^fications are provided. 

Another advantage of the general equilibrium models is that 
they provide for the specification of price and income elasticities 
for imports and exports, thus permitting some analysis of com-
parative advantage in an economy-wide model setting. In con-
trast, a major disadvantage of the general equilibrium models is 
that they are usually static. While it is possible to link together a 
series of general equilibrium models to provide dynamics this is an 
awkward procedure. 

In contrast, the strong suit of the second type of economy-
wide models, the 'growth' models, is dynamics. These model 
typically consist of a small number of scctors and many time peri-
mis. Tlie focus is on capital accumulation and growth. Special 
attention is given to foreign borrowing and chMges in foreign 
debt. Population growth is also included. Thus these models 
provide a good overview of comparative advantage at the highly 
aggregated level while permitting one to study the efTects of vari-
ous foreign borrowing, export stimulation or import restriction 
policies. The models in this group were originally developed as 
linear programs and then later as nonlinear programs which per-
mitted factor Mtbsiitutioe (see Kendrick and Taylor (1970)). 

The economy-wide models provide a consistency framework 
for national economic policies. This is an important and neces-
sary feature but it also needs to be combined with specifications 
that permit a country to operate eiliciently in the context of the 
world economy. This means that the models need to focus on the 
comparative advantage of the country. Moreover the analysis 
need to distinguish between those projects ̂ i c h provide privately 
evaluatedmá those projects which provide socially evaluated 
comparative advantage. For example, the price of a natural 
¡¡source like natural gas may be held below worid market prices in 
a country. Then the privately evaluated comparative advantage 
may suggest combining these resources into a wide range of 
products for export. In contrast, the socially evaluated 
comparative advantage would value the resources at world prices 
and would suggest combining them into a narrower range of 
products which make more efficient use of the resources in 
question. 

The first part of this monograph describes and analyzes sec-
toral models and the second part focuses on economy-wide mod-
els. 
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Sectoral Models 
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Síracíure of Models 
This chapter describes the simctare of sectoral models and the 

following chapter shows how varisnis of this straciure have been 
used to model a variety of different industries at the country, re-
gional and worldwide level. Static models are discussed first, 
followed by a description of the more complicated dynamic mod-
els. 

1. SisSic Models 

The essence of sectoral models is that plants and markets are 
located at different places so that transportation costs must be in-
curred in shipping goods to markets. Also, the plants are not 
monoliths with a single production line but rather collections of 
different productive units of various capacities which perform 
steps in the production of a variety of intermediate and final 
goods. The balancing of capacity with demand then depends on 
the capacity mis at each plant. Since this capacity mix is usually 
not perfectly balanced, efficiency can be improved by interplant 
shipments of intermediate products - a phenomenon which is quite 
important in international trade. 

a. Plañís, Markets, and Transportation 

As an example of a sectoral model. Fig. 2.1 shows a selection 
of the plants and markets in the Mexican steel industry. The 
figure shows the Altos Homos plant in the north of Mexico and 
the Sicartsa plant on the Pacific coast. In the schema these two 
plants are shown making shipments to markets in the Mexico City 
and Guadalajara areas. 

The most basic constraints in sectoral models are that no plant 
c&n ship more goods than it has the capacity to produce, while 
each market must receive enough goods from the plants to satisfy 
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Altos Homos 

Plants 

O Markets 

Guadalajara 

Mexico City 

Sicartsa 
Figure 2.1 Plants and Markets in the Mexican Steel Industry 

ite product requirements. These constraints are specified maihe-
maiically by first defining the seis of plañís and raarkets, i.e. 

I " Plants { Alios Homos, Sicartsa} 
J - Markets « { Mexico City, Guadalajara } 

and the capacity at ^ich plant and the demand at each market as 
caipaciíyaíplant i 

(̂ j = demand ai market j. 

Also the shipment variables are defined as 
Xy == shipments from plant i to market j 

Then the capacity constraint for each plant is written 
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(1) 

• shipments to 
all markets 
from plant i 

k. i e / 

'(X^Bcity of 
plant j 

and the demand ccusiraint for each market is written 

(2) 
I a 

shipments to 
market j 
from all plants 

J £J 

'mpjímnaít 

J 

No matter how elaborate sectoral models become, with many 
products and with plants and markets scattered around the globe, 
constraints of forms (1) and (2) remain in the models. 

The objective function for this simplest version of sectoral 
models is specified to find the shipment pattern which will mini-
mize transportation cost, i.e., 

(3) E Y j ^ a ^ a 
ui j s j 

where 

f « total transportation a^ t 
c unit transportation cost from plant i to market j. 

In summary, the simplest form of sectoral models seeks to 
find the shipment pattern which will minimize transportation cost 
for final products while satisfying the plant rapacity and market 
requirement constraints. However, since a large portion of the 
trade flows both within countries and among countries is in the 
form of intermediate products, it is not sufficient to use only final 
products in sectoral models. For example a plant's capacity is not 
defined in terms of a single final product. Rather it is necessary 
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to model the capacity of the various productive units within ^ch 
plant and to extend the model by using processes to cover not only 
raw materials but also intermediate pr^ucis and final products. 

b. Productive Units and Processes 

If we go inside one of the plants, say the steel mill at Sicarisa, 
we find a number of major productive units as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

Sicartsa 

blast 
furnace 

f la t 

products u 
shapes 

Figure 2.2 Productive Units in the Sicarisa Steel Mill 
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In this schema the raw materials, iron ore and ccal, are iis©d to 
make the intermediate product pig iron in the blast furnace. The 
pig iron is further refined to the intermediate product steel in the 
steel shop. Finally, the steel is rolled into final products such as 
flat products which are used for automobile bodies or shapes 
which are used in building and bridge construction. With tiiis 
schema in mind it is necessary to add three material balance 
constraints to the model, ss shown below. 

RawMaierials 
uses of each raw material s paitrliasfis of ^ h raw material 

Intemiediaie Producís 
use of intermediates s production of intermediaies 

Fiml Products 
production of final product s ^ e s of final products 

Since such a large portion of international trade is in raw ma-
terials and in intermediate products, it is apparent that dynamic 
models of comparative advantage must disaggregate down to this 
level. 

With the blast furnace, sieel shop, and rolling mills in the 
model as productive units, capacity is now specified not in terms 
of final products but rather in terms of intermediate prtxñicts. This 
opens the door for trade in intermediate products. For example, if 
Sicartsa had excess cspadty in its steel shop and Altos Homos had 
excess capacity in its rolling mills, the model solution might 
indicate a gain in efficiency thrmigh shipments of sieel ingots from 
Sicartsa to Altos Homos. Similar shipments are playing a 
substantial role in the international automobile industry, where 
engines from a plant in one country and frames from a plant in 
another are combined. 

Along with productive units sectoral mcKlels use the concept of 
processes. A process is like a recipe for baking a cake, i.e., it 
specifies the required amount of each ingredient. A process for 
making steel is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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scrap iron 

pig 
iron 

oxygen 

steel 
Figure 2.3 Inputs and Outputs from & Steel Prmluciion Process 

Pig iron, scrap iron and oxygen are used in & steel shop to 
make steel. However, the ratio of these ingredients is not fixed 
but rather is afTected by the relative prices of the three inputs. For 
example, when scrap iron prices rise steel mills use relatively more 
pig iron and less scrap iron. Most sectoral models include 
alternative processes for producing each good. These alternative 
processes have different ratios of inputs. Then as relative prices 
change the level of use of the alternative processes also changes, 
thereby modifying the overall mix of inputs. 

In a similar manner, international trade in cml and crude oil for 
use in making electricity is aíTected by changes in the relative 
prices of these commodities. Models of the electric power indus-
try include altenmtive processes for producing electricity with c í h i I 
or with crude oil, and the implied demand for the raw material in-
puts changes as relative prices change. 

c. Exports and Imports 

Exports and imports, like domestic products, must be disag-
gregated into raw materials, intermediate products and final prod-
ucts. Furthermore, since transportation cost plays an important 
role, the shipment routes for these products must be included, as 
shown in the example in Fig. 2.4 for the Mexican steel industry. 
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Altos Hornos Port Isabel raw 
materials 

intermediate 
products 

f inal 
products 

Mexico 
City 

Figure 2.4 Exports and imports 

Raw material imports enter the country through a port near the 
plant and intermediate product imports and exports flow through 
the ̂ me port. In contrast, final product imports enter the country 
through a port near the market. Given the location of plants, mar-
kets and ports, a country may export a final product through a port 
near a plant and import the same product from another country 
through a port near the market. 

In sectoral mc^els imports and e^jorts are normally treated as 
having fixed world prices. It is assumed that the country is small 
enough not to affect world prices by changes in the volume of its 
exports or imports. If this assumption is not correct the models 
can be modified to include demand fimctions; however that is not 
usually necessary. 

The treatment of exports and imports in the objective function 
is a matter of interest. It may be recalled from what was stated 
above that the goal of the simplest sectoral models is to minimize 
transportation cost. When processes and productive units are 
added to the model the goal become the minimization of produc-
tion and transportation cost. The addition of imports presents no 
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problem, since this too Is m element of cosí. However, exports 
are sources of revenue rather than of cost. Therefore the tradition 
is to subtract export revenues from the other cost elements ©nd 
thus to minimize net cost, i.e. iransportation, production, and im-
port costs, less export revenues. ITius the objective function for 
the single country model is to minimize the net cost of Mtisfying 
the domestic market requirements. 

Some variants of sectoral models include demand fimction and 
seek to maximize consumer and producer surplus. This may be a 
more appropriate objective function in some cases. This 
specification is discussed more fully in the section on limitations 
near the end of this chapter. 

Appendix 2A contains mathematical and computer statements 
of a static sectoral model of the Mexican steel industry. The reader 
may want to read that appendix before proceeding to the discus-
sion of dynamic models. 

2. Dynsmic Models 

The static models discussed above are clearly not sufficient to 
aaalyze dynamic comparative advantage. One of the key notions 
of dynamic comparative advantage is that due to economies of 
scale a country may not have a comparative advantage in a product 
when its markets are anall but may grow into that advantage as the 
size of the domestic market and the size of production facilities 
increase. The models discussed in this section include multiple 
time periods and investment with economies of scale; thus they 
can be used to analyze dyiramic comparative advantage. 

a. Multiple Time Periods 

The first change to be made in the simple models is to add 
multiple time periods. Thus the shipment variables 

= shipments from plant i to market j 
become 

= shipments from plant i to market j in period t. 
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Similarly exports, imports and all other variables gain time 
subscripts. Also, the constraints become dynamic. For emmple 
the capacity ccmstrainis become 

capacity utilization ^ imtial cspaaty-i-investment 

where the cost of investment is subject to economies of scale. 

b. Inv^tment 

The presence of economies of scale alters the mathematical 
nature of the sectoral models. If there are c&'seconomies of &ca\e 
the optimization problem formed with the sectoral model has a 
single global optimum. However, if there are economies of scale 
the optimization problem may have local optima. This means that 
the model cannot be solved with linear programming methods but 
instead calls for mixed integer programming methods, cf. 
Markowitz and Manne (1957). This in turn means that the 
computational cost of solving the model is greatly increased. 

This computational cost is justified in return for the capability 
to answer the question of what size of facility must bs built in 
order to be competitive in international markets. Moreover, the 
model enables one to gauge the effect of the new plant or plants on 
the existing domestic plants in the industry. In addition, dynamic 
models also enable one to analyze the phased construction of pro-
duction capacity. For example, instead of building a small but 
complete plant waiting a few yms and then building another small 
complete plant, it may be more efíicient to build a large but partial 
plant containing only the first two stage of production 

The products of the first two stages could be exported for a 
time, then at a later time the final pr^uction stage may be added 
to complete the plant, thus giving the country one large interna-
tionally competitive plant rather &an two small uncompetitive fa-
cilities. Dynamic sectoral models are well suited to analyze this 
kind of tradeoff. A mathematical statement of a dynamic sectoral 
model is provided in Appendix 2B. 
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c. Limitetíons 

Such are the strengths of sectoral models, but what are the 
limitations? i 

One major limitation is that most sectoral models are specified 
to meet demand reipirements at minimum cost. Hiis specification 
ignores the fact of downward sloping demand functions. 
Demand functions can be used and the problem converted from 
one of cost minimization to consumer and producer surplus 
maximiMtiofi (cf. Kendrick md Stmiijesdijk (1978) Cls. 7). This 
changes the optimization problem from a linear to a nonlinear 
mixed integer programming problem which is more difficult to 
solve. However, if one is willing to ^proximate the consumer 
and producer surplus functions with piecewise segments, the 
problem ranains a linear mixed integer programming problem. 

A second limitation of present sectoral models is the lack of 
game theory specifications. If there are a few large companies in 
an industry the construction of new production (Opacity can be 
usefully viewed in a game theoretic context. Sectoral models are 
eot usually specified in this way, but they can be used to shed 
some l i^ t on these kinds of problems. The competed model may 
be used to study the effect on the profitability of one company if 
another company expands its productive units. AJtemaiively, in a 
multicountry model one can study the profitability effecis of an 
expansion in one country on the industry in another country. For 
example, with world models of the alimiinum or copper industries 
one can study the effects of investment in some countries on prof-
itobility in the rest of the industry. 

A third limitation is that the model takes no account of 
uncertainty, despite the fact there is tremendous uncertainty in the 
ecoecwny. For example demand projection for ten or twenty years 
are typically made for sectoral models and then treated with 
certainty in the model. Likewise, projections are made for future 
prices of raw materials for a simikr time frame. 

There are two kinds of uncertainty that can be usefully ana-
lyzed in economic models: small event and large event uncertainty. 
An example of small event uncertainty is month to month 
variations in demand or in the cost of raw materials. Examples of 

1 For related discussion of the limitations of comparative advantage 
aieneiy(1961), pp. 277-281. 
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large event unceriainty are the OPEC rartel's effect on oil prices, a 
war which removes some producers from a world market, or an 
mrthquake which damages some plants. Small event uncertainty 
can be analyzed effectively in econometric models using stodiastic 
control theory methods, (see Kendrick (1981)). Also it can be 
done in sectoral mc^els with chance constrained programming, 
(see Chames and Cooper (1959)). However, neither of these 
approaches is fully satisfactory in sectoral models. In contrast, 
sectoral models can be used effectively for large event uncertainly 
by using the models to answer what-if questions. For example, 
demand might be projected to grow in a i^icular industry at ten 
percent over a fifteen year period. An investment plan could be 
developed under this assumption snd then the model solved again 
under the assumption that Aere will be no growth in demand in 
years 5 through 10 of the plan, in order to see the cfTects on the 
industry. 

Also, most sectoral models would be solved on a rolling-plan 
basis, whereby the model is solved each year as conditions in the 
economy evolve and only the first year of the investment strategy 
is used each year. 

A fourth limitation is that factor prices are a^umed to reflect 
opportunity cost in the economy. However, there are many 
distortions which affect capital, later, and resource costs. These 
distortions must be recognized and adjustments made in the factor 
prices if the model results are to reflect ctmiparative advantage. 

A fifth limitation stems from the fact that factor prices are not 
endogenous in sectoral models. The speed of development of a 
country may affcct the rate of growth of wages and therefore the 
length of time over which it has a comfwative advantage in labor 
intensive conmiodities. It is possible in sectoral models to have 
factor prices changing over time in an exogenous fashion; how-
ever, this is frequently overlooked. 

Dynamic external economies are not captured by the present 
generation of sectoral models. These economies come from a 
decreasing cost effect on the inputs of one industry caxised by an 
expansion in the (MJtput level of another. For example an increase 
in automobile production may be great enough for the steel 
industry to capture increased economies of scale and thus lower 
the price of the steel they sell to the automobile industry. If 
international trade in the commodities in question is available this 
problem may not be too important. If it is important it can be 
captured in sectoral models by including two or more related 
industries in the same model. 
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Another limitation of sectoral models is the tendency to use 
osrreQt domestic prices, which are sometimes distorted. For ex-
ample, if the price of a key input is kept below world market 
prices, then the resource is valued at less than its opportunity a^t. 
This may result in more use of the resource than is socially opti-
mal. The remedy for this problem is to use the world price in the 
analysis. A related problem is the use of the current foreign ex-
change rate in the models despite the fact that that exchange rate 
may be distorted by government controls. In those cases it is 
important to make an estimate of fee true value of foreign currency 
and to use that exchange rale in tlie model. 

A final limitation is compuSMional speed. It would seem that 
with the enormous increases in computer power in recent years 
sectoral models of great size could now be solved with ease. 
Some yeare ago one could build models with about five plants and 
markets, three productive units, ten commodities (raw materials, 
intermediate products, and final products), four time j^riods, and 
economies of scale in the objective function and solve the model 
on a mainframe computer using a mixed integer programming 
code. Now one can almost solve a problem of this size on a 
microcomputer. However, in the modeling of many sectore one 
wants to use more plants, markets, productive units, commodities, 
and time periods than those specified above. Therefore 
computational power continues to be a substantia] limitation on the 
use of sectoral models to analyze d>̂ 5amic comparative advantage. 



Appendix 2A 
A Static Sectoral Model 

This appendix contains the maihematical statement and 
computer input for a static sectoral model which is drawn from 
Kendrick, Meermis, and Alatorre (1984) pp. 66-70. 

L MMlsemaiical SSaísmeaí 

Sets 

i I ° plants 
j e J markets 
m eM productive units 
p £ p processes 
c £ C ° cmimodlti^ 

c Z CF ^ ñml products 
c £ CI ° mtemiediate products 
c £ CR mw materials 

IS 
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Variables 

z = process levels (prvduction ) 
X " shipments of 6ml products 
e = exports of fíml producís 
V imports of fíml products 
u = domestic purchases of raw materials 
i = total cost 
<P cosí grcmps 

raw mMenal cmt 
« tmnsport a^t 
== import cost 
° export revenues 

Parameters 

a == process inputs ( - )or mputs ( ) 
b ̂  c^jsdty utilization 
d ^ market recpirement 
e ° export bound 
k - initial <^)adty 
p'' " pnces of domeñe mw materials 
p® = prices of exports of &ml products 
jf prices of imports of ñml products 
l/ = transport a^t of imal products 
p' = transport cast of expúrts 
/y' = transport cc^t of imports 

Constraints 

The model has three main ijj^s of constraints and an objective 
function. The types of constraints are: 
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• Eoaierials balance 
° í̂ífflcity 
" demand requirements. 

Also, there is sometime a fourth group of miscellaneous con-
straints. Finally, the objective function may consist of a number 
of component functions such as raw material cost and transport 
cost. 

The materials balance constraints include constraints for final 
products, intermediate products, mid raw materials. The first of 
these is shown below. 

MATERIALS BALANCE CDNSTRAIOTS FOR FINAL PRODUCTS 

(1) I ^cp^^l ̂  I 
pCP JtJ 

,-J- e. c €CF 
i e I 

Fmduction' r Shipment of Em] l rExpoits oil 
of iina] 2 products to domare ñml 
products mmiets products 

The constraint requires that domestic production of each final 
product at each plant must exceed domestic shipments and exports 
of the product. The z variables are process levels. They are 
like production levels except that they are a generalization of pro-
duction with many inputs and many outputs. For example, the 
primary still at an oil refinery has crude oil inputs and a large 
number of outputs including low-octane gasoline and kerosene. 
So the production level of the unit is not specified in terms of any 
one of the outputs but rather in terms of the crude oil input. 
Likewise the process (activity) level of the unit would be stated in 
terms of the crude oil injmt. 

In this context the a^^ coefficients in Eq. (1) represent the 
units of commodity c input to or output from process p per unit 
activity level. By convention the inputs have negative coefficients 
and the outputs have positive coefficients. Thus in the atmo-
spheric still example the coefUdent might have the value -1.0 for 
crude oil, 0.2 for low-octane gasoline and 0.3 for kerosene. 

The second material balance constraint is for intermediate 
products. It illustrates well the role of the plus and minus 
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MATERIALS BALANCE CONSTRAIÍ>ÍTS FOR INTERMEDL^TE 
PRODUCTS 

(2) E 
piP 

c ed 
i € I 

-Net production 
of íatmnedMc 

products 

coefíícienís. Oil reñneiy models coBtain not only an atmospheric 
still process but also a catalytic cracking process. The second 
process takes the low-octane gasoline from the first process and 
converts it to high-octane gasoline. In this case low-octane ga-
soline is an intermediate product and would be included In Eq. (2). 
In this constraint the a coefficient might be 0.2 for the atmo-
spheric still process and -0.15 for the catalytic cracking process. 
Thus the production of low-octaae gasoline by the one process 
would have to be balanced with the use of low-octane gasoline as 
an inpjt in the second process. 

llie last materials telance constraint requires, as Is shown be-
low, that the amount of raw materials used in processes (with 
negative 'a' coefficients) must be balanced by fKJsitive amounts of 
raw material purchases. For esample a refinery must buy as 
much crude oil as it uses in its primary still. 

MATERL\LS BALANCE CONSTRAINTS FOR RAW MATERL\LS 

(3) 
p€P 

z , + if̂  2 0 pi ü c eCR 
i € I 

'Raw imtermJ 
med 

•Raw ímíaial n 
pmcbased 

The next constraint belongs to the second type, namely the ca-
pacity constraints. The b coefficient in this constraint is one if a 
particular machine is used by a process and zero otherwise. 
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CAPACITY CONSTRAIhrrS 

(4) pi 
piP 

m eM 
i € J 

rOapmaiy 1 -Csimcity -
required mmikhle 

For example, there might be two alternative processes which ran 
in the primary still at a refinery. The first process would use 
sweet crude and the second would use sour crude. Together they 
cxjuld not be used to process more than the four hundred thousand 
barrel capacity of the primary still as s^resented by the k parame-
ter. So one process might be used to process a hundred thousand 
barrels of oil and the oüner process used to pr<K;ess three hundred 
thousand barrels of oil. 

The third type of constraints are market requirement con-
straints. This constraint requires thai the domestic shipment re-
ceived plus the imports received at each market must exceed the 
market requirement. 

MARKET REQUIREMENTS 

(5) I ^ci/ ^ 
• Shipments 
from phnis 
ÉO markets 

'Imports of ilml' 
products c to 

smrket J 

c €CF 
J € / 

'Requlwmeats for' 
fíi^ product c 

m market j 

As was mentioned above most static sectoral models also in-
clude some miscellaneous constraints. This model has a single 
constraint of this type, namely the maximum export constraint 
which is shown below. 
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MAXIMUM EXPORTS 

(6) 
ta 

c eCF 

'Toial exports of 
commodity c 

'Bound OB exports 
of commodity c 

Constraints of this type may arise when the export marketing or-
ganization of an industry is able to place only a certain amount of 
2ie product in the export market. Constraints of this type must be 
treated with great care in sectoral models. It may more realistic 
to replace them with a piecewise function in which the more the 
industry exports the lower the efTective price. 

The nonnegativity constrainis shown below complete the set of 
constraints in to model. 

NONNEGATIVITy CXDNSTRAINTS 

(7) 

p£P, i e / 
c e CF, i € I,j £ / 
c €CF, i 
c £CF, j eJ 
C €CR, 3 £ J 

Objective Function 
The objective function for the model is shown below. 

(8) 

To^- -Rsw mat - ' 
+ "Tiwsport' 'Impoñ' 'Export ' 

cc^t _ ens] rmt TT [_ c<^t J revalue _ 

As was discussed in the chapter on sectoral models this form of 
the objective originated in models without imports and exports. 
In those cases the criterion was simply the minimization of cost. 
When imports and exports were added the objective became the 
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minimizaiion of cosí net of export revenues. The component 
functions for the objective function are shown below. 

RAW MATERIAL COST 

(9) 

waiaisl 1 
cmt 

I IP̂ci 
cccs I a 

'Ikmestic price times 
(pmntity pmvbased 

of mw mMesial 

As WES discussed in the chapter on sectoral models transporta-
tion cost include not only the cost of shipping final products to 
markets but also the cost of shipping (1) exports to ports and (2) 
imports to markets from ports. 

TRANSPORT COST 

(10) 

'Timispori 
cmi 

1 1 1 
s&OF ia J a 

Cost of shipping ñml products 
fnm steel mills to markets 

^ 1 1 ^ 1 1 
ceCPia eiCPjV 

Costof shipping final 
products from steel 

mills to nearest port 

Costof shaping imported 
final products from 

ports tomarkets 
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IMPORT COST 

(11) 

'Import' C3 
L rmt J 

cQOFja 

Chsf of final products 
imported to nmkets 

EXPORT REVENUES 

(12) I IPl^d 
ceCFia 

• Export 
rsveaues 

•Pnce times quantity 
of esports 

The following appendix provides a represeetation of this 
model in a form thai can be used as an input for a com¡míer. 

2. GAMS RepreseHíaíion 

The computer input form of the static model is for the GAMS 
modeling system, Brooke, Kendrick, and Meeraus (1988). The 
ñrst two pages of the input follow the mathematical statement 
above closely. The last four pages are the data for a particular 
problem namely the steel industry in Mexico. 

The GAMS representation ia the next pages in similar to the 
MEXSS model which is included in the Model Libraiy which is 
distributed with the GAMS system. 
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STTTLE M E X i m STCEL - SMALL STATIC 
® FROM KENDRICK D, MEERAUS A AND ALATORRE J, 1984, 
' THE PLA^nW4G OF INVESTMENT PRCX5RAMS IN THE STEEL 
» INDUSTRY, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS, 
® BALTIMORE ANDLONTKDN. 

SETS 
I STEEL PLANTS 
J MARKETS 
M PRODUCTIVE UNliS 
P PROCESSES 
C CCMMODmES 
CF FINAL PRODUCTS 
a INTERMFDIATE PRODUCTS 
CR RAWMATERL^LS 

VARL^LES 
Z PROCESS LEVEL (MILLIPY) 
X SHIPMENT OF FINAL PRODUCTS (MILLIPY) 
E EXPORTS (MLLTPY) 
V IMPORTS (MLLTPY) 
U PUR OF DOM MATER (MILL UNITS PER YEAR) 
XI TOTAL COST (MILLUSS) 
PHIPSI RAW MATERIAL COST (MILLUSS) 
PHILAM TRANSPORT COST (MILLUSS) 
m i P I IMPORT COST (MILLUSS) 
PHIEPS EXTORT REVENUE (MILLUSS) 

PARAMETERS 
A INPUT-OUIiPUT COEFHCIENTS 
B CAPACIl Y UmiZAIION 
D DEMAND FOR STEEL IN 1979 (MILLIPY) 
EE EXPORT BOUND (MILLIPY) 
K CAPACmFS OF PROD UNITS (MILLIPY) 
PD DOMESTIC PRICES (USS PER UNIT) 
PE EXPORT PRICES (US$ PER UNIT) 
PV IMPORT PRICES (US$ PER UNIT) 
MUF TRAN RATE: FINAL PROD (USSPERTON) 
MUE TRAN RATE: EXPORTS (USS PER TON) 
MUV TRAN RATE: IMPORTS (USSPERTON) 
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EQUATIONS 
MBF MAT BAL: FINAL PRODUCTS (MILLIPY) 
MBI MAT B/UL: INTERMEDL^TES (MILLTPY) 
MBR MAT BAL: RAW MATERIALS (MILLTPY) 
CC CAPACITY CONSTRAINT (MILLTPY) 
MR MARKhi REQUIREMENTS (MILLTPY) 
ME MAXIMUM EXPORT (MILLTPY) 
OBJ ACCOUNTING: TOTAL COST (MILLUSS) 
APSI ACCT: RAW MATERL^L COST (MILLUSS) 
ALAM ACCT: TRANSPORT COST (MILLUSS) 
API ACCT: IMPORT COST (MILLUSS) 
AEPS ACCT: EXPORT COST (MILLUSS) 

POSmVE VARIABLES Z, X, E, V, U; 

MBF(CF,I).. SUM(P, A(CFJ»)'>Z(P,i)) SUM(J^(CFJ4)) 
+ E(CF4); 

BáBKCI,!).. SUM(P, A(CI4»)«Z(P,I)) - G - 0 ; 

MBR(CR,I).. SUM(P, A(CRJP)*Z(P,I)) + U(CR,I) =G= 0 ; 

CC(M,I).. SUM(P, B(M^)*Z(P,I)) K(M,I); 

MR(CFJ).. SUMd, X(CF,U)) + V(CF^) IXCF^); 

ME(CF).. SUMd, E(CFJ)) EB ; 

OBJ.. XI - E - PHIPSI + PHILAM + PHIPI - PHIEPS ; 

APSL. PHIPSI =E= SUM({CR,I), PD(CR)*U(CR.I)); 

ALAM.. PHILAM -E» SUM((CF,U), MUF(U)*X«:F,U)) 
+ SUM((CF,I), MUE(I)*E(CF,I)) 
+ SUM((CFJ), MUVÍD-VÍCFJ)); 

API.. PHIPI =E" SUM((CFJ), PV(CF)«'V(CF^)); 

AEPS.. PHIEPS °E= SUM((CF,I), PE(CF)«E(CF,I)); 

MODEL MEXSS SMALL STATIC PROBLEM / A L L / ; 
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DATA 

SETS 
I STEEL PLANTS 

/ AHMSA 
FUlSDIDORA 
SICARTSÁ 
HYLSA 
HYLSAP 

ALTOS HORNOS - MONCLOVA 
MOhíTERSEY 
LAZARO CARDENAS 
MONTERREY 
PUEBLA / 

J MARKETS 
/ MEXICO-DF 

MONTERREY 
GUADALAJA / 

C COMMODITIES 
/ PELLETS 

COKE 
NAT-GAS 
ELECTRIC 
SCRAP 
PIG-mON 
SPONGE 
STEEL 

CF(C) FDMAL PRODUCTS 
/ STEEL/ 

IRON ORE PELLETS - TONS 
TONS 
1(KK) CUBIC METERS 
EI^CTRIOTY-MWH 
TONS 
MOLTEN PIG IRON - TONS 
SPONGE IRON - TONS 
TONS / 

a (C) INTERMEDL^TE PRODUCTS 
/SPONGE 

FIG-IRON/ 

CR(C) RAWMATERLU^ 
/ PELLETS 

COKE, 
NAT-GAS 
ELECTRIC 
SCRAP/ 

PROCESSES 
/PIG-mON 

SPONGE 
STEEI^OH 

PIG IRON FROM PELLETS 
SPONGE IRON PRODUCTION 
STEEL PROD: OPEN HEARTH 
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STEEl^EL STEEL PR: EUEC FURNACE 
STEEI^BOF STEEL PRODUCTION: BOF / 

M PROD UNITS 
/ BLAST-FURN BLAST FURNACES 

C1»ENHEARTH OPEN HEARTH FURNACES 
BOF BASIC OXYGEN CONVERT 
DIRECT-RED DIRECT REDUCTION UfilTS 
ELEC-ARC ELECTRIC ARC FURNACES / 

TABLE A(CJ») INPUT-OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS 

PIG-mON SK)NGE STEEL-OH STEEL-EL STEEL-BOF 

PELLETS -L58 -1.38 
COKE -.63 
NAT-GAS -.57 
ELECTRIC -.58 
SCRAP -.33 -.12 
PIG-IRON 1.00 -.77 -.95 
SPONGE 1.00 -1.09 
STEEL 1.00 1.00 1.00 

TABLE B(M^) CAPACITY UTILIZATION 

PIG-mON SPONGE STEEL-OH STEEL-EL STEEL-BOF 

BLAST-FURN 1.0 
OPENHEARTH 1.0 
BOF 1.0 
DIRECT-RED 1.0 
ELEC-ARC 1.0 

TABLE K(M,I) CAPACITIES OF PRODUCTIVE UNITS (MILL TPY) 

AHMSA FUNDIDORA SICARTSA HYLSA HYLSAP 

BLAST-FURN 3.25 1.40 1.10 
OPENHEARTH 1.50 .85 
BOF 2.07 1.50 1.30 
DIRECT-RED .98 1.00 
ELEC-ARC 1.13 .56 
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MARKET DEMAND COMPUTATION 

SCALARS DT DEMAND:FINALGOODS: 1979 (MILTONS)/5.209/ 
RSE RAW STEEL EQUIVALENCE (PERCENT) / 40 / 

PARAMETERS 
DD(J) DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND 

/MEXICO-DF 55 
MONTERREY 30 
GUADALAJA 15 /; 

D<"STEELV) ° DT ° (1 + RSE/100) DD(J)/1D0; 

» TRANSPORTATION COST 

TABLE RDC',®) RAIL DIST FROM PLANTS TO MARÍCETS (KM) 

MEXICO-DF MONTERREY GUADALAJA EXPORT 

AHMSA 1204 218 1125 739 
FUNDIDORA 1017 1030 521 
SICARTSA 819 1305 704 
HYLSA 1017 1030 521 
HYLSAP 185 1085 760 315 
IMPORT 428 521 300 

UNIT TRANSPORTATION COST 

MUF(U) - ( 2.48 + .0084®RD(U)) SRIXU); 
MUV(J) « ( 2.48 + .0084*RD<1MPORr'J)) SROCIMPORP-J); 
MUE(I) - ( 2.48 + .0084^RD(I,''EXPORT")) SRIXI,"EXTORT"); 

° PRICES 

TABLE PR1CES(C,®) PRODUCT PRICES (USS PER UNIT) 

DOMESTIC IMPORT EXPORT 

PELLETS 18.7 
COKE 52.17 
NAT-GAS 14.0 
ELECTRIC 24.0 
SCRAP 105.0 
STEEL 150. 140. 
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• DOMESTIC, IMPORT, AND EXPORT PRICES 

FD(C) - FRlCES(C,T>OMESnC); 
PV(C) ° PRICES(C,"IMPORr'); 
PE(C) ° PRICES(C,"EXPORT"); 

EXPORT BOUND 

EB ° 1.0; 

SOLVE STATEMENT 

SOLVE MEXSS USING LP MINIMIZING XI; 

DISPLAY RESULTS 

DISPLAY Z.L, X.L, U.L, V.L, E.L ; 



Appendix 2B 
A Dynamic Sectoral Model 

This appendix contains the mathematical statement of a dy-
namic sectoral model which is drawn from Kendrick, Meeraus, 
and Alatorre (1984) pp. 230-236. The model here is simplified 
somewhat for ease of exposition by eliminating mines from the 
previous model. 

Sets 

Variables 

J e I phnts 
j £ J imrkets 
m £ M ° productive units 
p £ P " processes 
c £ C ^^ commodities 
c £ CR" raw materials 
c £ CV = imported raw materials 
c £ CI ° inteiplant shipments 
c £ CF '=' ñnzl products 
c £ CE '' exportable ammodities 
i £T " time periods 
g £ G ^ grid points 

z process levels (production) 
x^ shipments of &ml products 
x" = interplant shipments 
e •= exports of final products 
v^ imports of final products 
v'' imports of materials to plants 

3 3 
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u = domestic purchmes of mw materials 
b = investment mmbJes 
s == convex ambimtion vmiables 
y zero - cmevmmbies 
( ^ toial OQs/ 
<pg •= investment cost 

mw mMerml cmt 
(P^ •= trmispori cmt 
4>g imjx}it cost 
(ps e^poit wvenues 

Pmsmeiers 

s ° process inputs ( - )or ouputs ( -i-) 
b ^ cspQcity utiJization 
k == initial mpacity 
d market lequiwment 
e" ° export bound 
b grid points for investment function 
p"^ = prices of domestic raw materials 
f f " prices of imports of ñnal products 
p' " prices of exports of final products 
5 ® discount factor 
fj^ transport cost of ñnal products 

= tmnsport cost of exports 
/y® tmnsport cmt for interplant shipments 
^ •= tmnsport cmt of imports 
0 = years per time period 
o = a^iM recovery factor 
¿0 = investment cost grid points 
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Constmints 

The model has three main types of constraints and an objective 
function. The types of constminSs are: 

® materials balance 
• capidty aod investment 
• demaiid rei^irements 

Also, there is sometime a fourth poup of miscellaneous con-
straints. Finally, the objective function may consist of a number 
of component functions such as investment cost and transport 
cost. 

There were three materials balance constraints in the static 
model. However, as the number of different types of commodi-
ties increases it is more efficient to use a single commodity con-
straint and to restrict the set of commodities over which the vari-
ous variables £u-e created. For e^nple the raw material pur-
chases variable which is shown below has a c subscript and the 
c £ C notation on the right would indicate tlmt there is a variable 

C £C 
\s€CR 

of this type for all commodities. However the |c £ CR notation 
with the bar under the u variable indicates that this variable should 
be created only for the commodities ^ i c h are raw materials. 
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MATERIALS BALANCE CONSTRAINTS 

(1) 
PCP 

• Inputs and ' 
outputs of 

commodityc 
at plant i 

lc£C5 IcECV 

Domestic purchases 
of raw material c 

at plant i 

• Imports of ' 
commodity c 
to steel mill i 

•^d'/t. 
ra leía ¡.^j 'icca 

Inteiplant sbipments 
f/vm plmt /' to 

plant i 

'Merplant sbipmeats 
from plant i to 

r 

JiJ 
X -f e 

C £ C 
/ € / 
Í € T 

Finsl product sbipments 
from plsnt i to sU 

markets 

"I 'Exports' 
+ from 

plant i 

The constraint requires ibat net production plus purchases plus 
imports plus incoming interplant shipments must exceed outgoing 
interplant shipment plus final product shipments plus exports. 

The next constraints belongs to the second type, namely the 
capacity and investment constraints. 
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CAPACITY CONSTTRAINTS 

(2) 
y b 
Li "h 

piP 
r€T rSi 

m eM 
J e I 
t € r 

-Capacity " • - Initial -
utilized capadty 

•C^jsdty ^dcd 

ixfore or during 
&De psn'od t 

The capacity constraini is the same as in the static model except 
that the initial capacity can increased by investments made in 
rach time period. 

The b variable is the addition to capacity for a particular pro-
duction unit, plant, and time period. Therefore the right hand side 
of the constraint above includes a summation over all previous 
time periods. Moreover, as is shown below the h variable is the 
convex combination a of set of grid points. This formulation 
permits the investment cost fiinction to contain both economies of 
scale and diseconomies of scale in different domains of the func-
tion, cf. Kendrick, Meeraus, and Alatorre (1984) pp. 213-7. For 
example a blast fúmace may have an investment function with 
economies of si^le in the domain up to 5 million tons per year and 
diseconomies of scale thereafter. 

DEFINITION OF A 

(3) 
aW 

Addition to ca^máty 1 
in pn^ctive unit m 

si steel mill i in 
period t 

m £M 

/ € / 
t € T 

r Convex combiimtion 
of investment sizes b 

M grid point g for 
productive unit m 

The summation of the s variables are further constrained to equal 
either one or zero by Eq. 4. If the y variable takes on the value 
of one then there will be investment in a particular production 
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function, plant, and time psriod; otherwise there will be eo in-
vestment for that particular combination. This coastraini is neces-
sary because of the presence of economies of scale. 

CONVEX COMBINATION CONSTRAINTS 

(4) "zBSli 

m eM 
i £ I 
t £ T 

zero or me-
investment 

choice 
vmiable 

[Convex combimtion 
vmiaMes must sum 

to zero or one 

The third type of constraint Is the market requirement con-
straint shown ^low. This constraint requires that for each final 
product the domestic shipments received plus the imports received 
si each market must esce^ the requirement in sach time period. 

MARKET REQUIREMENTS 

(5) 

Shipments 
from plants 
to markets 

-Imports of fmal 
pwducis c to 

market j 

c £CF 
J £ / 
Í € T 

'Reqairemmts for 
fínaS product c 

Bi market j 

As was mentioned above most static sectoral models also in-
clude some miscellaneous constraints. This model has a single 
constraint of this type, namely the maximum export constraint 
which is shown below. 
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EXPORT UPPER BOUf«) 

(6) I I 
CECB /£/ t € T 

'ToM exports 
m period í 

'Exjxfii upper' 
bmmd 

This constraint differs from the similar constraint in the static 
model in that it permits a diíTerent export bound in each time pe-
riod. 

The nonnegativity constraints and the binary variable con-
gtraini shown below complete the set of ccmstraints in this model. 

NONNEGATIVITY CONSTRAINTS 

(7) 

p £FJ € l , t £ T 
C £ CF,i £ l j £ J,t £ T 

C £ CI J' £ l , i £ l , t £ T 

C £CR, i £ l , t £ T 
C £ CFJ £ j , t £ T 

v^kO C £ CVJ £ l , i £ T 

^ 0 est C £CE,i £ í , t £T 

m £M J £ J,i £T 

ffi^S m £M s £ G I,t £ T 

BINARY VARIABLE 

(8) y ^ 0 or 1 
m £M 
i € J 

i c T 

Objective Function 
The objective function for the model is shown below. 
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(9) 
tar 

-Total • Discount •] ' Yeai^ per ' 
cosr s3c 

factor time period 

'Invest-' • Raw -
merit -I-material 
cost cost 

'Transport' 
4-

'Imporf 'Export' 
cost 

1 
cost revenue 

This function differs from the static model function in two ways: 
(1) there is discounting of the cost with the parameter and (2) 
there is multiplication of the annual cc^t by the jmramcter $ which 
is the number of years per time period. The last parameier is nec-
essary because the mmSels usually include three or four time pe-
riod with each time period having three to five years. This is nec-
essary because the model becomes too large if it includes 15 to 20 
annual time periods. 

The component functions for the objective function are shown 
below. The first of these, the investment cost function, is new. 

INVESTMENT CX}ST 

(10) ^^" ^ X I 
rCT miMsea / £/ 
TSt 

t € T 

The s variables play the same convex combination role that they 
played with the £ grid point variables above, except that now the 
grid points are the corresponding cost a). The investment cost 
function is made up of a series of linear segments and at each 
break in the function there is a grid point. 

The a in Eq. 10 plays a different role. It converts capital cost 
ÍO rental payments. The reason for this is that if the entire capital 
cost of an investment is included in the cost function very little in-
vestment will occur. If on the other hand the investment portion 
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of the cost function is treats! like rental payments on coital goods 
then there is a balance in time between the benefits which acciue 
from investment and the payment of the cost. The parameter 
o may have a value like ten percent indicating that ten percent of 
the cost the capita] cost is paid as rental cost in each y ^ . 

Care should be exercised in the use of this function since one 
can effectively go on paying for a piece of equipment after the 
equipment is retired. This has not been a problem in most appli-
cations since the models cover relatively short peri(M3s of time, but 
it could be if models are built to cover longer periods of time. 

The raw material cost function shown below is the same as the 
equivalent function in the static models except for the addition of 
the time period sufecripts. 

RAW MATERIAL COST 

(11) 
ceCRiii 

Í £ T 

material ' 
cost 

'Ikm^tíc price times 
cpantity purchased 

raw 

The transportation cost function below differs from the static 
model function by the inclusion of two additional terms: (1) inter-
plant shipment cost and (2) transportation cost for imports of raw 
materials and intermediate products to plants. 
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TRANSPORT CX)ST 
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'Transport 
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The import cost function includes one additional terms which 
was not in the equivalent static model function namely the cost of 
materials imported to plants. 

IMPORT COST 

(13) ^«t " v L r c'ijs • ¿^ dt 
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The export revenue function is the mne as the function for the 
static model with the exception of the addition of the time period 
subscripts. 

EXPORT REVENUES 

(14) E Ipl^a 
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• Export 
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of exports 



Applications 

One of the most efTective means of understanding the scope of 
sectoral models as well as their strengths and wetnesses is to 
review the results of previous applications of this methodology. 
This chapter begins with single country models and progresses to 
regional and then worldwide models. 

1. Single Country 

Single country models have l^en developed for a number of 
industries including steel, fertilizers petrochemicals, pulp and pa-
per, electric power, and cement. These industries are all process 
industries in the sense that raw materials are transformed in a fairly 
continuous set of processes into fii^ products. 

This review of sectoral models is not intended to be compre-
hensive, but rather illustrative. Thus in each case a model or 
models are selected which indicate the scope of applications and 
the comparative strengths and weaknesses of the methodology. 

a. Steel 

The Mexican steel industry was the subject of a substantial study 
by the World Bank in 1979 (Kendrick, Meeraus and Alatorre 
(1984)). At that time there were five principal steel mills and 
three large market areas as is shown in Figure 3.1. Supply and 
demand were fairly evenly balanced at around 8 million tons per 
year so there was not a large quantity of either exports or imports. 

1542 
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In summary ibe dyaamlc model seeks to find production, 
shipment, export, import, and investment variables to minimize 
the net cost of meeting the market constraints over time. The 
model permits economies of scale in investment cost and is there-
fore useful for analyzing dynamic cranparative advantage. 

This model is included in the Model Library which is dis-
tributed with the GAMS System. It is labelled, Mexican Steel -
Small Dymmic, MEXSD. 
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Figure 3.1 The Mexican Steel Mustry 

There were two kinds of technology in use for producing steel 
and the economics of these two technologies were decidedly dif-
ferent. The conventional technology is shown in Fig. 3.2. This 
technology uses iron ore and coal inputs to a blast furnace which 
produces pig iron. Scrap iron is added to the pig iron in the BOF 
(basic oxygen furnace) and the metal is refined to steel. There are 
strong economies of scale in the blast furnace and moderate 
economies of scale in the basic oxygen furnace. This technology 
was in use in three of the five plants. 
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Iron ore coal 

Figure 3.2 Sieel Production with £be Conventional Technology 

The direct reduction technology which is shown in Fig. 3.3 was in 
use in the other two plants. In this technology iron ore is com-
bined with natural gas under pressure in the direct reduction unit to 
reduce the metal to sponge iron. The sponge iron is then com-
bined with scrap iron in an electric arc fiimace to produce steel. 
The economies of scale are weaker in this technology, so that 
smaller producticm units are ecosiomically viable. 

The demand for steel products was growing at about ten per-
cent per year at the time of the study, so the key question was 
whether to expand the existing plants or to construct new plants. 
The new plant sites under consideration were both near large natu-
ral gas deposits and on the Gulf of Mexico, namely Tampico, 
northeast of Mexico City, and Coatzacoalcoz in the Yucatan 
Peninsula. A second question was the choice of technology -
whether to expand with the conventional technology or with the 
direct reduction technology. A third question was whether to rely 
on the domestic ores which were declining in quality or on im-
ported ores. 
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Figure 3.3 Steel Productioa with Direct Reduction 

One of the main results of the study was that the price of natu-
ral gas was a key deienninant of the b¿í iavestment strategy. The 
aatural gas price, which was strictly controlled, was a factor often 
less than the world market price. If the price was to remain at that 
low level then the best investment strategy was to build new direct 
reduction units. If oe the other hand the natural gas price was al -
lowed to rise to the world price then the conventional technology 
should be used. 

Anc^er result was that the Sicaitsa location had a strong com-
parative advantage over the other existing plants and the new plant 
sites as a location for expansion. Sicartsa is located near a sub-
stantial body of iron ore and is a port. Thus it can exploit the ex-
isting ore bodies for many years and then eñiciently begin using 
imported ores. Also, at ¿at time the government had a policy of 
supplying natural gas at prices even below the controlled prices to 
plants which were located outside of the congested cities. 
Sicartsa qualified for this lower price and this added further to its 
Vantage. 

A third set of results concerned exports and im|K)ris. Imports 
of iron ore would be small in the near future but would rise to 
substantial levels as the Mexican ores decreased in quality and 
quantity during the next twenty years. This represents a substan-
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tíal export opportunity for Venezuela md Brazil, both of whom 
can export high quality iron ore pellets. Thus, even ihou^ the 
model is a single countiy model it has implications for ihe potential 
exports of other countries. 

Export and import prices of final products were set at world 
market levels. At these price levels Mexico was a competitive ex-
porter of steel products. However, an upper bound was placed 
on exports which limited the amount of exports of final products 
to a small quantity. A revised version of the model could be used 
to make a ajbstantial study of the export possibilities of this indus-
try. 

In retrospect, the two most serious limitations of the study 
were (1) the demand projections and (2) the treatment of exports. 
The demand projections proved to be much too optimistic as the 
Mexican economy was in a brom in 1979 but has suffered serious 
declines since then. This is not a problem with the methodology, 
as a sensitivity test could have been perfonned to study the effects 
of different demand projections on the investment strategies, and it 
was rather a matter of oversight that the sensitivity test was not 
performed. In fact, if the mc^el had been used for rollover plan-
ning it would have been solved each year with new demand pro-
jections and the expansion strategy would have been quickly re-
vised in the face of the declining economy. 

Export ix>ssibilities were simply not given enough attention in 
the study. The tight upper bound on exports even prevented the 
issue from begin addressed seriously. However, the problem 
here is not in the methodology, since exports ccmld have been 
specified with a more generous upper bound or export demand 
functions could have bSen introduced. The study could now be 
repeated with a focus on the export possibilities for the industry 
with only minor changes in the structure of the model. 

Another limitation is the use of fixed domestic demand instead 
of demand functions. As was discussed in the previous chapter, 
demand functions can be used and the problem converted from 
one of cost minimization to consumer and producer surplus max-
imization. 

A final limitation is computational cost. The plan for the 
Mexican steel study was to first build an aggregated and then a 
disaggregated static model, followed by similar dynamic models. 
The small static and large static models were built with about ten 
and fifty commodities, respectively. Then two dynamic models 
were to be constructed. However, only the small dynamic model 
was built. This model contained about ten commodities, covered 
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five time perimis snd included economies of scale in the invest-
ment functions. The reaalting programming problem took so Irag 
to solve on a mainframe computer that it was apparent that it 
would not be possible to develop the large dynamic model. Since 
that time, however, great strides have been made in computer 
speed, so it would probably be quite possible now to develop and 
solve the large dynamic mmiel. 

In summary, the most important limitations of this study were 
specification oversights by tíie investigators. Thcmgh there are 
limitations in the methodology these do not in retrospect seem to 
have been binding. Finally, the computational limitation, which 
was important at the time, has been eased substantially since then 
by increases in computational power. 

This study shows how single cmmtiy sectoral models can be 
used to analyze dynamic comparative advantage. Economies of 
scale are included in the investment cost functions and there is a 
growing domestic demand. Thus the decision to invest and pro-
duce for the domestic markets rather than to import can be made 
while considering the long tenn rather than just the short term 
comparative advantage of the industry. Exports at world market 
prices are also included in the model so that export pmsibilities 
can be evaluated against the cost of production (including the in-
vestment cost under economics of scale). Moreover, the model 
includes imports of raw materials and exports or imports of inter-
mediate commodities. A minor change in the model ̂ jedfication 
would permit export possibilities for raw materials as well. Thus 
the model permits the analysis of dynamic comparative advantage 
in the range of products from raw materials through intermediate 
products to final products. 

The model does not explicitly include plants and maricets in 
other countries. That is done in the regional and global models 
which arc discussed later in this chapter. However, let us first 
COTsider a single country model for another industry. 

b. Fertilizers 

One of the best known single country models is the fertilizer 
industry study of Egypt by Choksi, Meeraus and Stoutjesdijk 
(1980). That study included a dynamic model with three time pe-
riods and eight plants. Five of Áe plants were existing and three 
were sites for new plants. Twenty market areas and eleven final 
products were included in the model which covered both nitroge-
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nous aad phosphatic fertilizers. Fifteen productive units were 
used, including those which produced sulfuric acid, nitric ©cid, 
phosphoric add, and ammcmia as well a number of ph<^haiic and 
mirogeoous fertilizers. 

The model used world prices for exports and imports. 
Imports of both raw materials and final products were included as 
well as e^orts of final products. Also, various Idnds of upper 
bounds on exports were used in different scenarios. In the J^ic 
solution to the model exports were limitwi to 25 thousand tons per 
year for each final product, at each plant, in each time period. 
Also there was an overall export limit of 100 thoimnd tons per 
year for all commodities. As the total cafMcity of the industry was 
about two million tons per year, this was a tight export limit. 
Under these limits the basic solutic»! was for the sum of exports of 
urea, calcium ammonia niirate (CAN), and single super phosphate 
(SSP) to be 1(K) thou^d tons per year in each time period. Thus 
there was apparently a strong ̂ eniial for exporte from the indus-
try even though the basic solution provided for very little expan-
sion of capacity. Therefore the picture is of an industry with 
substantial excess capacity which could produce at prices below 
world market prices for some products. With this background 
two alternative export scenarios were considered. 

In the first of these scenarios the export bounds were removed 
but no capacity expansion was permitted. Exports wer® 440 
thousand ions in the first time period, declining to 323 and 206 
thousand tons respectively in the second and third periods as do-
mestic demand rose. All of these exporte were for a single prod-
uct (urea) and from a single plant (Abu Kir) which was locateid at a 
port on Üie Mediterranean Sea. So while domestic production 
was divereified across a number of products, exports were con-
centrsted in that single product manufacaured in the plant that coaild 
produce most efficienfly for the c^x)ri market. The point here is 
not that the best export strategy was to concentrate on a single 
product from a single plant but rather that the model enabled tíie 
analyst to conduct experimenis which would help to find the set of 
products and plants which were the most efficient exporters in a 
domestic industry with many plants and many products. 

Also, the use of a sectoral model rather than simple C<K£ CTICU-
lations for export analysis brings out clearly the effects on the 
production strategy of the remaining domestic plants of increases 
in exports from one plant. The other plants made substantial ad-
justments in their production patterns when Abu Kir increased its 
exports of urea. 
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This example also shows another of the limiiations of the sec-
toral mc^els. These models do not nonnally include the cost of 
developing export markets by creating foreign trade offices 
abroad, advertising, etc. Thus the models may overestimate the 
gains from trade. The methodology permits the inclusion of this 
cost element, but the practice so far has been to ignore what may 
bs a very costly part of ejq>ort maiicet establishment. 

In the second scenario provision was made for investment to 
increase the atpacity of the industry and upper bounds on total ex-
ports were raised to 500, 650, and 845 thousand tons in the three 
periods. This resulted in a large expansion of the plant at Suez on 
the Gulf of Suez. The export pattern is shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Exports in the Second Scenario 

Plant Product 1980 1983 1986 

Kafir El Zayaat SSP SI 0 0 
Abu Kir Urea 419 277 214 
Suez Urea 0 373 631 

Total 500 650 845 

In this solution the export product mix changed across time peri-
ods. In the first time period some single super phosphate was ex-
ported while in the last two time periods only urea was exported. 
This flies in the face of the usual e^ctation that a amntry will 
begin exporting a commodity and continue to do so for many 
y^rs. Since changes in domestic c e c i t y are discrete, however, 
and since the entire industry will adjust to these changes there is 
no reason to expect that it is efficient to export the same commiMii-
ties year after year. 

Table 3.1 also shows that one should not expect the same 
plants to export year after year. In this solution Abu Kir's initial 
dominant position in the export market was lost to the plant at 
Suez as that plant exi^ded its capacity. 

These results highlight the fact that while overall export 
bounds are somewhat arbitrary they may play a useful role in 
helping the analyst to find those plants which are the most efficient 
exporters and those export products which are the most comj^ti-
iive. 

Recently the World Bank has been involved in large single 
country studies of the fertilizer industry for India and China. 
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These studies are not documented at this time but the inier^tcd 
reader may find them available by the time this monograph sppems 
in print. 

c. Other Industries 

Single country industrial models have been prepared for a 
substantial number of countries snd industries. A selection of 
these models is listed in Table 3.2 by industry and country. 
Some of these studies are in the library of problems which is 
available with the GAMS modeling system, (sec Brooke, 
Kendrick and Mcersus (1988)), In such cases the library aame of 
the model is included. In other cases the model was develof^ in 
the GAMS language but is not available in the library. In those 
cases the phrase "in GAMS" spears in the GAMS Library Name 
column of the table. 

2. Regional 

Regiraial sectoral models are similar to single country models. 
All the plants and markets in the various countries are included in 
the model and the transportation cost is calculated between all 
plants and markets. Of course shipments of goods from a plant to 
a market will figure as trade between countries if the shipments 
cross international boundaries. Since much of international trade 
is between neighboring countries, regional models may be wide 
enough in geographic scopc to capture a large peicent of interna-
tional trade flows. 

Shipments between countries are called intmregional trade 
flows and shipments to countries wtside of the region are called 
extmregioml trade flows. In the model (1) intraregional trade 
flows are shipments between plants and markets and interplant 
shipments and (2) extraregional trade flows are exports and im-
ports. 
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Table 3.2 Single Country Sectoral Models 

¡sadusíry Country Study 

GAMS 
Library 
Name 

Cement Yemen Wodd Bank (1982) YEMCEM 

Electric Power Turkey AndeKon and 
TuiYey(1977) 

TURKPOW 

Electric Power India Gaiely(1971) 

Electric Power U.S. Kwun (1986) in GAMS 

Fertilizer Egypt Choksi, Meeraus, 
and Stoutjesdijk 
(1980) 

FERTD 

FerHli7«r South Am Manneand 
V!eioris2(1963) 

ViiiTMAN 

Oil Shale U.S. Melicn(1982) SHAT.F 

Petrochemicals Mexico Jimenez, Rudd, and 
Meyer (1982) 

Petrochemicals S. Korea Suh(1981) KORPET 

Steel Mexico Kendrick, Meeraus, 
andAlaíorre(Í984) 

MEXSD 

An example of a regional sectoral model is the fertilizer indus-
try model for the Andean Common Market which is described in 
Mennes and Sioutjesdijk (1985). The countries of the Andean 
Common Maitet are shown in the schematic map in Figure 3.4. 
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At the time the study was initiated all five countries had plans 
for the expansion of their fertilizer industry. These plans in-
volved expansion of existing plants and oonstruction of new pknts 
at eighteen sites. Therefore a dynamic model with 4 time periods 
was constructed to include the 18 plant sites as well as 18 market 
centers. Moreover, the model included 16 productive units, 7 
raw materials, and 13 final products. Inierplant shipments of in-
tennediate products were also included. Exports mitside the re-
gion were limited to no more than 30 percent of a plant's capacity 
except for one plant in Venezuela and one in Bolivia with strong 
export potential which were limited to 70 percent of cai^city. 

Colombia 

Ecuador 

V©n©2u©la 

Peru 

M M a 

Figure 3.4 The Andean Pact Countries 

Since the counties all had existing plans for the expansion of 
their domestic industries, the first scenario included plant exjm-
sions at the times and places envisaged in each country's plan. 
No other investment was allowed. The result was a total dis-
counted cost of US$3,150 million, as shown in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 Tosal Discounted Cmt of the Scenarios 
(in millions of dollars) 

Cost PifTerenpe 

Naiioiml Expansion Plans 3,150 
-388 

No Expansion 2,762 
-95 

L ^ t Cost Strategy 2,667 
+ 10 

At Least One Phnt in Each Cosmiry 2,677 

In contrast, the sccond scenario provided ao investment in any 
of the countries. As Table 3.3 shows, the result was a decrease 
in total cost by USS388 million. Thus the separate national plans 
were an inefficient solution to the development of the industry. 
The third scenario was for the least cost expansion plan and de-
creased the total discounted cost by another US$95 million. 
However, this least cost plan did not include expansion in two of 
the countries (Bolivia and Ecuador), so a fourth scenario was 
solved in which there had to be expansion of at least one plant in 
each country. This added only US$ÍO million back to the total 
discounted cost. Thus, some degree of equity was obtainable at 
relatively little cost. 

This type of model is of greatest use when there is serious 
consideration of a common market or similar agreement between a 
number of neighboring countries. However, the usefulness of 
the model is not limited to these cases of c(K)peration between 
countries. Since such a large percentage of international ííade is 
between neighboring countries this cl¿s of models offers a con-
venient way to study the import and e : ^ r t possibilities of an in-
dustiy. The model ran be constructed for a single country and 
then solved under various scenarios of different actions by neigh-
boring nations, so as to study the effects on the competitive posi-
tion of the domestic plants. 

Another regional model in a diíTerent industry is the gas trade 
model of Manne and Beltramo (1984) which is called GTM in the 
GAMS library. This model covere Mexico, the U.S. and Canada 
with 10 supply zones and 14 market zones for the production of 
natural g ^ and its distribution in pipeline systenffi. 

One limitation of regional models is t ^ t even though a plant 
may be competitive within the regional context it might not be 
competitive on worid markets. In order to determine the competi-
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tiveness of a plant in the worldwide context a global model like 
those discussed in the next section must be used. 

3. Worldwide 

World models have been built for a number of industries, in-
cluding oil, copper, steel and petrochemicals. The study carried 
out by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development and the World Bank on the aluminum industry, 
(Brown, Dammert, Meeraus and Sioutjesdijk(1983)) will be used. 

This sectoral model is similar to those discussed earlier in this 
book except that there is more emphasis on the mining part of the 
industry. A schematic diagram of the flow of materias is shown 
in Figure 3.5. Bauxite is mined from open pit mines and sent to 
refineries where silica and other impurities are removed to produce 
an aluminum oxide (AI2O3) which is called alumina, 'ñie alu-
mina is then reduced to pure aluminum in a smelter by an elec-
trolytic process which removes the oxygen. This prcK;ess re-
quires a large input of electricity. More weight and volume is lost 
in the first stage than in the second, so one might expect the alu-
mina refining to be located near the ore deposits and the aluminum 
gmelting to be located near markets or n ^ cheap electric power. 
In fact dl production stages were located until fairly recently near 
the large markets in North America and Europe; however, the 
trend in recent years has been for more and more of the bauxite to 
be produced in the developing countries and increasingly for the 
alumina and aluminum to be produced there as well, in order to 
take advantage of low cost electric power. 

The OECD-World Bank group developed a world model with 
22 mining locations, 30 refining and smelting locations, and 18 
market locations. In addition eight different types of bauxite ores 
were considered, since the exact type of ore makes a substantial 
difference in the processing ct^t. 

Demand projections were made for the year 2000 and data 
were obtained on expansion projects that were already commit-
ied.Then the model was solved to determine the least cost devel-
opment of the industry. The result was that about half of the ad-
ditional expansion in Imixite mining was in Latin America and the 
Caribbean, as is shown in Figure 3.6. Most of this expansion 
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Figure 3.5 Ahiminum Production Schema 

was in Jamaica, Guyana, Brazil and Venezuela with the largest 
part being in Jamaica. The large expansion in Asia was mostly in 
Indonesia. (In this and the following two fígures 'Asia' includes 
Australia but excludes Japan which is grouped with OECD coun-
tries and the USSR which is gxtmped with the Eastern European 
countries.) 

A large part of the alumina capacity expansion was also in 
Latin America and the Caribbean, as is shown in Figure 3.7. This 
expansion was divided between Jamaica, Suriname, Venezuela, 
Brazil and Central America. 
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Figure 3.6 Capacity Expansión in Bauxite Mining (in million 
metric ions) 
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Figure 3.7 Caj^city Exi^nsi on in Alumina Reñning (in million 
metric tons) 

Finally, She expansion in aluminum smelting is shown in 
Figure 3.8. Here again a large part of the expansion is in Latin 
America and the Caribbean. Also, much of the ex¡jansion is in 
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Africa and Asia where inexpensive electric power could be ob-
tained to reduce the aliunina to aJuminum. 

A variety of sensitivity tests were performed. Two of the 
most interesting of these were on investment costs and on tariffs. 
In the base r\in, investment cost were set 10 percent higher in the 
developing countries than in the developed countries, due to the 
necessity to develop more infrastructure. As they were concerned 
that 10 percent was an underestimate of the infrastructure cost 
however, Üie investigators increased fee figure to 35 perccnt. The 
result was that a signifiiant f®rt of the investment was shifted to 
the developed countries. Therefore, the ability of the developing 
countries to attract investment depended to an important extent on 
the cost of infrastmcture. 

OECD USSR/E. Lt.Am 
Eur andCarIb 

Africa Asia 

Figure 3.8 C^acity Expansion in Aluminum Smelting (in million 
metric ions) 

This increase in investment cost in the developing countries 
also led to an interesting phenomenon in which the mining and re-
fining activities in some cases were carried out in a developed 
country and the smelting activity was done in the developing 
country. This occurred because of the low electricity cost in the 
developing country, which oiTset the higher investment cost. The 
authors report that in at least one case this kind of trade flow is al-
ready occurring: alumina is produced in the U.S. in Louisiana, but 
shipped to Ghana to be smelted to aluminum. 

In the base runs tariffs were not included. When they were 
added in one of the sensitivity tests it was discovered that these 
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levies were lai;ge enough to cause some important shifts in expan-
sion locations. For example J@mai(a lost some expansion cspacity 
to Brazil and Venezuela, which had lower tariffs. 

In summary, this world model allows cme to study the existing 
trade flows and the dyi^mic comparative advantage of different 
countries, not just in one commodity but in a whole set of com-
modities, from the raw material Imuxite through the metal alu-
minum. Moreover, it allows one to study the efTecis of increases 
in capital cost or in tariffs on the dynamic comf^rative advantage 
of each country. 

There have been such substantial improvements in model 
specification, algorithms, model development software and com-
puter hardware in the last couple of decades that powerful models 
of worldwide industries can now be developed and used to ana-
lyze the evolution of industries on a global scale. The study ref-
erences and the GAMS library names of some of these models are 
given below. 

Table 3.4 Global Sectoral Models 

lodustry 

Aluminum 

Copper 

Study 

Brown, Dammert, Meeraus 
and Stoutjesdijk (1983) 

GAMS 
Library 
Name 

ALUM 

Dammert and Palani^pan (1985) COPPER 

Petroleum 

Peiro-
chemcials 

Langston(1983) 

MaiK>uchehriAdib(l985) 

in GAMS 

in GAMS 

Petro-
chemicals 

Sigurdsson and Rudd (1988) 

Steel Wei (1984) in GAMS 

In summary, sectoral models can be used to provide a power-
ful platform for analyzing dynamic comparative advantage in an 
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industry. The analysis can be extended from raw materials 
íhrraígh intermediate products to final products and may include 
multiple productive units as well as alternative processes for pro-
ducing commodities. Moreover economies of scale in investment 
cost can be included in the models. The geographic area covered 
by the model can be a single country, a set of countries in a re-
gion, or the entire world. 

The models can include tens of commodities, plants, produc-
tive imits, and markets. These are the limitations at the time of 
writing but of course these limitations on the size of the mi^el will 
be eased with the continuing development of algorithms and com-
puter hardware. 

The comparative advantage of a product may depend not only 
on the economic conditions in its own industry but also on devel-
opments in other industries. Moreover developments in interna-
tional trade may bring about changes not only in product prices l^t 
also in factor prices. These kinds of changes arc either ignored or 
treated incompletely in sectoral models but are the focus of general 
ec^ilibrium models like those d^cribed in the next chapter. 



Parí II 
Economy-Wide Models 



4 
General Equilibrium 

General equilibrium models ®re economy wide models with 
emdogenous prices. Mathematically they are systems of 
simultaneous nonlinear equations. No criterion function is 
specified for the overall model but some equations are derived 
using the assumption that the individual producers and con-
sumers optimize their behavior and then the first order condi-
tions from these maximizaiions are used in the mixiel. 

These models are not as useful as the sectoral models for 
analyzing the dynamic competitiveness of a particular industry; 
however, they are well-suited for studying the economy wide 
implications of trade policy. For esample, the models may be 
used to analyze the commodity and factor price effects of 
changes in cs3>ort subsidies or im|K)rt tariffs. Moreover, these 
price effects can then be traced through the incomc distribution 
effects and back into the demand for domestic and foreign 
goods. 

For example, consider a country that has relatively high im-
port duties and which has followed an import substitution devel-
opment strategy. In such a country a young manufacturing sec-
tor may be doing well. However, manufactured goods arc high 
in price relative to world market prices. Then the country 
changes its development strategy to emphasize exports. The 
tariíTs are reduced. Industrial imports increase and the prices 
of these goods fall toward world price levels. If the country has 
efficient agricultural and mining industries then the exports of 
these industries may incre^. Thus the short nin income dis-
tribution effects of the change in trade strategy are to decrease 
incomes in import substituting industries and to increase in-
comes in mining and agriculture. If the agriculmral land and 
mining concessions are held by a relatively small and wealthy 
group, there will be a demand shift from basics to luxury goods 
and a concomitant increase in the demand for imported luxury 
items. This will result in further changes in the balance of pay-
ments and in the prices of domestic goods and factors, thereby 
producing still further changes in the income distribution. 

6 5 
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While the broad outlines of the iacome distribution efTecis of 
trade policy changes can be sketched from theoretical models 
and logical reasoning like that above, multisectoral numerical 
models are required to gain some idea of the magnitudes. In the 
example discussed above the gains to the agriculmral and mining 
exporters may be so great and the losses to the import 
substitution industries so small timt the policy shifts produces a 
substantial aggregate gain for the ccnintry. Alternatively, the 
reverse may be true, with the export gains smaller than the 
import substitution losses. Therefore the use of numerical 
models like those outlined in this chapter permit analysis not 
only of the efficiency gains and losses from trade but also of the 
income distrikition c h ^ e s . 

The early work on general equilibrium models was done en-
tirely with analytical mathematical methcxSs. For example, fixed 
point theorems were used by Debreu (1959) to prove the exis-
tence of solutions. However, in the last two decades computer 
efficiencies have increased to the point that substantial com-
putable general equilibrium models (CGE's) can now be solved. 
Two lines of this numerical work will be singled out for discus-
sion here. ^ 

The first line follows the research of Stone (1961) on social 
accounting matrices (SAM's). Graham Pyatt and his collabora-
tors have been the key developers of this thread of work, (see 
Pyatt and Round (1977 and 1985) and Drud, Grais and Pyatt 
(1983)). Recently, Ame Drud has given this approach a strong 
impetus through the creation of a software system which greatly 
facilitates the development of models of this type (Drud (1989) 
and Drud and Kendrick (1987)). Drud's system, which is 
called HERCULES, makes it ¡K^sible for a comparative novice 
to develop significant general equilibrium models within a 
relatively short period of time. 

The second line is based on Johansen's (1960) procedure for 
solving general equilibrium models by linearizing them in a par-
ticular way. In Johansen's method nonlinear general equilib-
rium models are converted to models which are linear in rates of 
change of the variables. These models can be solved very effi-
ciently, so models with many sectors and household types can 
be developed to permit disaggregated analysis of policy eíTecís. 
Eariier work along these lines was done by Lance Taylor and his 
collaborators (see Taylor (1979) and Taylor, Bacha, Cardoso 

For a third line of this work see Dervis, de Melo and Robinson (1982). 
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and Lysy (1980)). More recently Peter Dixon and his coll^igues 
in Australia have been the principal contributors to this line of 
research (sec Dixon and Powell (1979) and Dixon, Parmenter, 
Sutton and Vincent (1982)). One of the primary uses of this 
class of models in Australia 1ms been to analyze the effects of 
tariíT reforms, with special attention to their repercussion on 
factor and commodity prices, income distribution, and the 
balance of payments. 

1. SAM Style Models 1 

The basic notion in social accminting matrices is the flow of 
goods and payments between institutions in the economy. For 
example, simple SAM models contain three institutions, namely 
factors of prciduction, household types, and production sectors. 
The payment flows between these institutions can be modeled as 
shown in Figure 4.1. Beginning on the right hand side of the 

factors h o u s e h o l d s s©ctors 

factors -«4 

h o u s e h o l d s 

s e c t o r s 

Figure 4.1 Flows in the Economic System 

diagram production sectors such as food and clothing pay 
factors of production such as capital and labor for services 
rendered. The factors pass this money along to households 
such as rural and urban households. The households in turn 
pay the production sectors for purchases of food and clothing. 
An example of a SAM is shown in Table 4.1. Begiiming once 

' The development in this s ^ o n is based on the I>ud end Kendrick (1987) 
monograph. 
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again on the right side of the table and following the principle 
that columns pay rows, the food industry pays 75 to labor and 

Table 4.1 Social Accounting Matrix 

Factors Homebolds Sectors 
Labor Capital Rural Uriian Food Clothing 

Factors 
Labor 75 85 
C^itaJ 50 60 

Households 
Rural 90 30 
Urban 70 80 

Sectors 
Food 60 65 
Qoihing 60 85 

the clothing industry pays 85 to labor. This total of i 60 is 
passed along by labor as is shown in the furthest left colunm of 
the table. Of the total, 90 is given to rural households and 70 to 
urban households. The urban households also receive 80 from 
capital for a total income of 70 + 80 - 150. The fourth column 
of the table shows that the urban households spend 65 of this 
150 on food and the remaining 85 on clothing. 

In the following section the mathematics of a simple general 
equilibrium model based on the table above will be presented. 
Then the computational procedures for solving this type of 
model will be discusscd. This simple model without interna-
tional trade flows is used to facilitate an introduction. 
Following the introduction, details will be given of a more 
complete model which includes exports, imports, the foreign 
exclmnge rate and the telance of payments. 

a. Mathematics of a Simple Model 

The key variables of SAM-based general equilibrium models 
are price, quantity, and income. These variable for each of the 
institutions of (1) sectors, (2) factors, and (3) household are 
shown below in Table 4.2. The price of commodities is 
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Table 4.2 Price, Quantity and Income Variables 

price qjMntity income 

sector P. y . 

factor Pi yf 

household Pb yi, 

denoted by p, and the price of factors by p^. In models with 
two sectors like the one in the SAM above, the commodity 
prices would be the prices of food and clothing. Similarly, the 
prices of factors would be the wage rate for labor and the interest 
mte on capital. The notion of the price for households, P^ , is 
less familiar but extremely useful. Using the SAM above there 
would be a price for rural households and a price for urban 
households. These are price indices like the consumer price 
index. Should there be different price indices for different types 
of households? By all means. In economies where the mix of 
goods consumed by rural families is sharply different from that 
for urban families the price deflator for the two groups may be 
quite different. The inclusion of these household price variables 
in the model allows the analyst to study the effects of changes in 
relative prices on the well-being of different groups in the 
society. 

All the variables in Table 4.2 have a single subscript, i.e., 
they apply to a single institution. In contrast, the other vari-
ables in the model, as shown in Table 4.3, all have two sub-
scripts since they represent flows of goods and payment 

Table 4.3 Other Variables 

payment commodity 

sector to factor 
factor to household ^^ 
household to sector ^^ 

between the various institutions. The subscripts on the payment 
variables follow the SAM convention mentioned above that 
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payments are from columm to rows. Thus the variable is a 
payment from one of the sector columns s to the factor rows 
f , i.e., it is a wage or interest payment from the food or 

clothing sector to either capital or labor. In contrast, the 
commodity flows follow a mixed convention and can s(Mnetimes 
be read as a flow from the first subscript to the second. For 
example the variable c^ is the amount of factor f which is 
used in sector s . On the other band, the variable c^ is the 
flow of purchased goods from sector s to hmjsehold h. 

There are four groups of equations in the model. Three 
gn^ps are for the institutions used above and the f(^rth group is 
a ^ t of equations which link together the three institutitms. The 
equations for the first institution, the scctors, are shown in Table 
4.4. In this and the following tables there are columns for 

Table 4.4 Sectoral Equations 

price, 
share or price-

quantity payment (pantity 

q p pq 

1. Output 
f 

2. Inputs ^^b" ^ü^ 'P '^Pf U'^Pf '^B 

quantity, price and price-quantity equations. The equations in 
the price group also include some share and payment equations. 
T1k¿c in the fest grwip all include price times cpantity terms. 

The first equation in the model is the production function 
shown in the first column of the output row in Table 4.4. In 
tliis example the production function is Cobb-Douglas; however 
the HERCULES system which is used to solve this class of 
models permits many different production function specifica-
tions, including constant and variable elasticity of substitution. 
For the SAM above the production function would include capi-
tal and labor inputs each raised to an e}q>onent and multiplied 
times one another. 
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The equation below the production fiioction is a factor de-
mand e<pation. It diows thai the demand c^ for each factor f 
by sector s is (1) a positive ñjnction of the output level of 
the sector and of the price for the commodity p , and (2) an in-
verse function of the price of the factor P^ . 

Table 4.5 provides the factor equations. For example, the 
equation in the first row of the table would give the factor in-
come for labor as the wage p^ times the quantity of labor pro-
vided . The ei]^tion in the second row gives the transfer of 

Table 4.5 Factor Equations 

q p pq 

3. Income y^ "" Pf^f 

4. Transfer b̂t " ^m yf 

income from factors to households. For example, thirty percent 
of labor income might go to urban households and seventy 
percent to rural hcHiseholds. 

The consumption equations are in the second column and 
first row of Table 4.6. They are share equations in this simple 
model. They show that a share a^ofthe income of 

Table 4.6 Household Equations 

q p pq 

5. Consump '«a " ^a " 

H p / y . - p . ^ i 6. cpi Pi = 11 P. yb'Pb'^i. 
f 

households is spent on goods from sector s . The price 
equations just below the consumption equations provide the 
means of calculating the price index for each type of household. 
The prices are raised to an exponent which is the share that each 
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household spends on the good. These terais are then 
multiplied times (Hie another to create the index. 

The last group of equations consists of those which provide 
the linkage ^tween the institutions. They are shown in Table 
4.7. For example, the first equation indicates tlmt the income 

Table 4.7 Linkage Equations 

q p pq 

7. Sectors "" Z ĵá 

8. Factors " Z 

9. Households Ĵé " L V 

received by each sector will be the sum over all household types 
of the imyments made by each household type for goods iVom 
the sector. 

A summary of all of the equations of the model is provided 
in Table 4.8. The model used here is a slightly simplified 
version of the equivalent model in Drod and Kendrick (1987). 
Table 4.8 and the list of variables above can be used to count 
equations and unknowns. This is done in some detail in the 
book; however, it is more useful here to move on to a di®:wssion 
of the computational meth(xis for solving the mcxJel. 
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Table 4.8 Equatíras of the Complete Model 

price, 
share or price-

quantity i^yment quantity 

q p pq 

Sectors 

1. Output 
I 

2. Inputs ^^" -^^^^PJPf ^^"Pf^B. 

Factors 
3. Income y^ - p^ q^ 

4. Tmmfer ^M^^t fy f 

Households 
5. Consump 

6. CPI 

Linksge 

7. Sectors 
A 

g. Factors Ĵ f " Z 
$ 

9. Households J'a ° E V 
/ 
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b. Computation of a Simple Model 

One method of solving SAM-based general equilibrium 
models is to use the HERCULES software. This software uses 
the GAMS system to provide a user-friendly interface for input 
and output but has separate software for the analysis and solu-
tion of Üie general equilibrium model. HERCULES is an inno-
vative new type of software in that the u^r need only specify the 
institutions and the functional forms of the production and con-
sumption functions. The HERCULES system has a knowledge 
base which enables it to then construct the mathematical model 
and solve it. Therefore, the user of the HERCULES system 
need not be able to develop and maintain the maüiematical model 
but rather can confine his or her attention to the economic speci-
ficaticMi of the model. Appendix 4A gives an idea of the type of 
input which is required for the HERCULES system by 
discussing portions of the input for a simple model which 
follows the SAM above. 

c. A Trade Model 

The key element of the trade model is the separation of the 
commodity accounts into four groups as is shown in Figure 4.1. 

Domestic Irrportsd Exported 

Composite 

Figure 4.1 Ty i^ of Commodities 

As might be expected, there are imported, exported and 
domestically produced commodities. TTie new clement is the 
composite commodities, which are blends of domestic and 
imported goods. The essential notion is that within a given 
sector, say clothing, the domestic good and the imported good 
are not identical but can be viewed as substitutes for one 
another. Therefore, the model treats domestic and imported 
goods as inputs to the production of a composite good. There 
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is substitution between the domestic and imported goods, de-
pending on their relative prices. Total domestic consumption 
can then be measured as the demand for the composite good. 
Exports, on the other hand, stand alone and compete with other 
goods on the world market. Appendix 4A contains a descrii^on 
and a complete statement of the trade model. 

From the discussion here and in Appendix 4A of the input 
for solving SAM based general equilibrium models with 
HERCULES one can see ttet there are price elasticities of de-
mand for exports, and elasticities of substitution between do-
mestic and imported commodities. Also, there is allowance for 
tariffs and subsidies and the capability for changes in these ele-
ments to be propagated through the entire price structure of 
commodities and factors in the model. Thus this type of model 
would be suitable for a numerical investigation of the cfTects of 
changes in trade policy like the one discussed for the hypotheti-
cal coimtiy at the beginning of this diapter. 

For that case one w(»ild bemn wiÁ (I) high duties on light 
industrial commodities and (2) an overvalued exchange rate. 
Prices for domestic agricultural and mining products would be 
lower than international prices and prices for light industrial 
commodities would be above world prices. These prices and 
exchange rates would produce a solution with high factor prices 
for those factors used intensively in import substituting indus-
tries. Therefore the solution would provide an income distribu-
tion favoring those who own the industrial goods plants. A re-
duction of tariffs on light industrial goods and a devaluation of 
the exchange rate would result in more imports of light industrial 
goods and more exports of agricultural and mining goods. The 
ra i t ing change in commodity and factor prices would then turn 
the income distribution away from the owners of light industry 
and toward the owners of farms and mines. 

d. LimitationsofSAM-basedGeneralEquilibriumModcls 

As was indicated above, the principal limitation of this type 
of model is that it is based on comparative statics. Comparative 
statics is not the same as dynamics, because the models have no 
distributed lag relationships and therefore no way of estimating 
the time it takes for policies to take effect. It is p<»siblc to siring 
together a series of single period models and to connect them 
with capital accumulation relations; however, this still suffers 
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from the problem that the coBsumption, investment, export end 
import equations have no distributed lags and therefore the 
timing of policy effects is lost. Though a general equilibrium 
model may so indicate, devaluations do not produce immediate 
changes in exports and imports. Rather the effects can he spread 
over several years and the timing of these effects can be 
important to the policy. Macroeconometric maiels are well 
suited for analyzing these changes over time, kit most present-
day general equilibrium models arc not. 

Also, there are two limitations which are particular to the 
HERCULES system. The first is that all prices are one in the 
base period. This means that it is not infomative to compare the 
price of food to the price of clothing in the base pcrimi. It is 
possible to get around this limitation by multiplying the results 
from HERCULES by a set of price indices that provide relative 
prices. For some kinds of analysis it will be important to do 
this. 

The second limitation is that one feels uneasy about the 
possibility, that at some stage in the analysis it will be desirable 
to use a function specification which is not available in the 
HERCULES data base. This concern is fundamental to all 
knowledge-based systems. The system is extremely helpful if 
one wants to do studies that are encompassed by the knowledge 
base, but not very helpful if it is nec^sary to go outside of this 
range. However, the HERCULES system has been in use for 
some time now, so almost all of the specifications used by 
economists are included. Therefore, the HERCULES system is 
a useful way for most general equilibrium modelers to begin 
their work, since it provides easy entry. Moreover, the 
specifications available are broad enough to encompass the 
modeling interest of almost all projects. However, some 
advanced users will want freedom rather than help and for those 
users a less structured apprc^h may be useful. 

Finally, there is a limitation which is common to all general 
^ilibrimn systems - size. Frequently, the size of the model is 
limited by data availability. However, there are times when the 
data are available for developing disaggregated models and then 
computational methods may stand as a bottleneck. In such 
cases the Johansen method which is discussed next may be the 
method of choice because the linearization which is employed 
greatly increases the computational efficiency. Also, the 
Johansen method is not restricted by a knowledge base and is 
therefore more open ended. 
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2. Johaasea Style Models 

Johansen style models are solved in a linearized form where 
all the variables are rates of growth; however, it is easier to un-
derstand the models in their original nonlinear form where the 
variables are levels instead of rates of growth. Therefore, the 
presentation here begins with the model using levels and then 
proceeds to the model using rates of growth. 

As was indicated earlier in this chapter, the most active re-
search group currently using this methodology is the Australian 
group at Project Impact in Melbourne. This group developed a 
small version of their ORANI model early in the work on that 
project. That model is simple enough to be presented in a few 
pages and yet complicated enough to demonstrate the key parts 
of the methodology. For a more complete discussion of the 
small ORANI model sec Kendrick (1984), which is the 
prototype for the presentation here, or use the original, which is 
in Dixon (1979) and Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton and Vincent 
(1982). For an application of this class of models to the U.S. 
economy see Colias (1985). 

a. The Model Using Levels 

The five groups of equations in the model are 

assumption 
production 
prices 
ma^et clearing 
miscellaneous 

The consumption and production equations are submc^els in 
which consumer and producer behavior are respectively, 
optimized . This optimizing behavior gives rise to consumer 
demand equations on the one hand and producer demand 
equations for commodities and factors on the other hand. The 
price equations determine domestic prices from input-output 
relationships and from world prices and exchange rates. The 
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market clearing equations assure tliat demand and supply are in 
balance for ommodities and factors. 

Comumpiion 
In this model, as in the SAM, there is a separation between 

domestic and imported commodities but in this case there are no 
composite commodities. There is a set of commodities C and 
a set of sources, S . For the simple model at hand there are 
two commodities and two sources, i.e. 

C - {food,clotblm] 
S - {domestic, imported } 

Therefore there are consumption functions for c^,, i.e. for each 
cOTjmodity and source. These fiinctions have the form 

c € C 
^̂ ^ s € 5 

where 

Cct = consumption of commodity c from source s 
Pes ° P^ce of cmmodity c from source s 
y" " expeaditure by households 

The consumption functions (1) are derived from a two-level op-
timization problem. The tqj level is a fixed coefficient form tíiaí 
permits no substimtion between commodities 

(2) l / - m i n l u y u j 
^ ^ cfC 

where 
U total utility 
Uc" Utility from commodity c 

= utility per unit of commodity c 

The assumption of no substitutability between commodities re-
sults in consumption functions which include only the price of 
the domestic and imported commodity and not the prices of other 
commodities as well. This assumption is made for simplicity in 
models with a large number of commodities and where there is 
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substitution between commodities from domestic and imported 
sources. The assumption of substitution between commaiities 
frcMn different sources is embodied in the equation below. Thus 

(3) "c-U^^cs" c € C 
tiS 

the utility from each commodity is a multiplicative function of 
the consumption of that commc^ity from different sources, i.e., 
domestic and imported. 

Finally, consumption is limited by the household budget 
constraint 

(4) 
c ec Í £ 5 

The left hand side of the constraint is summed over both com-
modities and sources. 

One other aspect of consumer demand remains to be treated. 
This is the demand for exports, i.e., the demand by foreigners 
for domestic goods. This is embodied in functions of the form 

(5) p%»e'J'di c € C 
where 

p% " export price of good c 
e " exports 
d^ » sbiñ factor in demand for exports 
SD " [domestic} 

Thus the export demand for each domestic commodity is a 
nralinear function of its foreign currency price. 

Production Fiwctioos 
Production functions are used to determine the demand for 

intermediate inputs and for factors. In this model there are two 
aspects of production: (1) the activity level z , for each industry 
and (2) the production level g^ for each conmiodity in each in-
dustry. This arrangement permits the production of more than 
one product from each industry. The activity level for the in-
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dusíry is constrained by commodity and fecior inputs, and in 
turn the production level for esch commodity is constrained by 
the induMry activity level. 

The activity level is determined, as shown below, by a 
Leontief fixed-coeíTident production fünction. This functional 

(6) Z/ - min 

where 

' / X* X® 
f * ñ > B > • a] ®2/ i € I 

f j ^ Cobb -Douglas cúmbimíhn of prímaty 
hctor inputs to industry i 

X® == inputs to Industiy i of ^ Cobb -Doughs 
mmbination of ammodity c from domestic 
end foKign smrces 

form peimits no substitution between factors and commodities 
or between commodity iaputs. This assumption is made for 
simplicity and to focus atteation on the substitution be-
tween difTerent factors and between commodities from domestic 
and imported sources. 

The assumption of substitution between factors is embodied 
in the function 

J 

0 ) / , -

where 

J € / 

k I - c^M input in industry i 
Ij labor input in industry i 
a^ ^ o^fBdmt for industry i 
a'j " bbor cosfBdent for industry i 

which has the Cobb-Douglas foim. Similarly, the commodity 
inputs from difTerent source are assumed to be substitutable 
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(8) K i - u ^ l r »£5 Í e / 

where 

input in industry i of cmunodity c from source s 
a^^ coefficient 

Once the activity level for the industry is determined, then 
production levels cmi be computed by solving the following op-
timization problem 

(9) max - £ £ i £ I 
ccCteSD 

subject to 

LccC 
(10) •Z, i €i 

where 
" positive fmmmeter 

q^ « output of commodity c by industry i 
z¡ " mtivity level for industry i 

This specification permits multiple outputs from each industry. 
For example the model might include the automobile industry 
and yet be disaggregated enough to include the production of 
cars and trucks by th^ industry. 

Pries Equations 
The main set of price equations in the model ensures that the 

value of all outputs in an industry must equal the value of all in-
termediate in^ts and fector inpits. 

(11) I Pcs<iĉ  = I Z Pcs'^c,, 
ciC c€C M'€S S £ SD 

Domestic prices are related to international prices through the ex-
clange rate and the export subsidy rate with the ecpiation 
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s £ SD 
(12) Plyc4>''Pcs c e C 

where 

pI = e^rt price of txmmodity c 
<p == exchange míe 
Vc = oae plus the add valoran Me of export subsidy 
SD •= [domestic] 

Also, domestic prices are related to international prices on the 
import side with the relstionáiip 

5 eSF 
(13) c € C 

where 
pf import price of cmnmodity c 
t one plus tíse ad valorem tariff rate 
SF - [imported } 

Through these relationships, changes in import duties, export 
subsidies and exchange rates are reflected in domestic prices. 
These changes in turn cause substitutions between domestic and 
imported commodities which are used in final consumption and 
as intermediate goods in production. 

Market Oearing Equations 
The market clearing equations require that the production of 

domestic commodities must equal uses of those commodities 

(14) I ^ ^ - I ^ c w - ^ ^ c - ^ ^ c c € C 
/€/ i a 

as intermediate inputs, for consumption, and for export. 
Similarly, use of the factors labor and capital cannot exceed their 
availability. 
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l i , - ' ' 
la 

where 
= Mbor force 

(16) " J el 

where 

K^ exc^eatmsly givea c^taJ stock for B^or i 

The labor forcc constraint is ecouoray-wide but the capital con-
straint is for each sector. These functions embody the as-
sumptions that labor can move freely from industry to industry 
kit that capital equipment cannot. 

Miscellaneous Identities 
This group includes the trade equations as well as a con-

sumer price index, a wage equation, and a real consumption 
equation. Consider first trade equations. Total imports are 
a sum over all commodities, of imported intermediate inimts 

(17) I 
e t c *e JFWC/ 

plus final coiBumption imports. Total exports equals the sum, 
over all commodities, of the value of exports of each 

(18) ^ - I p I ^ c 
etc 

commodity. The balance of trade is then simply exports minus 
imports 

(19) 6 = e'" •at'' 

The consumer price index is the product of the prices of all 
domestic and imported commodities each raised to a power. 
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P ' - h i i p : " 
( 2 0 ) C€C»£5 

The power in each case is the share of that commodity in total 
consumption. 

The WĤ e rate is determined by an exogenous wage shift 
factor and by the consumer price index. Thus when prices rise 

(21) w - i p c f w 
where 

0 == pmmeter dstermmg ifee k> which 
pnce inflatíoB drives wage inñatíon 
wage sbiñ mriabJe 

there will be an increase in wages. This is like the cosí of living 
adjustment (COLA) in the U.S. economy. 

Finally, real consumption is determined by deflating nominal 
consumption by the consumer price Index. 

(22) ^ y'/p' 

This expression enables the analyst to trace the efTect of tariff 
and exclange rate changes on real consumption in the economy. 

b. The Model Using Rates of Change 

As discussed earlier, the Johansen mcKJels are solved by lin-
earizing them in terms of rates of ^owth. An example of this 
prcxxdure is drawn from Ac familiar Cobb-Douglas production 
function. 
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(23) g'-k J 
where 

q = caput 

k ^ a^tal stock 

1 = labor force 

a coital coefñtíeat 

0 - hbor caefBdwt 

This is a nonlinear function using the levels of the variables. In 
order to transform it to a linearized function using rates of 
growth, first takes the log of both sides of the equation to c^tain 

(24) Ing^alni: + 

Then take the derivative with resi^scí to time to obtain 

+ ñ l M . 

(25) ^ di ^ k á P J á 

Finally write the equation in terms of rates of growth 

(26) ^ " 
where 

- dq/dt ^ ^ ^ 
q •= —g— - mte of growth of wtput 

k - ^ mte of matase of cental stock 

1 ' ' ^ ^ ^ mte of growth of labor 

Eq. (26) can be read 'the rate of growth of output will be a 
weighted sum of the rates of growth of the capital stock and the 
labor force'. Each equation in the linearized version of the 
model will be in this form, i.e., a weighted sum of growth rates. 

An example from the small ORANI model is the equation for 
the price of imported go<MÍs. In the levels version of the model 
this is Eq. (13) 
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(27) c e C 

The equivalent equation in the linearized version of the mc^el is 

(28) 

which can be read 'the rate of change of the price of imported 
goods is equal to the rate of change of the international price of 
the good in foreign currency plus the rate of change of tariffs 
plus the rate of change of the foreign exchange rate. The lin-
earized version of all of the equations of the model is presented 
in Appendix 4B. 

c. Computation 

Computational methods for the solution of lai|[e Johansen 
style models have been developed in Project Impact in Australia 
by Codsi and Pearson (1988). The system is called 
GEMPACK. It operates on VAX and IBM PC computers 
among others. Alternatively, the GAMS sj^tem can be used for 
solving Johansen style models. Appendix 4B contains a 
GAMS statement for the linearized version of the small ORAM 
model. 

3. Comparative Advantage of Geeeral Equílibriisni 
Models 

As was discussed earlier in this chapter general equilibrium 
models are usually not dynamic, do not include spatial informa-
tion, and do not include economies of scale - all of which are 
crucial to determining dynamic comparative advantage. 
However, the study of comparative advantage is not simply a 
matter of finding the best exporting industries and projects. 
Rather the subject also has to do with import duties, expoñ sub-
sidies and exchange rates - all of which are modeled very well 
with general equilibrium models. Also, the income distribution 
eíTecís of trade policy are a matter of great concern in most 
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countries and the general equilibrium models are the method of 
choice for this type of amlysis. 

In addition, there is much to be said for using a general 
equilibrium framework to obtain a conceptual overview of the 
economy. For example, the use of a SAM, even apart from the 
HERCULES software can provide substantial insights into the 
simcture of an economy. 

Comparative advantage among models is itself dynamic. In 
the past computational general equilibrium models have been too 
aggregated to provide much insight about comparative advan-
tage. However, the advances in recent years in computational 
hardware and the development of mockling systems like GAMS, 
HERCULES and GEMPACK are making it possible to develop, 
solve and maintain highly disaggregated computational general 
equilibrium mcwiels. 



Appendix 4A 
SAM Style General Equilibrium 

Models 
This sppeodix contains the computer statement in 

HERCULES of two general equilibrium models which are 
drawn from Dmd and Kendrick(19§7). 

1. Simpie Model 

Three are three principal parts to the input: (1) the set of 
accounts, ACC, (2) the account table, AT, and (3) the cell table, 
CT. The c®ll table in turn has two ¡arts: (a) the SAM and (b) the 
^>edfication teble. 

The first two parts of this input, namely the list of accounts 
and the acccaint table is shown Wow in Table 4 A. 1. The list of 
accounts includes the two factors (labor and capital), the two 

Table 4A. 1 List of Accounts and Account Table 

SET ACC ACCOUNTS/ 
L\BOR 
CAPITAL 
HHUXRURAL 
HHm-URBAN 
FCKX> 

CLOTHING/ 

TABLE AT ACCOUNT TABLE 
TYPE FIX 

LABOR MF Q 
CAPITAL MF Q 
HHLD-RURAL ÍNSTC 
HHLD-URBAN INSTC NP 
FOOD AC 
CLOTHING AC 

household types (rural and urban), and the two sectors (food 
and clothing). The Type column in the Account Table in the 

ee 
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bottom part of Table 4A. Í indicates which accounts beloos to 
which institution. For example labor sad capital are factors (MF 
- market factors), rural and urban households are households 
(INSTC - institutions which are consumers), and food and 
clothing are sectors (AC - activity accounts). Also, the Fix 
column in the Account Table is used to indicate which variables 
are fixed exogenously and whether the price, quantity, or in-
come is fixed. In the case at hand the labor and capital quanti-
ties (Q) are fixed. Finally, the NP symbol indicates that the 
pricc index for urban housctolds is fixed as the numemire in the 
model. 

In summary, the acctMint list and table are used to associate 
accounts with institutions and to determine which variables are 
fixed exogenously. 

The next portion of the input is the SAM from Table 4.1. 
The only difference between the table presented above and the 
one in Table 4 A. 2 is that the table here is in a form that can be 
read by the computer. 

Table 4A.2 The SAM 

TABLE SAM SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX 

LABOR CAPITAL HHLD-RURAL HHLD-USBAN FOOD O-OmiNG 

LABOR 75 85 
CAPITAL 50 60 
HHLD-RURAL 90 30 
HHLD-URBAN 70 80 
FOOD 60 65 
CLOIHING 60 85 

The specification table below is used to stipulate the func-
tional form of some of the elements of the model. The CD's in 
the top right-hand comer of Table 4A.3 indicate that the 
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Table 4A.3 The Sj^dfication Tabk 

TABLE SPEC(ACC^CC) SPECIHCj\"T10NS TABLE 

LABOR CAPITAL HHLD-RUaML HHLD-URBAN FOOD OXTTHING 

LABOR CD CD 
CAPITAL CD CD 
HHLD-RURAL IDIST IDIST 
HHLD-URBAN IDIST IDIST 
FOOD VSHS VSHR 
CLOTHING VSHl VSHR 

production functions in this a«del are Cobb-Douglas. 
Similarly, the VSHR notation in eltc l>ottom ccnter of the table 
sets the specification for the consiaisiption functions. In this 
case the specification is simply a s-hsare of income (value share). 
Finally, the IDIST symbols indi cat« an income distribution 
specification to describe the perce«t:i®c of labor's income which 
is p^sed along to rural and urimn teíHiseholds and similarly for 
capital's income. 

The specification table reflects some of the power of the 
HERCULES system. Under pieriotis methods of modeling, 
changing the production functioDS from Cobb-Douglas to 
Constant Elasticity of Substitution davolved many hours of te-
dious and demanding work. With; tie HERCULES system one 
simply changes CD to CES in the S5)ecification table and makes a 
few adjustments to parameter inputs.. 

Once the SAM and the specifiiafioji table arc defined they are 
loaded into the Cell Table. This iî  done with the two parameter 
statements shown below. 

AUAS (ACCACCP); 

PARAMETER CT CELLTAkSLE ; 
CTÍACCACCP.TB/SE'D- SAM(ACCACCP); 
Cr(ACCACCP,"SPECS:">- SPEC(ACC,ACCP); 

The ALIAS command is used to crwtle an additional version of 
the set of accounts, ACC, as ACCP C^ecounts prime). Then the 
parameter statements are used to load first the SAM and then the 
si^fication table SPEC into the Cel liable, CT. TBASE is the 
name of the plane in the cell table which houses the SAM and 
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SPECS is the name of the plane that holds the specification 
table. 

Next the mwiel is defined with the model statement shown 
l^low. The model is given a name (MODELA) and a descrip-
tion (INITIAL DEMONSTRATION MODEL) in the first line. The 
second line then indicate the ccmiponent parts of the model, 

MCOEL MODELA DOTIAL DEMONSTRATION MODEL 
/ACC, AT.CT/; 

namely the accounts list ACC, the account table AT, and the cell 
table CT. 

Finally, the model is solved with the SOLVE statement as 
shown below. This statement informs GAMS that the 

SOLVE MODELA USING HERCULES; 

DISPLAY AT, CT; 

HERCULES solver is to be used to solve the model. Then the 
DISPLAY statement is used to show the r^ults. The results are 
provided as additional columns in the account mble AT and the 
cell table CT so it is sufficient to display these elements in order 
to see the results. 

HERCULES, and for that matter most general equilibrium 
models are comparative statics models. Iliis means that the 
models have no distributed lags, i.e. they are single period 
models. Also it means that they are used by (1) solving the 
model, (2) dianging an exogenous variable or parameter and (3) 
solving the model again to permit m analysis of the effects of the 
change. For example, (1) the m<x!el at hand would be solved, 
(2) the capital stock, which is one of the exogenwjs variables, 
could be increased and (3) the model would solved again in 
order to analyze the efTects of capital accumulation on prices, 
prcKiuction and consumptira. 

A change of an exogenous variable can be made in the model 
with the following statement: 

ATCCAPITAL-.-QFlX'') - l.l*AT("CAPITAL","QSOL''>, 

Here the quantity solution, QSOL, of the CAPITAL element of 
the account table AT is multiplied by 1.1 in order to increase the 
capital stocks by ten percent as the fixed quantity input, QFIX, 
for the next solution. The model is then solved again and the 
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results displayed again. This results in a decrease in the pric® of 
capital and an increase in the price (wage) of labor. Also, since 
food is produced primarily with labor its price increases some-
what. 

The complete HERCULES model statement for the simple 
model follows. 

STTTLE MODEIA: INIllAL DEMONSTRATION MODEL 
• THE FOLLOWING MODEL IS THE INITIAL MCMDEL IN DRUD 
« AND KENDRICK: "HERCULES - A SYSTEM FOR LARGE 

ECONOMYWIDE MODELS". IT DESCRIBES A SIMPLE MODEL 
• WITH TWO PRODUCTION SECTORS, TWO FACTORS OF 
• PRODUCTION, AND TWO HOUSEHOIDS. 

SET ACC ACCOUNTS/ 
LABOR 
CAPITAL 
HHLD-RURAL 
HHLD-UEBAN 
FOOD 
CLOTHING /; 

AUAS (ACCACCP); 

ACRONYMS 
MF MARKET FACTOR ACCOUNT 
INSTC iNSTmrnoNS CONSUMPTION Accouisrr 
AC ACTIVITY OR CCMMODITY ACCOUNT 

Q QUANTÜYFDCED 
NP PRICE FIXED AS A NUMERAIRE 

CD COBB DOUGLAS PROD FUNCTION SPEC 
IDIST INCONÍEDISTRIBUTIWSPECIHCATION 
VSHR FDCED VALUE SHARE CONSUMPTION SYSTEM; 
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TABLE SAM(ACC^CC) SOCIAL ACCOUMTING MATRIX 

UIBOR CAPITAL HHLD-RURAL HHLD-URBAN PCX5D CLOrHINO 
US^OR 75 85 
CAPITAL 50 60 
HHLD-RURAL 90 30 
HHLD-URBAN 70 80 
POOD 60 65 
CLOTHING 60 85 

TABLE SPEC(ACCACC) SPECIFICATÍONS TABLE 

LABOS CAPITAL HHLD-KURAL HHLD-URBAN FCX5D CLOTHING 
LABOR CD CD 
CAPITAL CD CD 
HHUD-RURAL IDIST IDIST 
HHLD-URBAN IDIST IDIST 
KX)D VSHR VSHR 
CLOTHING VSHR VSHR 

DEFINE CELL ARRAY 

PARAMETER CT(ACCACC,*) CELL TABLE; 
CKACCACCP.TBASE") = SAM(ACCyACCP); 
Cr(ACC,ACCP,"SPECS") - SPEC(ACCACCP); 

TABLE AT(ACC,*) ACCOUNT TABLE 

TYPE FDC 

LABOR MF Q 
CAPITAL MF Q 
HHLD-RURAL INSTC 
HHLD-URBAN INSTC NP 
F(X)D AC 
CLOTHING AC 
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MODEL MODELA INITIAL DEMOMSTRATION MODEL 
/ACC,AT, CT/; 

DISPLAY "ACCOUNT AND CELL TABLES BEFORE SOLVE:", 
AT,CT; 

SOLVE MODELA USING HERCULES; 

DISPLAY "ACCOUNT AND CELL TABLE AFTER FIRST SOLVE:", 
AT,CT; 

® EXPERIMENT INFORMATION: 
•» CHANGE THE QUANTITY OF CAPITAL BY A FACTOR 1.1 FROM 
« THE BASE VALUE. 

ATCCAPITAL-.-QFIX") Ll»AT(''CAPíTAL'',"QSOL"); 

SOLVE MODELA USING HERCULES; 

DISPLAY "ACCr AND CELL TABLES AFTER SECOND SOLVE:", 
AT,CT; 

In summary, a small model with three institutions can be 
used to study price and income distribution effects. A more 
complicated model which includes international trade is dis-
cussed in the following section. 

2. A Trade Model 

The following paragraph is also contained in the body of 
Chapter 4 as an introduction to the trade model. It is repro-
duced here to smooth the introduction to the trade model here in 
the Appendix. 

The key element of the trade model is the separation of the 
commodity accounts into 4 groups as is shown in Figure 4Á. 1. 
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ity accounts. There is an agriculture (food) and industrial 
(clothing) account for cach of the four types of commodity ac-
counts. The last account is the rest-of-the-world account. This 
account receives payments from consumption accounts for im-
ports and provides payments to producing accounts for exports. 

Portions of the SAM for this general equilibrium model with 
trade EU« shown in Table 4A. 5. llie bottom right-hand comer of 
the top portion of the table shows that importers pay 50 to the 
rest of the world for agricultural imports and 100 for industrial 
imports. 

Table 4A.5 A Portion of the SAM for a Trade Model 

+ COM-DOM-AG COM-DOM-IN C»M-IMP-AG COM-IMP-IN 

INDR-TAX 20 10 20 20 
ACT-AGRCLT 140 
ACT-INDSTR 185 
REST-WORLD 50 100 

+ COM-CMP-AG CX)M-CMP-INC»M-EXP-AGCOM-EXP-IN REST-WORLD 

SAVING-ÍNV 20 
INDR-TAX 15 5 
ACT-AGRCLT 60 
ACr-INDSTR 50 
CX)M-DOM-AG 160 
OOM-DOM-IN 195 
COM-IMP-AG 70 
COM-IMP-IN 120 
COM-EXP-AG 75 
COM-EXP-IN 55 

In COTitrast, the last column in the bottom part of the table shows 
that the rest of the world pays 75 to exporters of agricultural 
goods and 55 to exporters of industrial goods. So tiie country 
in this model exports more food than it imports (75 as opposed 
to 50) and imports more clothing that it exports (100 as opposed 
to 55). Overall, imports arc 150 and exports arc 130 with the 
difference being m£u3e up by a foreign ciq)ital inflow of 20 which 
is provided from the rest-of-the-world to the savings-investment 
account. 

A portion of the specification table for the trade model is 
shown in Table 4A.6. The TMPORT specifications in the 
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Domestic Irr^orted Exportad 

\ / 
ComposKa 

Figure 4 A. I Types of Commodities 

As expected there are imported and exported commodities. 
Also, there arc domestically produced commodities. The new 
element is the comi^jsite conamodities which are blends of do-
mestic and imported goods. The essential notion is tlMit within a 
given sector, My clothing, the domestic good and the imported 
good are not identical but can bs viewed as substitutes for one 
another. Therefore, the model treats domestic and imported 
goods as inputs to the production of a composite good. There 
is substitution between the domestic and imported goods de-
pending on their relative prices. Total domestic consumption 
can then be measured as the demand for the composite good. 
Exports on the other hand stand alone and compete with other 
goods on the world market. 

This treatment of commodities is reflected in the list of ac-
counts for the trade model in Table 4A.4. Not all the accounts 
are included, rather only those which are new in this model. 

Table 4A.4 A Portion of the SAM for a Trade Model 

SET ACC ACCX)UNTS / 

SAVING-INV SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS 

OOM-IX)M-AG DOMESTIC CX)MM IN AGRICULTURE 
OOM-DOM-IN DOMESTIC COMM IN INDUSTRY 
CCM-IMP-AG IMPORTED COMM IN AGRICULTURE 
OOM-IMP-IN IMPORTED COMMODITIES IN INDUSTRY 
COM-CMP-AG COMPOSITE COMM IN AGRICULTURE 
COM-CMP-IN COMPOSITE COMMODITIES IN INDUSTRY 
COM-EXP-AG EXPORTED COMM IN AGRICULTURE 
COM-EXF-IN EXPORTED COMMODITIES IN INDUSTRY 
REST-WORLD REST OF THE WORLD ACCOUNT / 

The first new account is savings-investment. While this ac-
count plays a number of roles in the model, its main role in the 
international trade portion of the model is to receive foreign 
loans and investment. The next eight accounts are all commod-
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Table 4Á. 6 A Portion of the Specifscatioa Tsble for a Trade 
McxJel 

+ COM-DOM-AG CX)M-DOM-IN COM-IMP-ÁG COM-IMP-IN 

IMDR-TAX ITAX ITAX UAX ITAX 
ACT-AGRCLT K> 
ACT-INDSTR 10 
REST-WORLD IMPORT IMPORT 

+ COM-CMP-AG C»M-CMP-IN COM-EXP-AO OOM-EXP-IN REST-WORLD 

SAVING-INV UNSPEC 
¡NDR-TAX ITAX ITAX 
ACT-AGRCLT 10 
ACT-INDSTR lO 
COM-DOM-AG CES 
COM-DOM-IN CES 
COM-IMP-AG CES 
COM-IMP-IN CES 
COM-EXP-AG EXPORT 
COM-EXP-IN EXPORT 

REST-WORLD row iudicaies Ümt COM-IMP-AG and COM-
IMP-IN are both imported commodiiies. There is a sale tax on 
these goods as indicated by the TTAX* specification; however, 
there is no import duty. The HERCULES system includes 
spedficatiom for both import duties and export sutódies; how-
ever they are not included in this mcwlel. Li the bottom half of 
the mble the 'EXPORT specification in the rest-of-the-world 
column indicates that COM-EXP-AG and COM-EXP-IN are ex-
ported commodities. The UNSPEC s^cification in the sav-
iags-investment row indicates that dierc is not a particular speci-
flcatioQ for this entry. 

The 'CES' specifications in the composite commodity 
cohimns are used to show that domestic and imported commodi-
ties are combined in tibe amstant elasticity of substitution form to 
create the composite conrniodity which is consumed. Thus if 
the relative price of imported and domestic goods change there 
will be a substitution of the one for the other in meeting con-
sumption requirements. The elasticities of substitution for these 
functions are given in the SIGMA column of Table 4 A. 7 which 
shows a portion of the Account Table for this model. The 
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Table 4A.7 A Portion of the Accent Table for a Trade Model 

TABLE AT(ACC,») ACCOUT^TABLE 

FIX SIGMA TYPE 
COM-DOM-AG AC 
CX3M-DOM-IN AC 
COM-IMP-AG AC 
CX)M-IMP-IN AC 
C»M-CMP-AG AC 
COM-CMP-IN AC 
COM-EXP-AG AC 
CX)M-EXP-IN AC 
REST-WOE I D ROW 

3.0 
0.5 

NP 

Specification indicates that domestic and imported foods are 
more easily substituted for one another with a sigma of 3.0 than 
are domestic and imported clothing with a sigma of only 0.5. 

The rest of the Account Table shows that all of the commod-
ity accounts are treated like sectors since they are assigned the 
type 'AC. Also the REST-WORLD account is given a new 
instimtional designation as 'ROW. Finally, the numeriare in 
this model is the price of foreign exchange since the REST-
WORLD account is designated with NP. 

The price elasticity of the international demand for exports is 
specified in a different way with the use of the set and assign-
ment statements shown below. First a set of exported com-
modities is created with the SET ACCEX statement. Then 

SET ACCEXCACC) EXPORTED COMM 
A:OM-EXP-AG, COM-EXP-IN/ 

PARAMETER ETAS(ACCEX) ELAS OF DEMAND FOR EXP / 
COM-EXP-AG •= 3.0, COM-EXP-IN = 1.5 / 

the elasticities for these two commodities are given as 3.0 for 
food and 1.5 for clothing. 

The complete HERCULES statement of the trade model fol-
lows. 
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SnTLE MODEL WTIH FORHGN TRADE, INVEST, AND SAVINGS 
SSnrUE DEFINITION OF ACCOUNT SET AND ACRONYMS 

THE FOLLOWING MODEL IS DESCRIBED IN THE CHAPTER ON 
• FOREIGN TRADE, INVESTMENT, AND SAVINGS IN DRUD AND 
• KENDRICK: "HERCULES - A SYSTOVÍ FOR LARGE 
« ECWOMYWIDE MODELS". 

SET ACC ACCOUNTS 
LABOR 
CAPITAL 
HOUSEHID-I 
HOUSEHLD-C 
GOVERNMT-I 
GOVERNMT-C 
SAVING-INV 
D«>R-TAX 
VAL-ADD-AG 
VAI^ADD-IN 
ACr-AGRCLT 
ACT-INDSTR 
COM-DOM-AG 
COM-DOM-IN 
COM-IMP-AG 
COM-IMP-IN 
COM-CMP-AG 
COM-CMP-IN 
COM-EXP-AG 
COM-EXP-IN 
REST-WORLD 

A U A S (ACCACCP); 

/ 
LABOR 
CAPITAL 
HOUSEHOLD INCOME ACCOUOT 
HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION ACCOUNT 
GOVERNMENT INCOME ACCOUNT 
GOVERNMENT EXPEND ACCOUNT 
SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS 
INDIRECT TAX ACCOUNT 
VALUE ADDED IN AGRICULTURE 
VALUE AIDED IN INDUSTRY 
PRODUCTION ACTIVITY FOR AGRI 
PRODUCTION ACnVITY FOR INDUSTRY 
DOMESTIC COMMODITIES IN AGRI 
DOMESTIC COMMODmES IN INDUS 
IMPORTED COMMODITIES IN AGRI 
IMPORTED COMMODITIES IN INDUS 
COMPOSITE COMMODITIES IN AGRI 
COMPOSTIE COMMODITIES IN INDUS 
EXPORTED COMMODmES IN AGRI 
EXPORTED COMMODmES IN INDUS 
REST OF THE WORLD ACCOUNT / 

ACRONYMS 
MP MARKET FACTOR ACCOUNT 
INST INSTTTUnONS INCOME ACCOUNT 
INSTC INSTTTUnONS CONSUMFilON ACCOUNT 
TAX INDIRECT TAX ACCOUNT 
AC ACnVTFY-COMMODnY ACCOUNT 
ROW REST OF THE WORLD ACCOUNT 

NP PRICE EXOGENOUS - NUMERAIRE 
Q QUANlllY EXOGENOUS 
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CD CDBB-DOUGLASPRODUCnONFUNCnON 
CES CES PRODUCTION FUNCnON 
EXPORT EXPORT DEM FROM REST OF WORLD 
IDIST INCOME DiSTRIBUnW SPECIFICATICN 
IMPORT PAYMENTS FOR IMPORTS 
10 INPUT-OUTPUT SPECmCATION 
ITAX INDIRECT TAX SPECIHCATION 
QEXO FDCED QUANTITY CONSUMPTION SYS 
QSHR FIXED QUANTITY SHARE CONS SYS 
UNSPEC UNSPECIFIED OR RESIDUAL 
VEXO SPECmCATION FOR EXOGENOUS VALUE 
VSHR VALUE SHARE CONSUMPTION SYSTEM 

SSTTTLE DEFINmON OF SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX 

TABLE SAM(ACCACC) "SAM WITH TRADE, INVEST, AND SAV" 

LABOR CAPFTAL HOUSEHLD-I HOUSEHLD-C 
HOUSEHLD-I 160 110 
HOUSEHLD-C 210 
GOVERNMT-I 20 
SAVING-INV 40 
COM-CMP-AG 130 
COM-CMF-IN 80 

+ GOVERNMT-I GOVERNMT-C SAVING-INV INDR-TAX 
GOVERNMT-I 90 
GOVERNMT-C 70 
SAVING-INV 40 
COM-CMP-AG 15 15 
COM-CMP-IN 55 85 

+ VAl^ADD-AG VAI^ADD-IN ACT-AGRCLT ACT-INDSTR 
LABOR 95 65 
CAPITAL 30 80 
VAI^ADD-AG 125 
VAI^ADD-IN 145 
COM-CMP-AG 40 30 
COM-CMP-m 35 60 

+ COM-DOM-AG COM-DOM-IN COM-IMP-AG COM-IMP-IN 
ÍNDR-TAX 20 10 20 20 
ACT-AGRCLT 140 
ACT-INDSTR 185 
REST-WORLD 50 100 
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+ COM<:MP-AGCOM-akiP-INCOM-EXP-AGCOM-EXP-INREST-WOMJ) 
SAVING-INV 20 
INDR-TAX 15 5 
ACT-AGRCLT 60 
ACT-INDSTR 50 
CX>M-DOM-AG 160 
CX>M-IX)M-IN 195 
COM-IMP-AG 70 
COM-IMP-IN 120 
CX)M-EXP-AG 75 
COM-EXP-IN 55 

SSTTTLE DEFINITION OF SPECMCATION AND CELL TABLES 

TABLE SPEC(ACC^CC) SPECIHCATION TABLE 

LABOR CAPITAL HOUSEHLD-I HOUSEHLD-C 
HOUSEHLD-I IDISr IDIST 
HOUSEHLD^C IDISTT 
GOVERNMT-I EDIST 
SAVING-INV BDIST 
COM-CMP-AG VSHR 
COM-CMP-IN VSHR 

+ GOVERNMT-I GOVERNMT-C SAVING-INV INDR-TAX 
GOVERNMT-I IDIST 
GOVERNMT-C UNSPEC 
SAVING-INV UNSPEC 
COM-CMP-AG QEXO QSHR 
COM-CMP-IN QEXO QSHR 

+ VAl^ADD-AG VAL-ADD-IN ACT-AGRCLT ACT-INDSTR 
LABOR CD CD 
CAPITAL CD CD 
VAI^ADD-AG K) 
VAI^ADD-IN K) 
COM-CMP-AG K) K) 
COM-CMP-IN lO K) 

+ COM-DOM-AG COM-DOM-IN COM-IMP-AG COM-IMP-IN 
INDR-TAX ITAX ITAX FTAX ITAX 
ACT-AGRCLT K) 
ACT-INDSTR K) 
REST-WORLD IMPORT IMPORT 
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+ COM-CMP-AG CX>M-CMP-rN CX)M-EXP-AG CÜM-EXP-IN 
INDR-TAX ITAX TTAX 
ACT-AGRCLT K) 
ACT-INDSTR K) 
COM-IX)M-AG CES 
CÜM-DOM-IN CES 
CX)M-IMP-AG CES 
COM-IMP-IN CES 

+ REST-WORUD 
SAVING-INV UNSPEC 
COM-EXP-AG EXPORT 
OOM-EXP-IN EXPORT 

SET ACCEX(ACC) EXPORTED COMM 
/COM-EXP-AG,COM-EXP-IN/ 

PARAMETER ETAS(ACCEX) ELAS OF DEM FOR EXPORTS / 
COM-EXP-AG - 3.0, COM-EXP-IN - 1.5 / 

» DEFINE AND HLL THE CELL TABUE: 

PARAMETER CTÍACC^CC,*) CELL TABLE; 

CT(ACC^CCP,"TBASE") «SAM(ACC,ACCP); 
Cr(ACC^CCP,"SPECS'') - SPEC(ACCACCP); 

Cr(ACCEX,"REST-WORLD","ETA") - ETAS(ACCEX); 
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SSnXLE ACCXDUNT TABLE AND ACCOUNT TOTALS 

TABUE AT(ACC,') ACCOUNT TABLE 

n X SIGMA TYPE 
LABOR MF Q 
CAPITAL MF 
HOUSEHLD-I INST 
HOUSEHLD-C INSTC 
C50VERNMT-I INST 
GOVERNMT-C INSTC 
SAVING-INV INSTC 
INDR-TAX TAX 
VAL-ADD-AG AC 
VAL-ADD-IN AC 
ACr-AGRCLT AC 
ACT-INDB"LK AC 
COM-DOM-AG AC 
COM-DOM-IN AC 
COM-IMP-AG AC 
COM-IMP-IN AC 
COM-CMP-AG AC 
COM-CMP-IN AC 
COM-EXP-AG AC 
COM-EXP-IN AC 
REST-WORID ROW 

3.0 
0.5 

NP 

PARAMETER TOTALS(ACC,-) ACCT TOT AND IMBAL SAM; 

TOTALS(ACC,"ROW-TOTAL") - SUM(ACCP,SAM(ACC^CCP)); 
TOrrALS(ACCP,"COU.TOTAL") - SUM(ACC,SAM(ACCACCP)>, 
TOTALS(ACC,'T>IFFERENCE'') - TOTALSiACC.̂ ROW-TOTAL")-

TOTALS(ACC,''OOI^TOTAL''); 

DISPLAY "CHECK FOR BALANCE OF BASE SAM:",TOTALS; 

SSTTTLE MODEL DEFINITION, EXPER SOLUTION AND REPORT 

MODEL MODELD "MODEL WITH TRADE, INVEST, AND SAV" 
/ ACC, AT, CT/; 
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« DEFINE SETS AND PARAMETERS FOR REPORT TABLES THAT 
• SUMMARIZE ALL EXPERIMENTS AND DEFINE THE BASE CASE. 

SET COM(ACC) TX)M, IMP, COMP, AND EXPORTED COMM" 
/ COM-DOM-AG, COM-DOM-IN, COM-IMP-AG, COM-IMP-IN, 

COM-CMP-AG, CX)M-CMP-IN, COM-EXP-AG, COM-EXP-IN /; 

PARAMETER 
REPORTQ(CX)M,*) QUANTTITES OF ALL CX)MMODniES 
lEPORTPCCOM/) PRICES OF ALL COMMODITIES; 

REPORT-BASE CASE-

REPORTQ(COM,"BASE-CASE")« TOTALS(COM,''OOL-TOTAL"); 
REPORTKCOM.'BASE-CASE'') » 1; 

• EXPERIMENT DATA: CHANGES IN WORLD PRICES 
•» WORLD AGRICULTURAL PRICES ARE INCREASED BY 10% AND 
• WORLD INDUSnOAL PRICES ARE DECREASED BY 10%. 

Cr("REST-WORLD","COM-IMP-AG",-Wr) =1.1; 
Cr("REST-WORLD","COM-IMP-IN","WP") 0.9; 
CT("COM-EXP-AG","REST-WORLD","WP")» I.I; 
Cr(''COM-EXP-IN","REST-WORIJ)'',"WP") •= 0.9; 

SOLVE MODELD USING HERCULES; 

DISPLAY "ACCT AND CELL INFO AFTER SOLV BASE MODEL:", 
AT,CT; 

» REPORT - SOLUTION BASE MODEL: 

REPORTQ<COM,"BASB-SDLUr'>» AT(COM,"QSOL"); 
REPORTP(COM,"BASE-SOLUr') - AT(COM,"PSOL"); 

• DEFINE AND SOLVE AN ALTERNATIVE MCOEL WITH 
• AGRICULTURAL EXPORT ELASTICITY INFINITY 
• NOTE THAT WORLD PRICES ARE SULL 10% fflGHER FOR 
•» AGRICULTURAL GOODS AND 10% LOWER FOR INDUSTRL^L 
» GOODS. 

CT(''COM-EXP-AG","REST-WORUD",''ErA'') ° INF; 
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SOLVE MODELD USING HERCULES; 

DISPLAY "ACCT AND CELL INFO AFTER ETA-AG-INF EXPER 
AT.CT; 

REPORT - SOLUTION TO MODEL 2: 

REFORTQCCOM,"ETA-AG-INF') - AT(COM,"QSOL''); 
REPORTPiCOM,"ETA-AG-INF')« ATiCOM.TSOL"); 

^ BEFORE SOLVING THE NEXT MODEL, RESTORE THE INPUT 
® PART OF THE CELL TABLE TO ITS ORIGINAL CONTENT 
• AGAIN, I.E. RESET THE EXPORT ELASTICFIIES TO THEIR BASE 
• VALUES: 

CT(ACCEX,"REST-WORLD",'TTA») - ETAS(ACCEX); 

• DEHNE AND SOLVE AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL WITH 
« AGRICULTURAL IMPORT ELASTIOTYINFINTrY. 

AT("COM-CMP-AG'',"SIGMA") - INF; 

SOLVE MODELD USING HERCULES; 

DISPLAY "ACCT AND CELL IWO AFTER SGM-AG-INF EXPER :", 
AT,CT; 

« REPORT - SOLUTION TO MODEL 3: 

REPORTQ(COM,"SGM-AG-INF')» AT(COM,'X?SOL"); 
REPORTP(COM,"SGM-AG-INF') - AT(COM,'TSOL"); 

® DISPLAY SUMMARY TABLES 

DISPLAY REPORTQ, REPORTP; 



Appendix 4B 
A Johansen Style General 

Equilibrium Model 
This appendix contains the linearized version of a small gen-

eral equilibrium model which is drawn from Kendrick (1984) 
which is in turn based on Dixon (1979) and Dixon, Parmenter, 
Sutton, and Vincent (1982). The maihematical statement is 
given first followed by a GAMS statement of the model which 
can be used as a computer input file. For a discussion of the 
parameters and the results from solving this small model see 
Kendrick (1984). 

1. The Model in Rates of Change 

The tilde over a variable indicates that it is the rate of change 
of the variable. Thus is the level of nominal consumption 

and c " is the rate of growth of nominal comumption. 

Dsnmnd Equations 

(i) demand for domestic and imported goods 

(1) I E W - P ^ r 
e'eCs'eS 5 6 5 

where 
-a 

" me of growth of mmiiml cmsumptíon 

y" ^ me of growth of expenditure on consumption 
p ^ rate of change of prices 
e = expenditure ehstidty 

IOS 
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rj «= cross price ehstia'ties 
S = [domestic , m¡x)rted } 

(ii) demand by foreigners for domestic goods 

(2) Pc • ^c 
C € c 
s eSD 

where 

p / = isie of dm^e of export price for cmimodity c 

e ^ rate of change of exports 

d^ ® sbiñ factor in demand for exports 

Production Functions 

(i) supply response equations 

(3 ) 

where 

P" • I ĉ'lPc; 
C'£C 

c e C 
5 € SD 
i e I 

q^ = mte of growth of production of commoá'ty c in industry i 

z J rate of growth of production activity in industry i 

r^ share of revenue from cmimodity c in ináxstry i 

SD [domestic) 
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(ii) production functions 

input demand function for commodities 

c e C 
(4) -

where 

(6) 

Pc, - E ««•/i'c.' 
s'eS 

s € S 
i e I 

x^^i" míe of growth of intemediate h^i c fnm 
source s into máustty i 

a^^j ^ share of expcná'ture by Industry 

injRit demand fiincticm for capital 

(5) / e / 

k I " me of growth of coital stock in industry i 
a'l ® share of expenditure on labor 
w == míe of growth of wages 
aj " share of e^miditure on coital 

p^ míe of growth of tbe price of coital 

input demand function for labor 

- {w - a¡w - a f p ' ) J 

where 

¡1 rate of growth of labor in industiy i 
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Price Ecpmtions 

(i) commíxiiíies 

(7) I - I E . sfp"; s € SD 

etc eíCt'íS i ^ I 

where 

sl^i cost skaw for comm(xlity cs 
cmt sbsm for c^imJ 

s'^ ami sbmr for bbor 
(ii) exports 

- - - s £SD 
(g) Pc' Pc yc (P c £C 

where 

p' " mte of diange of the aq^rt price of cmmodity c 
v^ mie of dmage of tme plus the ad vslorem 

rate of export subsidy for commodity c 
4> rate of change of the exchange me 

(iii) imports 
- - S €SF 

(9) Pcs'^Pc c £C 

where 

pg " rate of change of the import price of cmmodity c 

tg = mte of change of me plus ^ valorem tariff rste 
SF = {imported} 
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Market Clearing Equations 

(i) commodities 

(10) E " E + + ^ ^ ^ ^ 

id Id C £ C 

where 
m industry market share 
w' shares of intermediaies in a^regate tkaiand 

share of cmmimptim in aggr^ate dmiand 
w' " share of exports in aggregate demand 

(ii) labor 

(H) E W ^ " ' ' 
ui 

where 
1 " rate of growth of labor force 

" share of te^ employment in industry i 

(iii) capital 
(12) - , J 

where 
XI = rate of growth of exogenous cspital stock for industry i 

Miscellaneous Identities 

(i) total imports 

eCCitSF 

where 

(13) tn nf p ° -i-
I a 
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m^ iMe of growth of imports 
nf share of commodity c in total imports 

(ii) total exports 

(14) e"^- e,) 
ciC 

where 
e rate of growth of exports 
nl - share of commodity c in totiú exports 

(iii) balance of trade 

(15) b - (l/100)(c'"e"'" - n F m ) p + w 
where 

b •= /a/e o/ dmige of the balance of trade 

(iv) consumer price index 

(16) P ^ ' H H ^ c m P c . 
C € C eiS 

where 

p" ^ míe of change of il^ coasumer pnce index 
Mcs "" share of goods cs in taial household amsumption 

(v) wage rate 

(17) w - e p ' ^ w ' 

where 
0 = wage mdexiation parameter 

w' = míe of change of the wage shiñ factor 
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(vi) real consumption 

(18) c'-^y'-p' 
where 

c' mte of dmage of neaJ comumption 

2. Hic Model in Computer Íapaí Fonn 

The following computer input is taken from the ORANI 
model in the GAMS Library which is available with the GAMS 
system software, Brooke, Kendrick, and Meeraus (1988). The 
format and style have been modified slightly to suit the puipose 
of the exposition in this book. 

STTTLE A MINIATURE VERSION OF ORANI 78 
» THIS MINI VERSION OF ORANI, A MULTISECTOR PRICE 
" ENDOGENOUS MODEL OF AUSTRALIA, DEMONSTRATES THE 
* PERCENTAGE CHANGE FORMULATION OF JOHANSEN. 
® 

REFERENCE: KENDRICK D, STYLE IN MULTISECTOR 
* MODELING, IN A. J. HUGHES-HALLET (ED), APPLIED DECISON 
« ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR, MARTINUS NUHOFF 
* PUBLISHERS, DORDRECHT, THE NETHERLANDS, 1984 

SETS 
C CCMMODmES /FOOD, CLOTHING/ 
CA(C) AGRICOMM /FOOD/ 
CM(C) MANUFCOMM /CLOTHING/ 
F FACTORS /LABOR, CAPITAL/ 
H HOUSEHOLDS /FAMIUES/ 
I INDUSTRIES /AGRIC AGRICULTURE, 

MANUF MANUFACI/ 
S SOURCES / DOMESTIC, 

IMPORTED/ 

CE(C,C) DIAGONAL 

ALIAS (C,CP), (S,SP), (I,IP); CE(C,C) « YES ; DISPLAY CE; 
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TABLE A M A Q S , » ) ACCOUNTING MATRIX FOR COMM 

INDUSTRIES HOUSEHOLDS EXPORTS IMPORT 
AGRICMANUF FAMILIES EXP DUTY 

FOOD.DOMESTIC 10 8 17 19 
CLOTHING.DOMESTI 15 1 34 1 
FOOD.IMPORTED 1 8 1 -1 
CLOTHING.IMPORTED5 2 10 -5 

TABLE AMF(F,I) ACCOUNNNG MATRIX FOR FACTORS 

AGRIC MANUF 
LABC® 20 20 
CAPITAL 10 5 

TABLE AMQ(CA) ACCOUNTING MATRIX FOR OUTPUTS 

AGRIC MANUF 
FOOD 45 9 
CLOTHING 16 35 

TABLE EPSILDN(C,S) INCOME ELASncmES 
DOMESTIC IMPORTED 

FOOD 1. 1. 
CLOTHING 1. 1. 

PARAMETER 
AMT(I) ACCOUNTING MATRIX FOR COLUMN TOTALS 
GAMMA(C) EXPORT DEMAH© PARAMETERS 

/ FOOD .5, CLOTHING .05 / 
WLA) SHARE OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 

/AGRIC .5, MANUF . 5 / 
IHETA WAGE RATTE ADJUSTMENT PARAMETER; 

AMT(I) = SUM((C,S), AMC(C,S,I)) + SUM(F, AMF(F,I)) ; 

AMC(C,S,-TOTAL") = SUM(I, AMC(C,S,I)) + AMCIQS.TAMILMS") 
+ AMCIC.S.'TXP") + AMC(C,S, 'TMRR); 

THETA= 1 ; 

DISPLAY AMT, AMC; 
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PARAMETERS 
ALPHA(C,SJ) SHARE OF EXP BY INDUSTRY 
AUWAKa) SHARE OF EXPENDITURE ON CAPITAL 
AmiALCl) SHARE OF EXPENDITURE ON LABOR 
ALKiAE(CvS) SHARE OF GCX)D CS IN EXP ON CX>MM C 
ETABAR(C,S,CP,SP) COMPENSATED PRICE ELAST 
SB(C,S) SHARE OF GOOD CS IN HOUSE BUDGET 
ErA(C,S,CP,SP) UNCOMPENSATED PRICE ELASTICITIES 
ELEVEL BASE PERIOD EXP LEVEL - NOT A RATE 
M(Ca) INDUSTRY MARKET SHARE 
MLEVEL BASE PERIOD IMP LEVEL - NOT A RATE; 

ALPHA(C,S,I) •= AMC(C,S jySUM(SP, AMC(C,SPJ)); 
ALPHAK(l) ''AMF(-CAPITAL''aVSUM(F,AMF(F,I)); 
ALPHAUI) - AMF("LAB0RVVSUM(F, AMF(F,I)) ; 
ALPHAE(C,S) - AMC(C,S,"FAMILIES") 

/SUM(SP, AMC(C,SP,"FAMIUES")); 

ETABAR(C,S,CP,SP) = ALPHAE(CP,SP); 
ETABAR(C,S,C,S) = -I. + ALPHAE(C,S); 
ETABAR(C,S,CP,SP)S( NOT CE(C,CP)) 0. ; 

SB(C,S) » AMC(C,S,"FAMILIES") 
/ SUM((CP,SP), AMC(CP,SP,"FAMILIES")) ; 

ETA(C,S,CP,SP) = - EPSILON(C,S)»SB(CP,SP) + 
ErABAR(C,S,CP,SP); 

ELEVEL - SUM((C,S), AMC(C,S,"EXP")) ; 
M(C,I) - AMQ(C,I)/SUM(IP, AMQ(C,IP)); 
MLEVEL - SUM(C, AMC(C,"IMPORTED",'TOTAL")); 

PARAMETERS 
MU(C,S) WEIGHTS FOR CPI 
NM(C) SHARE IN TOTAL IMPORTS 
NX(C) SHARE IN TOTAL EXPORTS 
R(C,I) REVENUE SHARE 
SC(C,S J) ODST SHARE 
SK(1) COST SHARE FOR CAPITAL 
SL(I) COST SHARE FOR LABOR 
WC(C,S) SHARE OF CONSUMPTION IN DEMAND 
WE(C) SHARE OF EXPORTS IN DEMAND 
WI(C,S,I) SHARE OF INTERMEDIATES IN DEMAND ; 
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MU(C,S) •= SB(C,S); 
NM(C) - AMC(C,"IMPORTED","TOTAL") 

/SUM(CP, AMC(CP,"IMPORTED","TOTAL")); 
NX(C) AMC(C."DOMESnC","EXP") 

/SUM(CP, AMC(CP,"IX)MESTIC","EXP")); 

R(C,I) = AMQ{CJVSUM(CP, AMQiCP,!)); 
SC(C,S,I) - AMC(C,S J)^AMT(I); 
SK(I) = AMFCCAPITAL" jVAMTd); 
SUI) - AMF("LABOR",I)/AMT(I); 

WC(C,S) - AMC(C,S,"FAMILIES") 
AAMC(C,S,'TOTAL") - AMC(C,S,"DUTY")); 

WE(C) -
AMC(C,"DOMESTIC,"EXF')/AMC(C,"DOMESnC,"TOTAL"); 

WI(C,S,I) - AMC(C,SjKAMCiC.S.'TOTAL") - AMCiC,S,"DUTY")); 

DISPLAY ALPHA, ALPHAK, ALPHAL, ALPHAE, ETABAR, SB, 
ETA, ELEVEL, M, MLEVEL, MU, NM, NX, R, SC, SK, SL, WC, 
WE, WI; 

SSTTTLE VARIABLE AND EQUATION DECLARATION 
® VAR ARE RATES OF CHANGE UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED • 

VARIABLES 
B BALANCE OF TRADE 
CN(C,S) CONSUMPTION - NOMINAL 
CR CONSUMPTION - REAL 
DF(C) FOREIGN DEMAND SHIFT 
E(C) EXPORTS OF AGRI COMMODI Í1ES 
ET TOTAL EXPORTS 
Kd) CAPITAL DEMAND 
KAPPA(I) SECTORAL CAPITAL STOCKS 
L TOTAL EMPIOYMENT 
U(I) LABOR DEMAND BY INDUSTRY 
MT TOTAL IMPORTS 
P(C.S) PRICES FOR COMM IN DOM CURRENCY 
PC PRICES: CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
pm EXCHANGE RATE 
PK(I) PRICE OF CAPITAL 
PX(C) EXPORT PRICE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY 
FM(C) IMPORT PRICE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY 
Q(C,I) OUTPUT 
T(C) IMPORT DUTY 
V(C) EXPORT SUBSIDY FOR THE MANUF 
W WAGE RATE 
WS WAGE SHIFT 
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X(C,S,I) INTERMEDIATE (DOMMODITY DEMANDS 
YE HOUSEHOLD E X m ® r r U R E 
Z(I) INDUSTRY ACTIVITY UEVEL 

EQUATIONS 
CX)N(C,S) 
EXPIXC) 
SUPPLY(C,I) 
INDC(C,S,I) 
INDCAKI) 
INDIAB(I) 
PRIC(I) 
PRIEXKC) 
PRUMKC) 
BAID(C) 
BALLAB 
BALCAP(I) 
IMPORTS 
EXPORTS 
BALTRADE 
CPI 
WAGE 
REALC 
DUMMY 

CONSUMPTION 
EXPORT DEMANDS 
SUPPLY RELATIONS 
INPUT DEMAND FOR COMMODITIES 
INPUT DEMAND FOR CAPITAL 
INPUT DEMAND FOR LABOR 
PRICE EQUATIONS FOR COMMODITIES 
PRICE EQUATIONS FDR EXPORTS 
PRICE EQUATIONS FOR IMPORTS 
BALANCE EQ FOR DOMESTIC COMM 
BALANCE EQUATION FOR LABOR 
BALANCE EQUATION FOR CAPITAL 
IMPORTS 
EXPORTS 
BALANCE OF TRADE 
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX 
WAGERAIE 
REAL CONSUMPTION 
NONBIND CONS TO GET NONZERO RHS ; 

SSTTTLE EQUATION DEFINITIONS 

CON(C,S).. CN(C,S) -E« EPSILON(C,S)*YE + 
SUM((CP,SP),ETA(C,S,CP,SP)*P(CP,SP)); 

EXPIHC).. PX(C) - E " . GAMMA(C)»E(C) + DF(C); 

SUPPLY(C,I)..Q(C,I) Z(I) + (P(C,"DOMESTIC) 
- SUM(CP, R(CP,I)' 'P(CP,' 'rX3MESnC))); 

INDC(C,S J).. X(C,Sa) Z(I) - ( P(C,S) 
- SUM(SP, ALPHA(C,SPJ)*P(C, SP)) ) ; 

INDCAPd).. K(I) =E= Z(I) - (PK(I) - ALPHAL(I)*W 
- ALPHAK(I)*PKa) ) : 

INDLABd).. U(I) =E= Za) - (W -ALPHALa)*W -
AUPHAK(I)»PK(I)); 
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PRIC(I).. SUM(C. R(C,I)»P(C,"DOMESTIC)) - E -
SUM((C,SP), SC(C,SP,I)*P(C,SP)) 
+ SK(I)*PK(I) + S U D ' W ; 

PRIEXKC).. P(C,TX)MESncr) - E - PX(C) + V(C) + PHI; 

PmiMP(C).. KC,"IMPORTED-) » E - PM(C) + T(C) + PHI; 

BAUXC).. SUM(I,M(Ca>'Q(CJ))"E= 
SUMd, WI(C,"DOMESTlC",I)"'X(C,"DOMESTIC,!)) 
+ WC(C,"DOMESnC)«CN(C,"DOMESTIC) + 
WEÍO'̂ EÍC); 

BALLAB.. SUMaWLa)*U ( I ) ) - E - L ; 

BALCAKI).. K(I) KAPPAd); 

IMPORTS.. MT - E - SUM(C, NM(C)*( PM(C) + 
SUMd, WI(C,"IMPORTED",I)*X(C,"IMPORTEDM)) 

+ WC(C,"IMPORTED'')*CN(C,'™PORTED''))); 

EXPORTS.. ET - E ° SUM(C, NX(C)»PX(C) + NX(C)*E(C)); 

BALTRADE.. B (ELEVEL'ET - MLEVEL»MT )/100; 

CPl. PC SUM((C,S), MU(C,S)*P(C,S)) ; 

WAGE.. W - E » THETA'PC + WS ; 

REALC.. CR - E - YE - PC ; 

DUMMY.. PC-L-100000; 

SSTTTLE EXOGENOUS VARIABLES AND SOLUTION REPORTS 

DF.FX(C)-1; E.FX(CM)=1; KAPPA.FX(I)-3; PHI.FX-0; PM.FX(C)=-2; 
T.FX(C>-=0; V.FX(CA>=0; WS.FX=0; YE.FX=2; 

MODEL ORANI/ALU; 

SOLVE ORANI USING LP MINIMIZING PC; 
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PARAMETERS 
VARCOMM(C,*) COMMODITY REPORTS 
VARINDUSd,") INDUSTRY REPORTS ; 

VARCOMMCQT") - T . U O ; 
VARCOMM(C,'V) »V.L(C); 
VARCOMM(C,'T)F') - DF. UC); 
VARCOMM(C,''E'') - E.L(C); 
VARC^MMCCTX") - PX.L(C); 
VARCXDMMÍQTM") » PM.UC); 

VARINDUSa,''K") - 1CL(I); 
VARINDUS(I,"U") - U-UI); 
VARINDUSa,"PK")« PK.LÍI); 
VARINDUS(I.''Z'') -Z.L(I); 
VARINDUSd,"KAPPA") - KAPPA.L(I); 

DISPLAY B.L, CR.L, ET.L, L.L, MT.L, PC.L, W.L, PHI.L, WS.L, 
YE.L, Q.L, X.L, CN.L, VARCOMM, VARINDUS; 



5 
Growth 

In a review article written almost thirty years ago Chenery 
(1961) contrasted the comparative advantage with the growth 
model approach to development policy. The comparative 
advantage approach was to eliminate trade barriers and use com-
modity and factor prices to find those goods which should be ex-
ported and those which should be imported. In some cases this 
strategy resulted in unbalanced growth as a country specialized in 
the export of a few mining and agricultural products. In other 
eases this strategy brought about varied and vigorous develop-
ment. 

In contrast, the growth model view argued for balanced 
growth so that there would be synergistic effects among the sec-
tors as they exploited economies of scale behind infant industry 
trade barriers. Also, this view relied more on import substitution 
than on export promotion to fuel the growth process. 

Under this dichotomy of development strategy the models of 
the previous chapter w(Hild be aligned with the comparative advan-
tage view and those of the current chapter with the growth view. 
Indeed the historical roots of the two types of modeling can be 
traced to groups and countries that advocated the corresponding 
points of view. However, the models need not be aligned with an 
ideological point of view. One might use a general equilibrium 
model and find that the best trade strategy was one replete with 
trade barriers. Or a growth model might he used in an investiga-
tion that found that the removal of trade barriers provided a major 
stimulus for high rates of economic growth. 

In that same review article Chenery outlined the use of linear 
programming models as an aid in determining development strat-
egy. This chapter follows in that tradition by using the control 
theory models of Kendrick and Taylor (1970) for South Korea 
and Martens and Pindyck (1975) for Tunisia as examples. These 
models illustrate the methodology and provide a good basis for 
discussing the strengths and weaknesses of this class of models 
for determining dynamic comparative advantage. 

119 
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1. The Kcndrick and Taylor Model 

At the time that this South Korean model was developed linear 
programming growth models of a number of countries had been 
created (see Eckaus and Parikh (1968), Chakravarty and Lefeber 
(1965), Bruno (1966), and Manne and Weisskopf (1972)). The 
goal of the Kendrick and Taylor project was to show that it was 
feasible to solve nonlinear control theory models on the main-
frame computers of the day. This meant that the models could in-
corporate nonlinear production and welfare functions and thus 
could be more realistic than the models in which these functions 
were linear. The project reached its goal by developing and 
solving a four sector, thirty time period model with constant elas-
ticity of substitution production fiinctions and a nonlinear welfare 
function on an IBM 7094 mainframe computer. Today, models 
similar to this can be solved on personal computers and much 
larger models can be solved on móiem mainfisme and supercom-
puters. 

a. The Mathematical Model 

The model has a nonlinear criterion function and nonlinear 
systems equations which are difference equations. There arc five 
graips of equations in the model as follows: 

• criterion function 
• rapital stock accumulation equations 
• distribution and production flmctions 
• foreign trade ecpiations 
• initial and terminal conditions 

The nonlinearities in the system equations are in the investment 
ca t ions and in the production functions. 

Critenon function 
The nonlinear criterion function depends on the consumption 

Cji of goods from sector j in time period / . The welfare 
derived from this consumption is a nonlinear function of the con-
sumption level of the form ^ ^ , where a and b are parameters 
of the nonlinear welfare function. Also the welfare is discounted 
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using tlie discount rate z . The resulting criterion function is 
Eq.(I)bclow. 

(1) 

/-I /-I 
where 

f - crítcríoa value 
z " amsumptíím discmnt míe 
Cjj " ammn^mi of goods from sector j ia penod / 

pmwneteis 

The pajameiers a and b wei^ chmen so that they were consistent 
with the the observed consumption shares and income elasticities 
of demand in South Korea (see Kendrick and Taylor (1969)). 

Cspií3l Stock Accsimulation 
The usual capital stock accumulation equation in dynamic 

models specifies that the capital stock in perim! / + Í is equal to 
the mpiial stock in the previous period plus investment 5 i.e. 

(2) - e / 

where 

kj^ ® (^M stock m sector j ia tme period i 
dj! mvestmemt level m sector j in time pcdod i 

However, the use of nonlinear programming methods opens a 
broader range of possibilities. For example a nonlinear function 
like g in Eq. (3) below m i be used. This permits a specification 
in which the 

(3) 
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effective addition to the capital stock depends on the investment 
input and on the existing capital stock. For example, a country 
with large capital stocks in a given industry could be specified as 
being more efficient in adding to its capital stock than another 
country with little or no capital stock in that industty. Also, the 
nonlinear function could be used to represent diminishing returns 
to efforts to increase the capital stock. For example, if investment 
equal to ten percent of the capital stock was attempted, the out-
come would be an increase of eight percent in the capital stock, 
i.e., 4^5 ths of the input would b ^ m e output. However, if the 
investment input was fifty percent of the capital stock, the actual 
increase in the capital stock would be twenty percent, i.e. VS ths. 
A ñmction embodying this notion is graphed in Figure 5.1, where 
b is the investment effort and 5 A is investment as a percentage 

r> 

5 0 . 1 5 

o 
c. 
«> s o 

0 . 0 5 

\ 5/k 
0 0.1 0.2 0 .3 0.4 0 . 5 

Investment Input as a Percmtage of C ^ ital Stock 

Figure 5.1 Absorptive Capaci ty Function 

of the capital stock, while Ak/k is the resultant increase in the 
capital stocL The mathematics of this absorptive caimdty function 
are given in Eq. (4). 
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(4) 1 -

with 
S j ^ - I, ^j^O 

1 + 
K J 

J 

The example of the function plotted in Fig. 5.1 is for e equal 
to 0.5 and /i equal to .275. Changing e afTects the curvature 
of the function and changing p afTects the asymptotic value. 
Thus with // equal to .275 the greatest percentage increase pos-
sible in a single time period is 27.5 percent. 

The absorptive capacity fimction embodies nmirnis that are im-
portant in dynamic comparative advantage. A country may not 
have a comparative advantage when its capital stocks are small, 
but as it grows it becomes more efficient in creating new coital 
stocks and thus can obtain a comparative advantage over time. 
Also, the function includes the idea that there are diminishing 
retums to efforts to expand an industry rapidly. However, it 
may be difficult to estimate accurately the parameters of this type 
of fimction. This is so because economic statics frequently do not 
distinguish l^tween 5 , the investment activity level, and Ak, the 
elTective increase in output. 

Distribution md Production Functions 
In all economic mcKlels it is necessary to insure that the use of 

each commodity does not exceed its availability. This is accom-
plished in the current model with Eq. (5). There are two types 

(5) + m^-Aq,* e,-^ c, y ^ j 

where 
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q I •= production vet^or in time psiiod i 
D diagcmal matrix of rmrgjxial propmsiües 

to import for proáiction 
¡n ̂  untied imports 
A •= input - mtput matrix 
B coital cx^fñáoít matrix 
e^ •= v^or of exports in time period i 
Cj - consum0i(m v&:tor in time period i 

of imports on the left hand side of this equation: (1) those which 
arc tied to production levels and (2) those which arc not tied. 
Production plus the two kinds of imports must equal the uses of 
^ch commodity as (1) iiiieimediale inputs, (2) investment inputs, 
(3) exports, and (4) consumption goods. 

The production functions are of the constant elasticity of sub-
stitution (CES) form which is shown in Eq. (6). The two factor 

•Up, 

where 

Tj elBdency ^mmweier 

J G/ 
i e I 

V J = raie of tedmical progress 
P J ^ distrilxition parameter 
pJ " {XJOj ) - 1 - elasticity of mbstitaticm jmrmieter 
¡JJ « labor input in sector j in period i 

inputs are capital and labor and fi is the distribution parameter 
between the two factor inputs. Technical progress is modeled as 
disembodied by the parameter v which is the rate of technical 
progress. The CES specification is useful in this type of model 
because it can be specialized to perfect substitutability as a ap-
proaches infinity or to fixed coefllcienis as o approaches zero. 
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The sum of the labor inputs to the ̂ ^ors is constrained by the 
labor force, as is shown in Eq. (7). It is implicitly assumed here 

(7) E "h i €/ 
jtJ 

where 
JI « kbor force in penod i 

that labor is perfectly mobile across sectors, while capital is fixed 
in a sector once investment occurs. Much capital is indeed fixed 
in the industry where the investment occurs (e.g., blast furnaces 
and oil refineries); however, some capital can be used by various 
kinds of indu^ries (e.g., vehicles and buildings). So long as all 
sectors grow monotonically the assumption that capital cannot 
move l^tween sectors is a reasonable one, but the assumption 
could cause problems in a situation where some industries grow 
and then contract. 

Fomgn Trade 
The foreign trade equations contain assumption about e^>orts, 

imports and foreign debt. Hie assumptions about exports in this 
model are in Eq. (8), where it is asaimed that exports are fixed 

W ej, given . ^ j 
where 

Cj^ " exports frcmi Úm sector j in i 

exogenously. This assumption is one of the most serious short-
comings of this model, not l^cause c}q)orts are difliculi to project 
(thcAif^ that can be a problem), but rather because the assumption 
of fixed exports sets a frame of mind in which the analyst and 
policy makers assume that they cannot affect the export level. 
This is not only not true but also prevents the analyst from using 
one of the most important aspects of any development strategy. 

The import assumptions were more realistic. As Eq. (9) 
shows it was assumed thai there would be no untied imports of 
aOTCultural and mining products (sector 1) nor of services (sector 
4) but that there could be untied imports in the heavy industry 
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(9) - 0 y ^ J 
where 

iDj^ imports of sector j goods in peri&i i 

(sector 2) and light industiy (sector 3) sectors. Also, there are 
tied imports for production and investment which are distin-
guished by sector of use rather than by sector of origin, so these 
imports can include commodities from all four sectors. In an 
evolving world of international trade the assumption of no untied 
imports of services may also be somewhat short-sighted. For ex-
ample, some years ago there was not much intematioml trade in 
services, but more recently this has been growing rs^idly. 

The next equation is one of the most important in the model. 
It is the foreign debt accumulation equation. (For another 
example of a debt accumulation equation "wliich play an Imporatent 
role in a growth model see Alatorre (1981)). It says that the for-
eign debt in any time period will equal the debt in the previous pe-
riod multiplied by one plus the interest rate plus the current ac-
count deficit. This is shown in Eq. (10). The interest rate was 

(10) y.̂ i" (1 + 0 V/ + I {d^qj, • ĵ, TTjdj, + mj,) 
jtJ 

i e I 

where 

Y J = foreign debt in períc^ i 
0 = interest rate on foreign debt 
djj " diagomJ elanents of the D matrix, i.e. 

marginal propensities import for production 
jTj - marginal proper^ity to import for investmoit 

treated as a constant in the model but clearly it should be time 
varying. Also, the same interest rate is applied to all elements of 
foreign debt, whereas in fact various portions of the total debt may 
be borrowed at different interest rates. 

This equation plays a pivotal role because most countries in-
crease their foreign debt during the development process with an 
expectation of decreasing the debt later in time. An example is 
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South Korea, which incurred a large debt over some years and 
then began to repay the debt. Also, this equation is useful to 
illustrate the efTects of increases in world interest rates on the 
development process and pn^pects of countries which have large 
foreign debts. 

Initial md Teiminal Conditions 
Dynamic models require initial conditions which mirror the 

situation in the economy at the beginning of the time horizon cov-
ered by the model. Also, the models frequently contain terminal 
conditions which are targets. For example, the model at hand has 
in Eq. (11) an initial foreign debt which is givra and a terminal 

jj Y^ known and y^^^ cbosaa as a togei 

foreign debt which is chosen as a target. The target may reflect a 
desire that the amount of foreign debt increase or contract during 
the time horizon covered by the model. Also, the terminal debt 
represents the negative part of the bequest of one generation to the 
next. 

The positive part of the bequest is in the terminal conditions 
for capital stock, which are shown in Eq. (12). As with foreign 

kj,known and kj chosen as fmgets 

debt, the initial conditicKis for capital stocks are given by the situa-
tion of the country, while the terminal conditions are chosen as tar-
gets. 

In some growth models the terminal capital stocks arc not in-
cludoi as constraints Imt rather added as an element in the criterion 
function. However, in all growth models some treatment of ter-
minal CTpital st(K:ks is necessary to represent the interest of future 
generations; otherwise there will be substantial dissavings in the 
last few time periods covered by the model. 

b. Results 

The most important results from this kind of model are in-
vestment input paths. One development strategy would use most 
of the investment in early years to buildup the heavy industry 
sector while constraining sharply the development of the light in-
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dusíry sector and the production of consumption goods. An al-
tcmative strategy would send investment into the agriculture and 
mining industries at an early stage in order to increase exports 
enough to earn the foreign exchange to buy the imported 
investment goods which are required to develop the heavy and 
light industry sectors later in time. A third strategy might 
emphasize exports from the light industry sector. 

A second part of the results is the time path for foreign debt. 
If the country begins with a small foreign debt the best strategy 
may be to increase this debt at first r^idly and then more slowly 
over the time horizon covered by the model. Alternatively, a 
country may be saddled with a large debt initially and may want to 
develop a strategy which maintains this debt at its initial level or 
attempts to reduce the debt somewhat. 

c. Strengths and Weaknesses of the Model 

This class of models captures many of the ideas which are Im-
portant in economic growth and development. The parameters of 
the objective function embody difierent income elasticities of 
demand for each sector. Thus, one would cxpcct solutions to 
indicate that the most rapidly growing industries are those for 
which the income elasticity of demand is high. 

Secondly, the models include the input-output structure of the 
economy in the A matrix as well as bringing out the fact that 
investment goods come in greater proportion from some sectors 
than from others, as indicated in the B matrix. Thus the 
interdependent nature of the economy is encapsulated by the 
model, with emphasis on the fact that capital fonnaticm will require 
more rapid growth of heavy industry sectors than of light 
industry. 

Thirdly, the models contain not only untied but also tied im-
ports. Thus investment increases in some industries reipiire much 
more substantial proportions of imports than in other industries. 
Also, production activities in some industries require much larger 
amounts of imported raw and intermediate materials than other in-
dustries. These aspects of the economy are included in the 
md IT J paraiueiers of the foreign debt accumulaiion equation. 

Fourthly, the model has limits on labor availability but permits 
exogenous increases in the labor force through domestic popula-
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tion growth or thrmigh immigration. Also, robstitution between 
labor and capital is i^rmiited, so thai the economy can grow more 
rapidly than the labor force thimigh a pnxe^ of cajntal «kepsning. 

Fifthly, nonlinear models with four sectors and many time 
periods ccHild be solved on mainframe computers in 1970 but can 
be solved on persoi^l computers today. Therefore, nonlinear 
models with substantial sectoral disaggregation can now be solved 
on today's mainframe and supercomputers. 

These are some of the strengths of this cla^ of models. What 
are some of the shortcomings? The mc^t glaring shortcoming is 
the treaiment of exports as exogenous. A more desirable specifi-
oition would permit unlimited exports at a fixed world price, as in 
some of the sectoral mwieis, or exports with price elasticities of 
demand, as in some of the geneml equilibrium models. There is 
no reason in the methodology that such specifications cannot be 
added to the existing model structures. If the price elasticities 
were introduced, then the foreign exchange rate would play a role 
ia the export and import equations and the model w(»ild be able to 
capture problems like those now faced by countries with large 
external debts. If these countries attempt to repay a substantial 
portion of that debt then they must decrease their exchange rates 
and give their currency such a low value that exports grow rapidly 
and imports grow slowly or even decline. 

A second shortcoming is a matter of taste. The criterion func-
tion which was used in the model has nice theoretical properties 
End carries in its parameters information about sectoral shares and 
income elasticity of demand. However, this criterion has the 
weakness that it is difficult to explain to policy makers. When 
economists start talking about nonlinear welfare and utility func-
tions policy makers sometimes tune out. An alternative approach 
is much easier to explain but does not have such nice theoretical 
properties. This is the quadratic tracking fimction which is com-
monly used in control theory and which was ^jplied to a growth 
model of Tunisia by Martens and Pindyck (1975), That approach 
will be discussed in some detail later in the chapter so no more 
discussion of it will be given here. 

Another alternative criterion function for growth models is fa-
vored by some economists. This function is the discounted out-
put valued at world prices. The reason for using world prices is 
thai domestic pric^ are sometimes distorted and world prices 
provide a better measure of opportunity cost. Also, if one uses 
this criterion then the shadow prices provide a measure of the 
increase in the discounted value of output which could be obtained 
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from added units of any scare resource. The prices in turn amid 
be used in models to equate the dynamic comimrative advantage 
of industries. However, there is at least one shortcoming in the 
use of this form of criterion function. In this case the criterion 
function is linear in consumption, and even if the model has 
nonlinear production functions the model will be linear in 
investment activities unless an adsori^ive capanty function like the 
one in the Kendrick and Taylor model is used. If the model is 
linear in investment activities then the solution will be 
characterized by dynamics in which investment bangs back and 
forth between upper and lower fK>unds rather than maintaining 
sdíKíth growth. This result is one of the reasons why economists 
tend to favor nonlinear criterion functions for growth models. 

A third shortcoming of this class of models is the lack of 
prices. Of course the shadow ptices from the constraints in the 
model provide price results, but these are not adequate. In the 
first place the shadow prices are the partial derivatives of the 
criterion function value with respect to the right hand side element 
of a constraint. Thus, if the criterion were the gross national 
product of a country and one of the constraints was a labor force 
constraint like Eq. (7) above, then the shadow price would 
indicate the increase in GNP which could be expected for each 
additional worker in the labor force and thus would be a good 
estimate of the annual wage. However, mc«t criterion functions 
ia growth models arc not gross national product but rather welfare 
functions like the one defined above, and the units of these 
functions are not as meaningful as the national currency in the 
gross national product. Moreover, the criterion functions 
frequently contain a variety of elements like terminal capital stock 
terms, employment or income distribution measures. Then the 
interpretation of the shadow prices as prices is more strained or 
just plain misleading. 

Also, prices and wages in an economy are usually a result of 
many institutional and political as well as economic forces and 
shadow prices do not capture these phenomena well. Therefore, 
if prices and wages are to be added to growth models they should 
follow in the tradition of the equations in econometric models in 
which today's prices or wages will be the same as the last periods, 
with increases or decreases reflecting demand and supply condi-
tions in the economy. Alternatively, general equilibrium sub-
models might be used in each time period in growth models to 
solve for supply and demand pressures and thus to provide indi-
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cations of the direction and amount of price and wage changes in 
each time period. 

The addition of price and wage equations to growth models 
would lay the foundations for inclusion of income distribution 
infonnation in the models along the lines of the methods used in 
general equilibrium models. 

Present day computable general equilibrium models are strong 
on price and wage results and have the stmcture to permit careful 
analysis of the income distribution effects of policies. However, 
as was discussed earlier, these models are weak on dynamics, in-
vestment, and growth. Therefore future models may evolve 
which either add investment and growth to general equilibrium 
models or which add pric<^, wages, and income distribution to 
growth models. 

Another shortcraning of growth models is the lack of ability to 
include economies of scale. The basic problem is that growth 
models with diseconomies of scale provide glolml optimd solu-
tions while models with economies of scale can provide only local 
qjtimality. 

An alternative approach is to use linear mixed integer pro-
gramming methods which search over all the local optima in an 
attempt to find the global optimum. Hiis is the approach which 
was taken by Westphal (1971) in his model of South Korea. 
However, this approach requires that the rest of the model be lin-
ear or linearized so that linear rather than nonlinear mixed integer 
programming methods can be used. 

2. The Martens aad Pindyck Model 

One of the major shortcomings of the Kendrick and Taylor 
model is the use of the general nonJinear criterion function. This 
kind of fimction is attractive to most economists since it has nice 
theoretical properties; however, it is difficult to convey its meaning 
to policy makers. Nonlinear welfare functions are intriguing to 
economists but are rather ephemeral objects to politicians. 

One alternative to general nonlinear welfare functions is 
quadratic-linear tracking criterion functions. With these functions 
the decision maker chooses desired paths for the economy. For 
example, the decision maker may have a preference for slow 
growth in light consumption goods and very rapid growth in ex-
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porting industries in the near term, followed by rapid powth ia 
heavy industry in the intennediate term and then by n^id growth 
in li¿it consximer goods toward the end of the planning horizon. 
These paths need not be consistent with one another, they need 
only represent wl^t the politician wants. 

Thus, if the criterion function had only a single variable it 
would have the form of minimizing 

(13) J - l i ^ t -
tar 

where 
/ - criterion value 
X, " vslue of a vmmbk M time t 

X, « iksired value of vmable at time t 

The criterion is called a quadratic tracking function because the 
variable x̂  should track the desired path, x,, in order to mini-
mize the value of the criterion. If the criterion has two variables, 
say Xjj and x̂ ^ it is necessary to assign penalty weights to the 
two terms as follows: 

(14) 

where 
.rcr 

JT^ «« value of varóle / in pcriai t 
x^ " desjjtd value for vmable i in period t 
w ̂  " patalty weight for varkble / 

The choice of a laige penalty weight for one varkble relative to the 
other would indicate that a higher priority was given to having that 
variable follow its desired patíi. For example, the decision makers 
might feel that it was more important to follow closely the desired 
path for exports than the desired path for production of light 
consumer goods. In this case a high priority (weight) would be 
assigned to exports. 

It is common to write Eq. (14) in vector matrix form as 
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1 
J -

where 

( 1 5 ) J ' j l l i x , - x,)'W(x, - x ] ) ] 
I C T 

X, vector of state varmbl^ 
X, " vector of desired state vmmbl^ 
W diagonal matrix of penalty wagbts 

Here x^ is called a vector of state >wable to distinguish it from a 
vector of control variables, u. The state variables are used to 

• • 

describe the state of the economy: for example, capital stock and 
output variables are typical state variables. The control variables 
are policy instruments like sectoral investment. 

There are also desired paths and weights for the control vari-
able, so the criterion functimi is written as 

(16) / " - - - ujRiu, - a,)) 
itr 

where 

/ criterion value 
X = vector of desired values of state variables 
u - v&^or of desired values of control variables 
W ^ diagoml matrix of pamb'ties for ^ e variables 
R " diag<mal matrix of pamlties for axttrol variables 

Thus, assigning high penalty weights to the diagonal elements of 
W relative to the weights in R gives high priority to having the 
state variables follow their desired paths without showing much 
concern for the paths traversed by the ccmtrol variables. 

In a policy setting Eq. (16) is used in an interactive way. The 
policy maker chooses desired paths and priorities for the state and 
control variables. The economist then solves the model and re-
ports the solution X* and u* back to the decision maker. New 
desired paths x and u and weights W and R are chosen and 
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the process is repeated until the policy maker is ^isfied with the 
outcome. Thus it is not necessary for the policy maker to know 
cxactly what penalty weights to use, but rather only to be able to 
know which results he or she prefers. So while the decision 

maker is asked to choose x¡, u,, W , and R the iterative pro-
cess means that he or she only need Imve a clear idea of prefer-
ences with regard to the x*, and u* solutirais to the model. 

The criterion is used along with the systems equations to pro-
vide a complete quadratic-linear tracking problem. The systems 
equaticMis ccmtain the model and mu^ be cither l i n ^ or linearized 
diflerence equations of the form 

(17) + c 

where 

A = coefBdent matrix for &e ^ e variables 

B " coeflicieat matrix for tíse control variables 

c - a>astani vexior 
with initial conditions 

(18) -"^o • ^^^ misa/ síató vector 

The dynamic equations come from the model. For example in 
the Martens and Pindyck (1975) model some of the systems equa-
tions come from the acciunulation equations for output and in-
vestment 

(19) - <7, + Gi, f g J 

where 
g, = vector of sectoral ouput level 
G diagmal matrix of output - capital ratios 
i, = vector of sectoral investment levels 
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These equations specify that the output level in each sector will he 
the same as in the previous year plus the increase in output which 
can be produced from the new investment in each sector. 
Comparing Eqs. (17) to (19) shows that if these were the only 
equations in the model the state vector would be the output levels 
of the sectors and the control vector would be the investment 
levels in those sectors. Also, the parameter definitions would be 

A =/ 

B "G 

c - 0 

id&itity matrix 

However, the accumulation equations are not the only equations in 
the model. In fact the Martens and Pindyck model has about forty 
equations. Not all those equations will be discussed here. 
Rather, a simplified version of the Martens and Pindyck model 
which captures most of the key concepts of that model will be 
presented. 

The essential idea of the model is that goods are produced 
which can be used cither for consumption or investment. If they 
are used for investment they add to future capacity and permit 
greater production in future time periods, as illustrated in Eq. (19) 
above. If they are used for consumption they add to immediate 
satisfaction. Also, there are e)qK)rts and imports in the model. 
Goods allocated to exports decrease the goods which are available 
for consumption or investment but they cam foreign exchange. 
The foreign exchange can then be used to hiy imported capital 
goods, intermediate materials, or cot^sumption goods. 

The state and control vectors for the simplified model are 

'n • 

V 
A 
q, 
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u 

where 
reí gross mtiomJ product 
^ » balance of ps}mea^ 
A » anploymmt 

ouipuí frwD sector j 
iavestmmí ki sector j 

Consistency is iroiíc«d on the model by the materials balance coa-
straints wfciclli auics shows below 

(20) ^ fflm-^ + c, + + e, i 

where 

• iffl variable ait vectors with elements for ead» 
. Ksrtor ia period t 

} production 
EU = imports 
i mvestmeat 
c • cmmmption 

goverwDest 
{ - ejqx>rts 
M- input - mtput mstrix 
S8 = capita} coeflident matrix 

Eq. (20) re îlraes fiat the country can use no more tten it produces 
and impoitj. TUnt goods can be used for intermediate inputs, iii-
vesírncní, coniswiinipííon, government, and exports. 
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CoQsumpíion adjusts over time IB(@in present levels as dispos-
able income rises or falls, as indicat edly? 

(21) + t e T 

where 

N = dmgooal matrix of coc/ffdeiis for hgg&S cimmmption 

a " vector of cocffítíents for das^icmble income 

io = dispomble mame {a ^^hr^ 

As output grows additional labo rm .ust be employed. 

(22) A , , , - A , i (g,^, • g,) 

where 

A « hbor : anploymaiJ 
1 « vector of seet^mM Sabor - mput mtios 

Eq. (22) indicates one of the diíTereisces between the two models 
discussed ia this chapter. The Kinflriclc and Taylor model con-
tains a labor force constraint whicl nniut be satisfied. In contrast 
the Martens and Pindyck model treats total employment as a state 
variable which should follow a dcsiiwl :path. If the actual path di-
verges too much from the desired patbiin a given solution then it is 
necessary to increase the penalty weiglat for tlmt state variable and 
to solve the model again. 

The balance of payments squatioisMfhe sum of imports minus 
exports plus foreign capital inflow, as shown below. 
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(23) Inij -
JtJ 

where 

^ = MJance of payments 
<p foreign inflow 

There is no foreign debt accumulation equation in this model, but 
one could easily & added. 

Exports are treated as exogenous in this model. 

Mathematically, this means that they arc are part of the c vector in 
Eq. 07) while economically, this means that this models suffers 
from the same shortcomings in international trade as does the 
Kendrick and Taylor model. 

Disposable income is defined as one minus the income tax rate 
times gross national income. The full Martens and Pindyck 

(24) Í0, - (1 - r)r7, t € T 

where 

" national income 

T -= income mx rate 

model includes both direct and indirect taxes; however in this as in 
many other aspects the model is simplified here to provide an 
introduction. The interested reader is encouraged to read the 
original article. 

Finally, the gross national product in this model is defined as 
equal to the value of cm^ut minus the value of intermediate inputs. 
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(25) = l ' ( / . , e T 

where 
l' " vector of ones 
I identity nmirix 

In summary the quadratic tracking criterion function from the 
Martens and Pindyck model can be u ^ to cure one of the major 
shortcomings of tibe Kendrick and Taylor model by providing a 
criterion function which can be basis for interaction between 
economists and politicians. 

This completes a review of the strengths and weaknesses of 
the previous generation of models. Let us consider next the 
modifications which should be made in creating the next 
generation of models. 

3. Exports 

The most important change is to provide for satisfactory tr^t-
ment of exports. The obvious step is to include export functions 
of the form 

(26) 

where 

P» i e I 
t € T 

e^ « exports of commodity i in period t 
y^ «= world income 
p^ world pnce of commodity i in period t 

= domestic pnce of commodity i in period t 
e, ~ exchange rate 

If the function is to be included in a general nonlinear model like 
the Kendrick and Taylor model, it can be used in its estimated 
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nonlinear form. If it is to be used in a linear model like the 
Marten and Pindyck model, then it roust be linearized. 

If a quadratic-lin^r tracking model is used, then the model 
might not only include a linearized version of Eq. (26) tot also 
could include desired paths for sectoral exports. The desired 
paths could reflect expectations for different growth rates of ex-
ports from the varimis sectors as well as export promotion plans 
by the government and by private firms. 

The use of Eq. (26) requires domestic prices. This in turn 
means that the model should include price and wage equations 
which can be used not only for foreign trade analysis but also for 
income distribution. 

4. Wages and Prices 

Some economists would prefer growth models which contain 
three sets of prices: (i) current, (ii) shadow, and (iii) world. The 
notion is that current priccs are sometimes distorted, while world 
prices are not always the socially optimal prices for a country. 
Therefore the idea is to obtain shadow prices by solving growth 
models in which the objective function is the discounted value of 
output valued in world priccs. The shadow prices from these 
solutions would then be used in sectoral models to determine dy-
namic comparative advantage. This procedure holds some 
promise for a key price in the economy: namely the price of for-
eign exdiange. This is so because even an aggregated model will 
have a balance of payments constraint and this will yield a shadow 
price for foreign exchange. However, most growth models are 
not disaggregated enwigh to include all the price of commodities 
which are required to make a careful evaluation of dynamic com-
parative advantage at the level of the sectoral models. Also, this 
approach can require the use of models which are linear in invest-
ment activities and which therefore exhibit behavior in which in-
vestment bangs back and forth between upper and lower bounds. 

Shadow prices aside, there are two alternatives for wage and 
price equations. One method would be to include a general equi-
librium model within the growth model. Thus in mch time period 
a static general equilibrium model would be solved to determine all 
factor and commodity prices. While this approach is feasible it 
has the shortcoming that disirikited lag relationships and therefore 
timing would not included. 
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A second method would to use price md wage equatimis 
like those developed for econometric models. These equations 
almost always include distributed lag relationships. Also, they 
can be specified to capture ii^jui-wtput information as well as the 
effects of changes in world prices and exchange rates. 

5. Income Distribution 

Once wage and price eqmitions are added to growth models, it 
is possible to use the models to ai^lyze the effects of various 
policies on income distributioa Two approadies ¡malleling those 
described above for wages and prices can be considered. If a 
static general equilibrium model is embedded in the growth model 
then income distribution can be included in just the manner de-
scribed in some detail in the previous chapter. This of course 
would necessitate using the general equilibrium methods for 
wages and prices as well. 

The econometric model approach to income distribution has 
traditicmally been to include factor payments but not to incorporate 
specifications which would permit any analysis of the size distri-
Inition of income. Of course the general equilibrium models also 
do not focus on the size distribution of income but rather on the 
distribution of income betv/een various types of households like 
rural and urban households. However, there is no reason why 
household type income distribution equations carmot be specified 
and ^timated for econometric model-type equations. Neither is 
there any reason why these equations cannot be incorporated into 
growth models. 

The cnicial difTiculty may be the availability of time series in-
formaiion on income distribution. Social accounting matrices and 
general equilibrium models have traditionally been constructed 
from data on a single yea/s income distribution data. In contrast, 
econometric modeling would require a time scries of income 
distribution information. 

An alternative approach to income distribution is to add con-
straints for basic needs to the growth mwiels. Some economists 
favor this approach as a way to represent at least a portion of the 
income distribution in the model and a way to cover the needs of 
the most impoverished part of the society. 
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6. Economies of Scale 

Some inclusion of economies of scale In growth models has 
been done recently in work by Kennedy and Rostow (1988) 
which is similar to the discussion of increasing returns to scale in 
growth models in Solow's work (discussed in Qiapter 22 of 
Branson (1979)). 

Alternatively, multiperiod linear economywide models with 
economies of scale can be develoj^d and solved using linear 
mixed integer programm îng methods in the tradition of Westphal 
(1971). Westphal's methcnd is to develop a linear multisectoral 
dynamic model in the tradition of EckausandParikh (1968) and of 
Bruno (1966) and then to add to it sectoral models for one or two 
sectors. The sectoral models arc like those discussed in Chapter 2 
of this monograph. This approach has the dis^vantage that it re-
quires linearity and that it is computationally o^nsive; however it 
is the only proven method for including economies of scale in 
multiple sectors in a dynamic model. 

7. Tcchaical Change 

One of the most important elements in economic growth is 
technical change. Yet growth models typically treat technical 
change as exogenous. The exception is some work in the growth 
theory field which used capital and labor prices to analyze a ten-
dency for technical change to be either capital saving or labor sav-
ing. However, this was a limited eíTort and did not really tackle 
the larger problem of predicting bursts of technical cha^e which 
economic historians can document but which model builder have 
had difficulty incorporating. 

There is renewed eíTort in this direction in the current research 
of Keruiedy and Rostow (1988). Perhaps this project will pro-
vide new directions for the endogenous inclusion of technical 
change in dynamic multisectoral growth models. 

There is an aspect of technical change which has perhaps re-
ceived less attention than it deserves. A country's comparative 
advantage may be eroded over time by rapid technical change in 
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another oKintry. For example a cmintry may be a strong exporter 
of steel products at one point in time, but then neglect technical 
progress while its competitors are making rapid gains. In this 
case, the country will awake from its slumber to find that it has 
lost it comparative advantage in that industry. One implication of 
this is that comparative advantage models should include 
decreasing world prices for commodities where there is rapid 
technical change. 

S. CoQclusions 

The previous generation of growth models provides a solid 
foundation for continued progress by including capital accumula-
tion, balance of payments, endogenous imports, sectoral invest-
ment, income elasticities of demand, and factor substitution. 
However, the shortcomings of these models leave much work to 
b« done. 

A new generation of models could be develof^d which add 
endogenous exports, prices and wages, income distribution, 
economies of scale, and perhaps technical change to growth mod-
els. The computational capability is available and the need for 
such specifications is apparent, so it seems likely that a new surge 
of activity in this field will produce major improvements in this 
class of models. 



Appendix 5A 
Growth Models 

This appendix contains the GAMS statement of a reduced 
version of the Kendrick and Taylor model. The original model 
was ̂ Ived for a thirty period time horizon while the current model 
is solved for a five period horizon. This GAMS version of the 
Kendrick and Taylor model is still being debugged so the 
interested reader may want to write the author for the current 
version. 

A DYNAMIC MULHSECTORAL NONLINEAR PLANNING MODEL 

REFERENCE: KENDRICK, DAVID A. AND LANCE J. TAYLOR 
(1%9), "A DYNAMIC NONLINEAR PLANNING MODEL FOR 
KOREA", CH. 8 IN ADELMAN.M, PRACTICAL APPROACHES TO 
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, THE JOHNS HC^KINS 
UNIVERSITY PRESS, BALTIMORE. 

AND 
KENDRICK, DAVID A. AND lANCE J. TAYU)R (1970), 
"mJMERICAL SOLUnON OF NONLIhiEAR PLANNING MODELS", 

ECONOMETRICA, VOL. 38, NO. 3, MAY, H». 453-467. 

THE GAMS VERSION WAS CREATED BY DAVID KENDRICK AND 
ANANTHA DURAL\PPAH, JULY 1988 

SETS 
J SECTORS 

/ AGRI-MIN AGRICULTURE AND MINING 
HEAVYIND HEAVY INDUSTRY 
L O i l l N D UGHTINDUSTOY 
SERVICES SERVICES / 

ALL\S(J,I); 

SETS 
T TIME PERIODS / 1*5 / 
TB(T) BASE PERIOD 
Tr(T) TERMINAL PERIOD; 

TB(T) - YES S (ORIXT) EQ 1); 
Tr(T) = YES S (ORIXT) EQ CARD(T)); 
DISPLAY TB,TT; 

1 4 4 
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PARAMETERS 

SCALAR Z DISCOUNT RATE /0.03/; 

PARAMETER DIS(T) DISCOUNT FACTOR; 
DIS(T) - (l+Z)®*(-ORD(T)); 
DISPLAY DIS; 

PARAMETER ALPHA(J) COEFHCIENT IN WELFARE FUNCTION 
/AGRI-MIN .48 

HEAVYIND .33 
UGHITND .345 
SERVICES .3925 / 

PARAMETER PHI(J) EXPONENTS IN IHE WELFARE FUNCTION 
/AGRI-MIN .85 

HEAVYIND .90 
UGimND .91 
SERVICES .87 / 

TABLE A(U) INPUT-OUITUTOOEFnCIENTS 
AGRI-MIN HEAVYIND UGHTIf® SERVICES 

AGRI-MIN .10 .09 .17 .01 
HEAVYIND .09 .33 .24 .12 
UGHTIND .04 .02 .12 .05 
SERVICES .03 .09 .09 .08 

TABUE B(U) CAPITAL COEFHCIENTS 
AGRI-MIN HEAVYIND UGHTIND SERVICES 

HEAVYIND .6908 1.3109 .1769 .15(K) 
UGHTIND .0010 .0199 .0022 .0000 

TABLE FRODFd,•) PRODUCTION FUNCTION PARAMETERS 
ELASnCITY DISTRIBUT TECHNICAL? EFHCIENCYINILAB 

AGRI-MIN 1.20 .35 .03 .41 5.10 
HEAVYIND .90 .30 .035 1.26 0.84 
UGHTIND .90 .25 .025 1.89 0.36 
SERVICES .60 .20 .025 .47 2.30 
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PARAMETER 
SIGMA(J) ElASncrrYOFSUBSnTUnON 
RHO(J) RHO PARAMETER FOR ELAS OF 

suBSTrrunoN 
BETA(J) DISTRmUnON PARAMETER IN CES PROD 

FUNCTION 
NU(J) TECHNICAL CHANGE PARAMETER IN 

CES PROD FUNC 
TAU(J) EFHCIENCY PARAMETER N CES PROD 

FUNCTION; 

SIGMAd) - PRODFd.'ELASTICrrY'); 
RHO(J) - (I/SIGMA(J))-1 ; 
BETA(J) - PRODF(J,'DISTRIBUr); 
NU(J) - PRODF(J,TECHNlCALP); 
TAU(J) - PRODFd.'EFFICIENCY'); 

PARAMETER TECH(J,T) TECHNICAL CHANGE FACTOR; 
TECH(J,T) - (l+NU(J))**(ORD(T)); 
DISPLAY TECH; 

PARAMETER LTOT(T) TOTAL LABOR FORCE ; 
LTOTCr) - SUM(J J'RODFU.TNILAB')); 
LOOP(T, LT0T(T+1) - L02 • LTOT(T)); 

PARAMETER MU(J) COEFHCIENT IN INVESTMENT FUNCTION 
/AGRI-MIN .275 

HEAVYIND .35 
OGHTIND .30 
SERVICES .35 / 

SCALAR ETA COEFHdENT IN INVESTMENT FUNCTION A).5/; 

TABLE KBAR(J,T) INIIIAL AND TERMINAL CAPITAL STOCKS 
1 5 

AGRI-MIN 2.02 3.55 
HEAVYIND 2.13 5.00 
UGHTIND L26 2.55 
SERVICES L27 2.575 

PARAMETER GAMMABAR(T) INTTAL AND TERMINAL FOREIGN 
DEBT 

/ I .25 
5 20.00 / 
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PARAMETER EXPTOT(T) TOTAL EXPORTS; 
EXPTOTCR) - 3.4; 
LOOP{T, EXPTOT(T+L) •=> 1.08 • EXPTOT(T)); 
DISPLAY EXPTOT; 

TABLE EXPPER(J,T) SECTORAL EXPORT PERCENTAGES 
1 2 3 4 5 

AGRI-MIN 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
HEAVYIND 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
UGHLLND 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 
SERVICES 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 

PARAMETER E(J,T) SECTORAL EXPORTS; 
E(J,T) - EXPPER(J,T) • EXFTOT(T); 
DISPLAY E; 

SCALAR THETA INTEREST RATE ON FOREIGN DEBT / .05 / ; 

PARAMETERS D(J J ) PROPENSITY TO IMPORT FOR PROD 
/AGRI-MIN.AGRI-MIN .0008 

HEAVYIND.HEAVYIND .0900 
UGHTIND.UGHTIND .0300 
SERVICES.SERVICES .(XWO / 

PARAMETERS PI(J) PROPENSITY TO IMPORT FOR INVEST 
/ AGRI-MIN .63 

HEAVYIND .98 
UGHTIND .10 
SERVICES .10 / 

PARAMETER IDEN(U) ¡DENTITY MATRIX 
/ AGRI-MIN.AGRI-MIN 1 

HEAVYIND.HEAVYIND 1 
UGHTIND.UGHTIND 1 
SERVICES.SERVICES 1 / 

PARAMETER P(M) PRODUCTION COEF IN BALANCE EQ ; 
P ( U ) - IDEN(U) - A ( U ) + D ( U ) ; 
DISPLAY P; 
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VARIABLES 
C(J,T) 
DELTA(J,T) 
G{J,T) 
GAMMA(T) 
K(J,T) 
UJ.T) 
M(J,T) 
Q(J.T) 
XI 

CONSUMPTION 
INVESTMENT 
CAPAOTY ADDmONS 
FORHGNDEBT 
CAPITAL STOCKS 
lABOR 
IMPORTS 
PRODUCTION 
CRITERICM>4 VALUE 

EQUATIONS 
CRITERION 
CAPITAIAC(J,T) 
DEBTALAC(T) 
INITCAKJ) 
INITDEBT 
TERMCAP(J) 
TERMDEBT 
CONSUMHJ.T) 
LABOR(T) 
PRODUCnON(J,T) 
CADDKJ.T) 
FDOMPACT) 
FDOMPSA) 

CRITERION FUNCTION 
CAPITAL ACCUMULATION 
FOREIGN DEBT ACCUM 
¡NmAL CAPITAL STOCKS 
INmAL FOREIGN DEBT 
TERMINAL CAPITAL STOCKS 
TERMINAL FORHGN DEBT 
CONSUMPTION 
lABOR 
PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 
CAPACITY ADDITION 
FIX AGRI-MIN IMPORTS 
FIX SERVICES IMPORTS; 

CRITERION.. 

CAPITALAC(J,T+1)., 

DEBTALAC(T+1).. 

ÍNITCAP(J).. 

INITDEBT.. 

TERMCAP(J).. 

TERMDEBT.. 

XI-E-SUM(T,DIS(T-1) 

• SUM(JALPHA(J)'C(J,T-1)»»CPHI(J)))); 

K(J,T+1)-E-K(J,T) + G(J,T); 

GAMMA(T+1) - E - (1+THETA) • GAMMA(T) 

+ SUMO, D(J^) • Q(J,T) - E(J,T) 

+ PKJ) • DELTA(J,T) + M(J,T)); 

K(J,'l') - E - KBAR(J,'r); 

GAMMA('l') -L" GAMMABARCl'); 

K(J,'5') •=£= KBAR(J,'5'); 

GAMMAC5') -L= GAMMABARC5'); 
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CX)NSUMP(I,T-1).. 

LAB0R(T-1).. 

PRODUCnON(J,T-l). 

CADDKJ.T-l).. 

FDOMPACT-L).. 

FLXIMPS(T-L).. 

C(I.T-L) - E - SUM(J, K U ) • Q(J,T-1) ) 

- SUM(J, B ( U ) • DELTA(J,T-1)) 

-E(I,T-1) + M(I,T-1); 

LTOra-l) "E- SUM(J, UJ.T-l)); 

Q(J,T-1) - E - TAU(J) • TECH(J,T-1) ' 

( BETA(J) • K(J,T-1) • • (-RHCKJ)) 

+ (1 - BETA(J)) • L(J,T-1) (-RHO(J))) 

••(-1 /RHCXJ)); 

G(J,T-1) - E - MU(J) • K(J,T-1) • 

(1 - (1 + ( ETA • DELTA(J,T-1)) 

/(MU(J) • K(J,T-1)) ) (-1/ETA) ); 

MCAGRI-MISP.T-I) 0; 

MCSERVICES',T-1) -E= 0; 

LOWER BOUNDS ON VARIABLES 

K.LO(J,T) " 0.001; 
LLO(J,T-l) -0.01; 
DELTA.LO(J,T-l) -0.001; 
G.LO(J,T-l) -0.001; 
CLO(J,T-I) -0.01; 
Q.L0(J,T-1) -0.01; 
GAMMA.LO(T) - 0.00; 
M.LOCHEAVYINry.T-l) -0.001; 
M-LOCUGHnND",!-1) - 0.001; 
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COMPILER SETTINGS 

OPTION 
OPTION 
OPTION 
OPTION 
OPTION 
OPTION 
OPTION 
OPTION 
OPTION 

INTEGER3 
REAL I 
REAL3 
INTEGER4 
BRATIO 
UMROW 
UMCOL 
INTEGERS 
riERLIM 

-2; 
- 0 . 2 ; 
"O.Ol; 
"ISO; 
»0; 
-0; 
-0; 
-3ÍK)0; 

* MODEL STATEMENT 

MODEL iOENTA Y JMU\ 

* NOMINAL PATHS 

C.LCAGRI-MIN','2') - 0.124 
C.L('AGRI-MIN','2') - 0.089 
C.LCAGRI-MIN','3') - 0.142 
C.U'AGRI-MIN'.M') - 0.231 

CLCHEAVYIND*,'!') 1.607 
C.L('HEAVYIND','2') - 0.344 
C.L('HEAVYIND','3') - 0.366 
C.U'HEAVYIND'.M') - 0.411 

CLCUGHTíNiy.'r) - L507 
C.L('UGHTIND','2') - 0.833 
C.L('UGHTIND','3') - 0.799 
CL('UGimND', '4') - 0.638 

C.Li'SERVICES'.'l') - 0.349 
C-LCSERVICES-.^') - 0.297 
C.L('SERVICES','3') 0.328 
C.LCSERVICES','4') - 0.368 

DELTA.U'AGRI-MIN'.'r) 0.001 
DELTA.L('AGRI-MIN','2') = 0.623 
DELTA.L('AGRI-MIN','3') - 0.664 
DELTA.L('AGRI-MIN','4')« 0.705 
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DELTA.U'HEAVYIND'.'R) - 0.001 
DELTA.U'HEAVYIND','?) - 1.308 
DELTA.LCHEAVYIND','3')- 1.493 
DELTA.LCHEAVYIND','4')» 1.704 

DELTA-LCUGHNNRY,'!') 0.(K)1 
DELTA.LCUGHTIND','2') - 0.570 
DELTA.LCUGHTIND'.'S') - 0.633 
DELTA.LCUGHTIND','4') - 0.705 

DELTA.LCSERVICES','R) - 0.001 
DELTA.LCSERVICES','2') - 0.630 
DELTA.L('SERVICES','3') - 0.625 
DELTA.LCSERVICES','4') - 0.595 

K.LCAGRI-MIN'.'R) - 2.020 
K.LCAGRI-MIN','2') - 2.347 
K.LCAGRI-MIN','3') - 2.711 
K.LCAGRI-MIN','4')-3.113 
K.LCAGRI-MIN','5') - 3.550 

K.U'HEAVYIND','!') - 2.130; 
K.LCHEAVYIND','2') - 2.664 
ICL('HEAVYIND','3') = 3.309 
K.L('HEAVYIND','4') - 4.083 
K.LCHEAVYIND','5') •= 5.000; 

K.U'UGHTIND'.'R) - 1.260; 
K.L('UGHTINIY,'2') - 1 .515 ; 
K.LCUGHTIND','3') - 1.812; 
K.L('UGHTIND','4') - 2.155; 
K.LCUGHILNIY;5') - 2.550; 

K.U'SERVICES'.'L') - 1.270; 
K.LCSERVICES','2') - 1.562; 
K.LCSERVICES','3') - 1.888; 
ICLCSERVICES','4') - 2.234; 
ICLCSERVICES','5') - 2.575; 

L.LCAGRI-MIN'.'R) - 2.815; 
LLCAGRI-MIN','2') - 2.428; 
L.LCAGRI-MIN','3') - 2.453; 
LLCAGRI-MIN','4') = 2.512; 
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L.U'HEAVYIND','!') - Z636 
L.LCHEAVYINIY,'2') - 3.907 
L.L('HEAVYIND','3') - 4.068 
L.L('HEAVYIND','4')" 4.244 

LLCUGHNND",'!') = 0.938 
L.LCUGHTINIY,'2') - 0.475 
L.LCUGMIND','3') - 0.453 
L.LCUGHTIND','4') 0.381 

L.LCSERVICES','!') - 2.211 
L.LCSERVICES','2') - 2.048 
L.LCSERVICES','3') - 2.149 
L.LCSERVICES','4') - 2.260 

M.L(J,T-1) - 0.0; 

G.UJ,T.L) - MUÜ) «K-UI.T-D • (1- (1+(ETA*DELTA.L(J,T-1))/ 

(MU(J)*K.UJ,T-1)))''®(-1/ETA)); 

« SOLVE STAT^^ENT 

SOLVE KENTAY USING NLP MAXIMIZING XI; 



Part III 
Conclusions 



Conclusions 
What then is the compamiive advantage of each of the different 

classes of models for analyzing dynamic comparative advantage? 
This will be discussed shortly but ñrst an overarching issue will 
be addressed. 

In recent y^irs there has been a resurgence of support for the 
efficacy of free markets and a tendency to turn away from central 
planning. This view has gained strength in the United States and 
in Europe md has swept across I^tin America and Asia. One part 
of this resurgence of the market has been a push toward free trade, 
away from import substitution, and toward export led growth. 
According to this view, the best way of determining dynamic 
comparative advantage is to leave everything to the market. 
Private entrepreneurs are seen as nimble people who will embrace 
r^id technical change and avoid the ponderous pace of state-run 
enterprises. Government controls on international trade are seen 
as creating rent seeking activiti^ which sap the economic strength 
of national ecraomira. 

There is much to this point of view. In a rapidly changing 
world a decentralized market economy may be able to respond 
more quickly to change than can traditional state enterprises. 
Also, market economics tend to decentralize incentives and thus 
enhance productivity. If this is so then what is the role for math-
ematical models which have in the past been associated with cen-
tral planning? The answer is: a large role. The models do not 
belong to either of the ideological positions of free markets or 
central planning. In fact the greatest use of sectoral models is not 
by governments in centrally planned economies but by private 
enterprises in decentralized economies. Indeed, private 
companies which eschew the use of computer models of their 
industries may be placing themselves at a decided disadvantage in 
the competitive battles between firms. 

Also, governments - no matter their ideological position - will 
continue to be concerned with income distribution. Thus the 
sectoral models will be complemented by computable general 
equilibrium models which make it possible to analyze the 

1 5 5 
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commodity and factor price effects of policies and thus to focus on 
the income distribution results of policies. 

If models like these are to be used in both centralized and do-
centralized economies, what is the comparative advantage of the 
different classes of models discussed in tíüs book? 

First the sectoral models. These models have been and will 
be used to analyze single industries and groups of industries 
within single countries, combinations of countries, and in the en-
tire world. They are useful in detennining the optimal choice of 
technology as well as the size of production facilities. They aid 
in decisions on which products to produce and the inputs to use. 
They arc of great help in deciding where to locate facilities and 
where to ship products. They are useful in determining which 
goods should be imported, which produced domestically, and 
which exported. The models permit the analysis of economies of 
scale in a dynamic setting. Wldle this has normally been done for 
internal economies of s<^e, multi-industry models will also permit 
the analysis to be extended to external economies of scale. 

Sectoral models can be used both in situations where perfect 
competition assumptions hold and in situations where these 
assumptions are violated. Under perfect competition, for 
example, the models specify that unlimited ammuits of imports am 
be bcmght at the world market price and unlimited quantities for 
exports can he supplied at the world market price. In the absence 
of perfect competition the sectoral models can be used to include 
the plants of a number of large firms and to elaborate scenarios in 
which first one firm and then another expands and cuts into the 
market share of the other. Moreover, these games can be 
analyzed not only in a dynamic Imt also in a spatial setting where 
market shares differ from city to city. 

However, there is still substantial room for improvement in 
sectoral models. Most existing models are cost minimizing mod-
els with fixed demand, rather than profit maximizing models with 
price responsive demand. Uncertainty in demand and in cost 
factors is not included in a systematic way in the models. 
Inventories and inventory costs have not been treated adequately. 
Computational speeds still place important limits on the number of 
products, time periods, plants and markets which can be included 
in the models. 

In summary, sectoral models still have some shortcomings but 
they are nonetheless powerful tools for analyzing the dynamic 
comparative advantage of a single industry or a group of indus-
tries. However, sectoral models are not broad enough in scope to 
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include income distñbutíoQ. For (Ms om must turn to comimtable 
general equilibrium models. These models permit endogenous 
calculations of both commodity and factor prices. Thus it is 
posible to study not only the effects of factor price changes on the 
iiKome distributi<»i hit ^so the effect of ctmimodity price changes 
on the welfare of differmt groups in the society. 

With the creation of the HERCULES and GEMPACK model-
ing systems and advances in algorithms and codes for solving the 
models, there have recently been sharp gains as regards the effort 
required to develop and maintain general equilibrium models and 
the size of the models which can be solved. This means that 
models can be constmcted to analyze in a disaggit:gated setting the 
efficiency and Ci^ity effects of changes in tariffs and quotas as 
well as the effects of chmiges in export sibsidies. 

Computable general equilibrium models in turn have their 
shortcomings. Most important, they tend to be static models. 
Even when they arc dynamic they are usually solved as a series of 
comparative static models which do not permit careful analysis of 
the timing of policy effects. Such timing rather require growth 
models which can incorporate distributed lag structure. 

Growth models provide a basis for a broad overview of trade 
policy in the contcxt of the growth and development of a country. 
These models can incorporate income elasticities of demand in 
both domestic and foreign maricets to provide guidance about 
which industries should grow rapidly and which should grow 
more slowly. They provide a useful framework for analyzing the 
saving-investment choice and for studying the sectoral ^location 
of investment. The models capture the bdance of payments con-
straint well and permit study of import substitution or export led 
growth. 

The lai;ger iffiues of development policy are the traditional do-
main of growth theory. Some of these issues are: (1) consump-
tion vem¡s investment choices, (2) inv^tment allocation to heavy 
versus light industries, (3) trade policy which favors import 
Kibstitution versus export promotion, and (4) population policy 
which is permissive or restrictive. The growth models can pro-
vide a numerical foundation for these debates in a disaggregated 
setting. The ^ving-investment choice is still there, but growth 
models can be used to study the various sources of savings (i.e., 
corporate, individual, and government savings) and to analyze the 
role of i^nsion funds and life-cycle savings on the aggreagate 
savings behavior of the country. 
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Investment allocation need not be discussed as simply heavy 
industry versus light industry bat can be dealt with across a 
panoply of sectors with an eye to both domestic and foreign 
markets and keeping in mind toth savings and foreign exchange 
constraints. Trade policy need not be debated as import 
substitution versus export promotion Imt rather may take into 
accímní subtleties in which the general strategy might be export 
promotion but with important exceptions for some infant 
industries where economies of scale are sul»tantial. Also, the 
models make it possible to analyze the effects of tariffs and 
subsidies and the use of a given real exchange rate policy. 
PofHilation policy can be analyzed by considering the effects both 
on the demand side, with increased demand for goods and 
services, and on the supply side with increased labor supply. 

Growth models too, however, are in need of improvement. 
These models have in the past not included endogenous price 
determination. Also, they have sometimes made exports 
exogenous rather than endogenous and price responsive. 
Technical change is important to economic growth but it has not 
been included adequately in existing models. Typically the growth 
models have nm captured economic of scale. Also, tíiese models 
are so broad in their scope that they cannot provide the kind of 
detail which is used in the sectoral models for a carejful analysis of 
dynamic comparative advantage at the project level. Finally, 
growth models have largely ignored income distribution issues. 

In summary, models for comparative advantage may be in a 
situation like economic growth in Europe and Japan in the 1950s. 
At that time there was a large tecklog of technical knowledge 
waiting to be incorporated into the economies of those countries. 
In recent years there has been major technical progress in model 
specification, in modeling sj^tems like GAMS, HERCULES, and 
GEMPACK, in model solution algorithms, and in microcomputer 
and mainframe capabilities. Sul^tantial opportunities are avail-
able for gaining a deeper Insight into dynamic comparative 
advantage by exploiting the new technologies which have l^en 
developed in the last twenty years. 
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Appendix A 
Latin American Models 

This append! x contains a listing of a selection of Latin 
American models «fftiie types covered in this monograph. The 
^mple draws heaTil̂ ^ on the set of models which are contained in 
the GAMS library' of models. No attempt has been made to be 
comprehensive latBer only to provide some illustrations. Some 
of the models are i«4 dástributól with the GAMS library but were 
developed in the OAMS system. The annotation "in GAMS" is 
placed beside thost those models. 

Table A.I Single Country Sectoral Models 

Industry Coun t ry Study 

GAMS 
Library 
l^ama 

Petrochemicals 39esico 

Sieel 

Steel 

Brazil 
Mexico 

Jimenez, Rudd, and 
Meyer (1982) 

Kendrick(1967) 

Kendrick, Meeraus, MEXSD 
and Alaiorre(1984) 

TabI© A-2 Regional Sectoral Models 

Industry 

Fertilizer 

Natural Gas 

Fertilizer 

Study 

Mennes and Stoutjesdijk 
(1985) 

GAMS 
Library 
Mame 
ANDEAN 

Manne and Bcltramo( 1984) GTM 

Manne and Vietorisz (1963) VIETMAN 

1 6 1 
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Table A.3 Global S@ctoral Models 

industry 

AIuininuiQ 

Copper 

Peirocliemicals 

Peirocbemicals 

Petroleum 

S tudy 

GAMS 
Library 
Name 

Brown, Dammert, Meeraus, ALUM 
and Sioutjesdijk(1983) 

Donuneit snd 'Pslsnisppon 
(1985) 

CX>PPER 

in GAMS MaiKmchehri Adib (1985) 

Sigurdsson and Rudd (1988) 

Langston(1983) in GAMS 

Tab!® A.4 Gene ra l Equilibrium Models 

Country 

Brazil 

Study 

Taylor, Bacha, Cardoso, 
and Lysy (1980) 

GAMS 
Library 
l^ame 

Country 

Mexico 

Mexico 

Tab le A.5 Growth Models 

Study 

Manne(1973) 

Aíaíorre(l981) 

GAMS 
Library 
N a m e 

DINAMICO 
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